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Abstract

The present work understands the book of the Song of Songs as a mystical composition that can be placed within ancient Jewish mystical literature expressing love for the divine. Aspects of the text, namely structure, unity, theme, literary genre and the nature of love, have been discussed and their mystical characteristics and tendencies are examined accordingly. Also the work discusses the association of the Song with the Merkabah tradition and the Shiur Qomah doctrine the most mystical aspect of Merkabah mysticism. This has led to the examination of the grounds behind the tacit restrictions on the text. The work ends by discussing the mystical treatment and understanding of the Song in the Middle Ages, also its influence on and its popularity amongst biblical scholars and mystic circles of the time demonstrated by some extracts from their writings. Some parts of Ibn Aknin's Judaeo-Arabic mystical interpretation of the Song have been translated into English and attached as an appendix to this study to illustrate the mystical approach with which the Song was treated and interpreted.
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Introduction

One of the striking features in the book of the Song of Songs is the nature of its language. Despite its obvious simplicity it seems powerful enough to introduce themes or to create images and negate them. In verse 4.12 for example the beloved is described as "a garden enclosed, a fountain sealed" but in 4.15 she is "a well of living water". Her eyes in 4.1 are described as pure and innocent but in 7.4 they are captivating and overwhelming. On the other hand this power sometimes becomes more of an obstacle than a tool to facilitate expression, especially where feelings or intense emotions are concerned, thus resulting sometimes in what seems to be brief or strange expressions and descriptions. Such inability to use the language rationally is not uncommon in mystic literature in general. Rather it is a basic phenomenon in this connection since mystics usually experience that which is inexpressible. Perhaps the feeling of intoxication generated from being possessed by an intense passion for the divine renders the mystic confused or speechless as someone experiencing a crisis. Therefore the ambiguity of the language or better perhaps "the language crisis" in this context seems to be more likely a product of an inward crisis of feelings. Accordingly what is left unsaid or what is only implied or hinted at in the Song, if it is not more important and more relevant for the overall meaning of the text than what is obviously stated, is certainly as much to be reckoned with.

Also in a mystical experience desire is as fundamental as it is in human love experience. Therefore conventional secular love poetry seems to be the ideal vehicle of expression for the mystic since metaphors and
symbolic devices find ready acceptance there, thus suggesting deeper meaning than the expression on the surface. The language of the Song is an example of paradoxical or double level expressions or as Landy describes it "a feeling of paradox pervades the language of the Song". Accordingly, it is not surprising to find the Song rather simple to understand where feelings and sentiments are concerned, while on the other hand it appears difficult to comprehend intellectually. Furthermore, this particular feature seems to have been accentuated by the Song's apparently unconnected themes and sections. Scholars often find it difficult to follow the sequence of themes and sections in the text. This characteristic seems to have given rise to the assumption that the Song lacks fundamental coherence. But the Song is that type of poetry where the sequence is generated through the juxtaposition of themes and sections. Thus the general message of the poem lies more in the relationship generated between these sections and themes than in their semantic contents, as the present study has demonstrated in the analysis of the theme/structure relationship. Perhaps, this characteristic becomes clearer or less ambiguous when the sequence of the Song is understood to follow the stream of consciousness. The transformation of consciousness in the Song seems to fluctuate between the torment of separation and the joy of union within a ring-pattern structure. Indeed, the lovers in the Song, though they are united through their love and present in each others' imaginations, seem so distant from each other. Therefore, since love is their only uniting bond, the concluding part of the Song presents a defiant message in acknowledgement or in praise of

love as a bond too strong to be severed.

The ambiguity of the Song seems to extend further to include the nature of the love involved in the Song. In this case ambiguity seems to emerge from the fact that the experience of human love and that of mystic love are closely associated both in conception and experience. Thus the basic similarity between the erotic and the mystical experience makes it almost impossible to differentiate between the sacred and the profane in love poetry. Particularly this similarity seems to be related to the general anthropomorphism which is essential for any imaginative personal relationship with the divine. Consequently erotic metaphor seems to be a satisfactory expression for the self-exaltation that results from the mystical experience. To be aware of this dilemma may not solve the problem but certainly it would be a step forward in understanding the nature of poetry involved in this connection. However, ambiguity has its own positive contribution on the artistic level by adding richness and flexibility to the text and the case of the Song is a good example in this connection, where it seems to appeal to both popular as well as spiritual and intellectual imagination. Therefore, ambiguity and complexity in the Song may not necessarily correspond to inaccessibility. Rather they are part of the artistic form and value of the Song. As Landy rightly states "the complexity of the Song accounts for its greatness".

A number of theories have been offered to interpret the Song. The

\[\text{ibid. p. 272}\]
present study has outlined and discussed these theories and has added its own contribution to the field hoping to offer a better or perhaps different understanding for the book. To treat the song objectively requires taking into consideration the nature of the composition. This can help towards arriving at a reasonably objective approach to interpretation. Objectivity in this connection lies in the degree of accommodation that a particular approach can offer regardless of whether it is a literal or allegorical approach. In this connection the present study has examined the nature of the love involved in the text, being the main theme of the book, together with the literary genre of its poetry. As a result the present study has offered to treat the Song as a mystical composition since the nature of love in the text seems to be distinguished as intense, possessive and idealistic, representing an expression of divine passion rather than an expression of human love. Therefore the ambiguity of the Song seems to emerge from the very nature of its subject matter and has been accentuated by the fusion between passion and poetry. Also, mystical tendencies, thoughts, expressions and images in the text seem to have a similar ground in ancient Jewish mystical literature as demonstrated by the present work. Particularly, like mysticism of other religions, the devotional aspect of Jewish mysticism also seeks to establish direct communication between the worshipper and the Lord. Accordingly, the song may be looked at as a prayer or a hymn modelled along the broad lines of the Merkabah hymns expressing love for the divine. It is a testimony to the author’s genius and brilliant inspiration that his/her poetry is distinguished with

---

this extraordinary use of language which has made it a composition either too advanced for the conventions of some or too simple and straightforward for others to find any deeper meaning in it. The Song is a bridge combining the secular and the sacred. Thus it is a typical expression of mystic love. Indeed, it is joyous yet complex, as Schonfield rightly remarks "Love is a many splendoured thing"4

Major Views of Interpretation of the Song

Since the first century C.E., two types of interpretation of the Song have existed—the allegorical and the literal. The allegorical view dominated the interpretation of the Book for centuries, while the literal view was advocated only rarely until the late eighteenth century, when Herder interpreted the book on the basis of the plain meanings of the words, understanding it as a collection of love songs. At the present time, the literal view is more dominant and opinions have differed as to the manner with which the subject of the Song is dealt. The subject of the book is evidently love, but there is as yet no generally accepted view of its interpretation. While the wide diversity of scholarly opinion on the Song does not seem to favour any one particular view of interpretation, it has, however, contributed a great deal to the understanding of the Song. Before suggesting another view, the discussion in the following pages will concentrate on the main existing views of interpretation of the Song.

1. Historical allegory

It is difficult to attach a fixed date to the rise of the allegorical interpretation of the Song. In the first century C.E., R. Aqibah's words in declaring the Song as the "holy of holies" implies an allegorical understanding of the text. On the other hand, his condemnation of those who sing the Song in taverns indicates that the literal and secular understanding of the Song was also held at the time. The school of Shammai, for example, seems to have favoured the liberal interpretation of the book

---

2 Mishna, Yadayim, 3.5.
3 Tosefta Sanhedrin 12.10.
by regarding it as a song of romantic love.\(^4\) However, fragments of two 
manuscripts of the Song were found in Cave 4 at Qumran\(^5\) indicating the possibility
of an allegorical understanding of the Song at that early date. By the second century
C.E., the allegorical interpretation of the Song had become current, interpreting the
Song as a depiction of the relationship between Yahweh and Israel. The Targum
and the Midrashim gave consistent support to this approach in interpreting the
book, and thus the Song of Songs in the Targum was interpreted to embrace the
entire history of Israel from the Exodus to the time of the Messiah.\(^6\) The Midrash
followed the allegorical approach too, interpreting the Song as mutual love between
God and Israel.\(^7\)

Christian tradition took over the allegorical interpretation of the Song from the
Jews, seeing in it the most sublime expression of love between Christ and the
church. It was Origen who gave impulse to the allegorisation of the book. While
recognising the literal significance of the book as a marriage drama, he nevertheless
gave deeper significance to the book as being a love song of Christ and the church.\(^8\)

The allegorical view of interpretation soon became popular and continued to be
so in medieval times. In this connection Young,\(^9\) perhaps rightly, seems to believe
that this view would have been judged to be correct if the majority of opinion was
the criterion employed to determine the correctness of an interpretation. However,
since Herder in the eighteenth century regarded the book as a collection of love
songs to be understood according to the plain meaning of the words, the allegorical

\(^6\) J. Steinmueller, op.cit., p.205.
\(^7\) Midrash Rabbah (trans. M. Simon), Song of Songs (1939), p.vii.
interpretation of the book started to decline as modern scholarship gradually abandoned it in favour of the literal approach.

This approach of interpretation is supported by the assumption that the Old Testament frequently uses marriage relationship to symbolise the covenant relationship between God and Israel where Israel was pledged to the faith of the true God, but at times was portrayed as committing adultery or marital unfaithfulness because she sought other gods. Passages such as Isaiah 50.1, 54.4-6; Jeremiah 2.2, 3.1, 5.6; Ezekiel 16.8-14, and Hosea 22.16-20 are occupied with this theme. Therefore, for the advocates of this view, there seems no reason why marriage relationship in the Song should stand as a symbol of the love bond between God and Israel. Accordingly, the book gained religious significance and was read on the annual observance of the Passover as a reminder of God’s love for Israel.\textsuperscript{10} But the significance of the husband/wife relationship in the above-mentioned biblical passage does not necessarily have to lend itself to the interpretations of the Song, particularly as it does not lend itself to other marriage relationships in the Bible, such as Jacob and Leah, Moses and Zipporah, or David and Abigail. Furthermore, while in the aforementioned biblical examples there is specific indication that marriage is so used, such specifications, as Rowley\textsuperscript{11} rightly believes, are lacking in the Song. Indeed, while the above-cited passages speak of Israel as the unfaithful wife, the Song on the other hand does not form a comparison since it speaks more of the love relationship rather than marriage. Also, neither of the two parties involved in the Song was portrayed as unfaithful.

Therefore, the case in this connection seems to be as Ginsburg\textsuperscript{12} rightly states, "the one cannot be reasonably supposed to have suggested the other".

On the other hand, Wolf\textsuperscript{13} maintains that the Song at face value has insufficient merit to warrant cognition. While Young\textsuperscript{14} seems to believe that since the Song has cognition, it should be explained with this allegorical view in order to give the book a religious meaning. Adeney\textsuperscript{15} seems to adopt a pragmatic opinion in this connection, as he maintains that this interpretation must be correct since it enables some to find and reach spiritual depths in the book. Harper\textsuperscript{16} too adopts a similar line, and maintains that this view of interpretation is like a key that works well in the lock and therefore must have been designed for it. In this connection it seems important to differentiate between the allegorical approach of interpretation in the general sense and this particular allegorical view. The assumption that this particular view does not seem to suit the text of the Song for whatever reason need not mean that the fault lies in the allegorical approach itself. The Song being poetry does not seem to lack evidence to indicate its allegorical design. Indeed, the Song with its symbols and imageries is a typical poetic text, and its interpretation, according to whichever view or approach, will always require imagination, insight and sensitivity.

On the other hand, it may be true that long-standing tradition may add the dignity of antiquity, as is the case in this view. But this does not necessarily make this or any other view of interpretation credible or correct. However, although this

\textsuperscript{12} C. Ginsburg, \textit{The Song of Songs} (1857), p.110.
\textsuperscript{13} R. Wolf, \textit{The Song of Solomon} (1948), p.636.
\textsuperscript{14} E. Young, \textit{An Introduction to the Old Testament} (1953), p.324.
\textsuperscript{15} W. Adeney, "The Song of Solomon", \textit{The Expositor's Bible} (1903), p.46.
\textsuperscript{16} A. Harper, "The Song of Solomon", \textit{the Cambridge Bible} (1907), p.XL.
view is less widely acknowledged, or rather, generally abandoned by modern scholars, nevertheless, it is worth recognising that it is to this historical allegory view and its advocates that we owe the preservation of the Song. As Rowley right states in this connection, “We are deeply in their debt and gladly acknowledge that in the providence of God their follies have served a purpose”. 17

2. Drama Theory

This view of interpretation adopts a literal and secular approach towards the Song. As early as the third century C.E., Origen seemed to find the dialogue in the book of a dramatic nature, and thus termed it as a drama. 18 However, though this view gained wide popularity and became particularly elaborated in the nineteenth century, the idea seems to have been first suggested in the eighteenth century by John Milton, who described the Song as divine pastoral drama. 19

The dramatic view seems to have assumed two main forms. The first regards the Song as “two-character drama”, mainly Solomon and Shulamith. The chief advocate of this view is Delitzsch, 20 who maintained that the Song is a dramatic pastoral where Solomon’s love life is elevated and purified. However, he does not believe that the book was written to be acted.

The second form of this view was made prominent by Ewald, 21 who found three principal characters in the Song—Solomon, Shulamith and her shepherd lover. Upon this view Shulamith resists the advances of Solomon and remains

20 F. Delitzsch, Commentary on the Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes (1877), p.8.
faithful to her lover. This form of the drama theory of the book was supported by Driver, who maintains that the "two-characters" view in this connection consists of nothing but mutual declarations of passionate emotions which were followed by the royal marriage. While the "three-characters" view has an ethical value as it shows the strength of true love where the emotions expressed in the poem would have an aim and purpose, which is contrary to the other view where these emotions are evoked solely by the contemplation of physical beauty.

As for the identification of the character of Shulamith, Delitzsch favours the idea that Shulamith is an unknown peasant girl who caught Solomon's eye. Waterman identified her with Abishag, the Shunamite, the daughter of Pharaoh, who is referred to in Kings 1:3,4; 2:17-22. The "lamed" in Shulamith could be interchanged for the "Nun" in Shunamite, and seems to have made such identification possible. In this connection, this idea which understands the Song to be about the marriage of Abishag and Solomon was first suggested by Theodor of Mopsuestia in the fifth century, and was later maintained by Lowth and Gordis. Segal believes that a marriage between Solomon and a rural girl is unlikely, and suggests that Shulamith is a city girl, making use of the few references in the text, such as "watchmen" and "streets".

Other advocates of this theory, such as Renan, was able to find in the text a cast consisting of ten performers with two choruses, one of men and the other of

---

23 F. Delitzsch, op.cit., p.4f.
26 R. Gordis, the Song of Songs (1934), p.20.
women. Hazan,\textsuperscript{29} in his study of the Song, offers the text a complete reading for the stage in a dramatic verse. Clarke\textsuperscript{30} suggests that the Song is in the nature of a masque with a dramatic cast where the performers are not formally introduced. It is supposed to be an entertainment for the guests attending the wedding ceremony. Driver,\textsuperscript{31} on the other hand, suggests that Ewald's view is perfectly compatible with the typical interpretation of the book. Accordingly, Solomon would represent the blandishments of the world, the shepherd represents God, and Shulamith would be the heart of the faithful servant.

On the other hand, Kline\textsuperscript{32} challenges this view of interpretation on the ground that though dialogue and repetition of theme may add dramatic quality to the text, however, this is not enough since it is not structurally a drama. Delitzsch\textsuperscript{33} though, as mentioned already, described the book as a dramatic pastoral, states however "the Song is certainly not a theatrical piece". Hyde\textsuperscript{34} finds a lack of dramatic plot in the book and difficulty in deciding the number and identity of the characters involved. Also, he believes that the size of the book would result in making some scenes very short and therefore can never be acted on a stage. Adeney\textsuperscript{35} and Oesterly,\textsuperscript{36} on the other hand, expressed their doubts regarding the possibility of the existence of a drama among ancient Jews since it was regarded as heathenish and irreligious. Such doubts seem to have been confirmed by and based upon Josephus's statement in this connection: "Israel had a horror of drama as a gentile

\begin{footnotes}
\item[31] S. Driver, \textit{An Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament} (1913), p.424.
\item[33] F. Delitzsch, op.cit., p.8.
\item[34] W. Hyde, "Greek anthology to the Song of Songs", \textit{The Song of Songs a}
\item[35] W. Adeney, \textit{the Song of Solomon. The Expositor's Bible} (1903), p.5.
\end{footnotes}
perversion, akin to, if not directly involving, idolatry”. These difficulties seem to have contributed to the decline of this view of interpretation since they have rendered it impractical in so far as stage acting is concerned, and unthinkable in so far as its place among biblical literature is concerned.

3. *The King’s Week Theory*

Modern scholars who adopted this view have offered modern wedding customs of Syrian peasants as a key to the text of the Song. Bossuet revived the idea that the Song celebrates a wedding, which was initially suggested by Origen, suggesting that some parts of the Song were sung at the wedding week. Later, Renan suggested that it is mid-way between a drama and a pastoral dialogue performed for the wedding ceremony. In 1873, Wetzstein, in an article based on his observation of the wedding customs among the peasants, offered some of their waṣf songs for comparison with the waṣf in the Song. In 1898, Budde produced his commentary on the Song where he based his view on Wetzstein’s observations. This view received some degree of confirmation from the discovery of parallels to the waṣf genre of the Song represented in modern folk songs of Jordan and Palestine.

According to Wetzstein’s study, the wedding ceremony takes place at the village threshing-floor where the villagers are gathered for the occasion. The bridegroom and the bride are proclaimed as king and queen for the seven days of the ceremony.

---

37 *Antiquities*, 15.8.1.
42 S. Linder, *Palastinische Volksgesange ausgezeichnet und gesammelt* (Uppsalsa, 1954/55)
which are given to feasting and dancing. The threshing-board is the throne where
the royal pair sit during the "king's week", watching the festivities. In the evening
of the wedding day the bride performs the sword-dance before the bridegroom and
the assembled villagers. The sword she holds in her hand is said to symbolise her
readiness to defend herself against other suitors. In his remarks on the Song of
Songs, Wetzstein cited a biblical parallel to the seven-days wedding feast in Judges
14.12, which refers to the seven-days feast of Samson's wedding. As for the praise
for the physical beauty of the lover and the beloved in the Song, he identified it with
the Arabic genre waṣf meaning "description".  
Budde, based on the Wetzstein's remarks, interpreted the references to King Solomon in the Song as allusions to the
bridegroom, and lines 3:6-11 in reference to the enthronement of the married couple
on the corn-drag, with line 7.1 referring to the bride's sword-dance. Gordon in
his support of this view, believes that the song should be understood in the light of
modern Syrian poetry, even if Budde's theory proved to be unsatisfactory.
Eissfeldt, while admitting that some parts of the Song have no direct bearing on
the wedding, maintained that since they are likely to be used on wedding occasions,
then the Song can be used as a collection of wedding poetry. Haupt believes that
though the Song may have not been originally composed for weddings, but it may
have been sung at wedding festivities since it is a collection of love ditties and erotic

---

44 J. Wetzstein, "Remarks on the Song of Songs" in F. Delitzsch (trans. M. Eaton), Commentary on
the Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes (1877), p.170.
45 K. Budde, Das Hehelied erklart, Karl Marti's kurzer Hand kommentar zum Alten Testament, XVII,
1898.
songs. Dalman,\(^49\) on the other hand, questioned the validity and application of the term \textit{wasf} in this connection, and rightly maintained that \textit{wasf} was not limited to celebrating the beauty of brides only, but rather of loved ones generally, and he adduced some Arabic pre-nuptial \textit{wasfs}. Therefore Budde seems to have narrowed the theme of the Song, particularly the overall tone of the book, which is about love rather than marriage. Gordis,\(^50\) Bettan,\(^51\) Jastrow,\(^52\) and Robinson\(^53\) share Dalman’s view in this connection. Hyde\(^54\) also held the view that the Song cannot be interpreted in the light of Wetzstein’s descriptions, and the king’s week theory, because there is no evidence of the description of wedded love anywhere in the Song. Cantwell\(^55\) agrees with Hyde that there is no mention of marriage in the Song. He also adds that if the book is about marriage, it seems strange that procreation of children has no place in it, particularly when fruitfulness was considered a special blessing among the Hebrews. It seems relevant in this connection to mention that lines 3.6-11 in the Song do not actually refer to any wedding or crowning occasion taking place at the time as it is thought to be by advocates of this theory. The above lines seems more likely to be a description of the royal office of the king; all the description is focused on the glory of his kingship which naturally includes the crown. Also what is said about the crown in the above-mentioned lines is simply added information drawn from past occasions when he was presented and crowned with this particular crown. It is therefore less

\(^{49}\) G. Dalman, \textit{Palastinischer Diwan} (1901), pp.xii, 10ff.


\(^{51}\) I. Bettan, \textit{The five Scrolls} (1950), p.9f.

\(^{52}\) M. Jastrow, \textit{The Song of Song} (1925), pp.117-23.


\(^{54}\) W. Hyde, “Greek anthologies to the Song of Songs”, in Schoff (ed.), \textit{The Song of Songs: a symposium} (1924), p.34.

\(^{55}\) L. Cantwell, “The allegory of Canticle”, \textit{Scripture} 16 (1964), p.82.
likely to refer to any occasion taking place at the time.

Furthermore, even if accepting that a wedding occasion is taking place in the Song, the description in some aspects does not seem to fit that in Wetzstein's. According to al-Barghouthi, for example, it is the bride and not the groom (as is the case in the Song) who is adorned with some kind of crown. Also, Haupt maintains that the threshing-board plays no part in the wedding celebration in Palestine. Therefore he does not like to encourage the generalisations of Wetzstein's remarks and observations to cover other parts of the area, especially Wetzstein's remarks seem to refer only to the neighbourhood of Damascus and some parts of Hauran.

It is worth mentioning in this connection, that while Wetzstein's data speak of the bridal couple sitting together on the threshing-board, in the Song, on the other hand, we not only fail to see any reference to the threshing-board, but we find the king sitting alone in his palanquin, which is identified by Wetzstein with the threshing-board. Also, Granqvist in her study of the marriage conditions in Palestine, does not seem confident enough to endorse Wetzstein's observations in this connection. She points out that it is uncertain whether the king's-week custom exists in Palestine, and therefore her study does not describe such a custom. Another weak point upon which this theory rests seems to be the similarity between the Syrian sword-dance of the bride and the alleged dance in verse 7.1 of the Song. In his study on the folklore of Jordan and Palestine, al-Barghouthi does not mention this particular sword-dance as performed by the bride on her wedding day.

56 A. Al-Barghouthi, Arabic Folk Songs in Palestine and Jordan (1979), p.81.
59 al-Barghouthi, op.cit., p.81.
However, he does list this dance under “women’s dances” and not under “wedding dances”. Even then, he does not mention that it could be a bride dance. Doughty maintains that a sword-dance is performed among the Bedouin Arabs at wedding festivities, usually by the men friends of the bridegroom. This custom seems to have been known and practised among the Muslims in Palestine. According to Dalman, among the Bedouin Arabs the bride on her arrival at the bridegroom’s house, dances with a candle in her hand. This dance is no more than a few slow movements in all directions. Al-Barghouthi speaks about the same dance in Jordan and Palestine, and mentions that it is performed by the bride before the bridegroom and villagers, and once more when she is taken to the bridegroom’s house. On the other hand, Granqvist maintains that the bride dances only among her women friends when she arrives at the bridegroom’s house. The bride performs this dance accompanied by another woman who moves beside her with a lifted sword, apparently to protect the bride from the evil eye. Granqvist also mentions that the bride usually does not show joy and happiness, nor does she participate in the festivities. Instead, she shows sadness because sometimes through marriage she has to leave her native village. Accordingly, even if a sword dance by the bride is involved in the wedding festivities and even if verse 7.1 in the Song is about this alleged dance, the parallel still does not seem to hold since verse 7.1 in the Song does not speak explicitly about Shulamith as a bride or that she is actually dancing.

Secondly, even if Shulamith is dancing there seems to be no sword or a candle
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63 al-Barghouthi, op.cit., p.80f.
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involved in the performance. Therefore, this theory seems to be doubtful and questionable on various aspects, since Wetzstein's observations upon which it rests, seem to be unreliable on various occasions, and most of the time do not constitute a plausible parallel to the Song. It is a sketchy parallel rather than a clear, or at least reasonably clear parallel. Also what adds to the doubts and uncertainties in this connection, is that there is no evidence that this wedding custom, or at least some aspects of it, existed among the Hebrews thousands of years ago.

4. **Cultic Theory**

This theory, like the king's week theory, interprets the Song according to its literal sense. However, unlike the former theory, it has found the Song to be religious. This religious sense seems to lie in its being a residue of an ancient Near East cult.

At an earlier date in 1906, Erbt put forward a cultic interpretation to the book in the form of the Astral Theory of the Babylonian school. In 1914, Neuschotz de Jassy, developed the view in terms of the Osiris cult, where Solomon was identified with Osiris and Shulamith with Isis. The theme of the Song was regarded as the resurrection of Osiris, where verse 1.2 was interpreted as the priestly kiss of resurrection. In 1919, Ebeling published fragments of texts of the Babylonian Tammuz cult which influenced the interpretation of the Song. In 1920, Meek developed the view into its present form. His view gained support from Ebeling,

---

Minocchi,69 Waterman,70 Wittekindt,71 Snaith,72 Graham and May,73 Oesterly,74 Schoff75 and Margolis.76

Meek maintains that the Song is a religious composition belonging to the liturgy of the Tammuz cult, which has been revised in terms of Yahweh's worship. He also believes that the structure, the general theme (love) and the intent of both the Song and the liturgy of Tammuz cult are very much the same, in fact he states in this connection that “both must belong together”.77 Some supporters of Meek's view presented their interpretation with some variations on the theme. Therefore, Wittekindt, for example, maintained that the Song is a Jerusalem liturgy representing the cycle of cult songs of the wedding festival of Tammuz and Ishtar, and he wrote his whole interpretation of the Song in terms of the fertility rites.78 Oesterly,79 on the other hand, while believing that there is a good deal in the Song to justify its interpretations in the light of the fertility cult, at the same time still finds that some parts of the book are nothing more than purely wedding songs. He therefore reaches the conclusion, perhaps rightly in this connection, that all the songs in the book are unconsciously based on ancient liturgies of the cult whose original character has been lost. Waterman80 maintains that the Tammuz cult in the Song was not revised to bring it into accord with Yahwehism, as Meek believes,

70 L. Waterman, "The role of Solomon in the Song of Songs" *JBL* 44 (1925), pp.171-87.
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74 W. Oesterly, *the Song of Songs* (1936).
75 W. Schoff, "The offering lists in the Song and their political significance", *The Song of Songs a Symposium* (1924), p.88f.
76 M. Margolis, "How the Song of Songs entered the Cannon", in ibid., p.16f.
77 T. Meek, op.cit.
78 W. Wittekindt, op.cit.
79 W. Oesterly, op.cit., pp.11f, 15.
80 L. Waterman, op.cit.
rather it has undergone a different revision and was reduced to the level of folk poetry in which the political relations between the two Israelite kingdoms are represented. Snaith,\(^1\) on the other hand, found two cycles in the song, one having associations with the spring and the other with autumn, and connected the book with the stories of Shiloh and the sacrifice of Jephthah’s daughter.

In support of his view Meek\(^2\) argues that fertility cults were common among the early Hebrews despite the preaching of the prophets against it. Also, he points out that the Old Testament contains many allusions to the cult, referring to some passages in Isaiah 16.10; Jeremiah 22.1; Ezekiel 8.14; Zachariah 12.11; Joel 1.8ff. While this may be true, the above-mentioned examples did not recognise the cult as a legitimate practice. It was mentioned merely to convey the idea that the cult was commonly practised, a case which is similar to that of Baal worship in the Old Testament. Therefore references to the cult in the Old Testament are not meant to be some kind of justification to preserve a ritual of its practice in the Canon. As to Meek’s argument that the Song was revised to accord with Yahwism, it seems that there is no trace in the Song of Yahweh’s cult. Perhaps Meek’s own remarks in this connection are sufficient enough evidence for this fact when he states “rather strikingly Yahweh never once appears in the book. When the liturgy was incorporated in Yahweh cult, it was deemed sufficient to transfer the title to him without adding his name”.\(^3\) Surely such important revision is supposed to be indicated clearly rather than left to the imagination or guesswork of the reader. On
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\(^1\) N. Snaith, op.cit.
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the other hand, Schoff,\textsuperscript{84} in support of this opinion, maintains that the book has passed double revision. The first was a general adaptation to the Temple where he found 134 of the terms to have reference to the Tammuz cult, such as dove, king, folk, wine, vineyard and couch, and 126 terms belonging to the Temple, such as ointment, tent, veil, chariot, chamber, stud, gold and cypress. In the second revision, Schoff points out five terms to indicate the adaptation of the book to the second temple. These terms are spikenard, henna, saffron, aloes and palanquin. In both attempts Schoff does not seem to show anything that exhibits Yahweh’s cult, or relate to the idea of Yahwism. Rowley’s comments in this connection rightly sum it up, “A revision which consisted merely in rubbing a little ointment on the old ritual, and which failed to bring out the real qualities of the faith in whose interest it was carried through, would be let to exist in the mind of the interpreter rather than in the achievement of the reviser.”\textsuperscript{85}

On the question of the canonicity of the Song being a remnant of the Tammuz cult, both Meek\textsuperscript{86} and Schoff\textsuperscript{87} maintained that both David and Solomon had recognised Tammuz cult. Their argument is based on the assumption that the name David is connected with the divine name “Dod”, which has been identified with Tammuz. Also they identified “Sholem”, from which the word Solomon is derived, with Tammuz. Accordingly, Schoff seems to believe that when the Temple was built, it was natural that the Tammuz cult found a home in it, and so he states “there is nothing intrinsically impossible therefore in the presence of the Tammuz cult in

\textsuperscript{84} W. Schoff, op.cit., pp.98, 118f.
\textsuperscript{86} T. Meek, “Canticle and the Tammuz cult”, AJSL 39(1922/23), p.4ff.
\textsuperscript{87} W. Schoff, op.cit., p.88f.
the Temple or in the survival in some of its ceremonial". But the case is different where the Canon is concerned, for it seems improbable that such a pagan cult could have been preserved in the Canon, as Oesterly rightly believes in this connection that it is highly unlikely for such a liturgy to have been brought into the Canon in post-exilic days, since at that time Judaism kept itself exclusive to preserve the faith from alien contamination. Also, it could not have been brought in in pre-exilic days, for there was no such thing as a Canon then.

Another questionable point which encounters this view is related to the assumption that words, expressions and allusions to the characteristic features of the cult may be recognised in the Song. The word “Dod”, for example, the regular term for the lover in the Song, was identified by Meek with the Babylonian term “Dudu”, the title for Tammuz. According to Gaster, the connection of “Dudu” with the Hebrew term “Dod” seems to be doubtful. Also, he seems to believe that “Dudu” was not a prominent name in the Tammuz cult, and therefore it is unlikely that it was taken over when the cult passed to Syria and Palestine.

As for the many words and expressions cited by Meek as parallel to the Song, though they are undoubtedly impressive and perhaps suggestive, they hardly seems to provide grounds for justification. Terms like dove, gazelle, garden, bride, honey, moon, sun, vine and spring though it may be true that they have their roots in the myths of the ancient Near East, or occurred in relation to the Tammuz cult, nevertheless this does not mean that they refer only to that cult wherever employed, and in any case they are common terms in the love poetry of most cultures. Another

88 Ibid., p.94f.
90 T. Meek, op.cit., AJSL, p.4ff.
doubtful point is related to Meek's assumption that the reading of the Song at Passover is a survival of the custom of its recitation at the pagan festival. 92 But he himself admits that this custom was officially adopted by the Jews in the Middle Ages. 93 Gaster 94 maintains in this connection that the custom cannot go beyond the Geonic age, that is, the sixth century C.E., and that the book was then understood according to the allegorical interpretation. However, whenever the reading of the Song at Passover began, it is most likely to be a mere coincidence that it was chosen to be read at the spring festival of Passover. Perhaps its contents, which describe nature at springtime, may have determined its recitation at the spring festival, rather than because spring is the season of Adonis. It is possible also that it is the literal interpretation of the book which has led to its recitation at the spring festival in as much as it led to its singing at wedding celebrations, particularly as the contents of the book can be easily adapted to such occasions. Therefore, according to this view, while it offers another way for understanding the book, however the cultic affinities of the Song do not seem distinguished enough in characteristics or role to warrant regarding the Song as written to serve as a cultic liturgy. Also, although this view is supposed to treat the book according to its literal sense, none the less the manner in which this view was applied made the interpretation appear like an allegory no less observed than the usual allegorical treatment of the Song by traditional scholarship, especially when almost everything in the Song starting with the sun, moon or mountains, and finishing with doves, pomegranates or perfumes, are explained in relation to the Tammuz cult. Furthermore, it may be true that this

92 T. Meek, op.cit., p.49.
93 Ibid., p.4.
94 T. Gaster, op.cit., p.320.
view has distanced the book from the secular sphere of interpretation, but only to connect it with a pagan cult. Accordingly, to classify this view, as it claims for itself, to be "literal and sacred" seems a doubtful classification in this connection, rather than one that is deserving or at least proper.

5. Human Love In The Religious Context

Other scholars, who approve of the literal approach of interpretation of the Song, hold the view that the book is religious because it expounds the divine view of human sensuous love, and therefore is worthy of a place in the Bible since it represents the ideal marriage relationship. They have adopted a religious view towards human love and marriage, and have based their argument on the assumption that human love has its spiritual and religious aspects, and that God has blessed its fulfilment in marriage. Thus, the existence of the Song in the canon is "to teach us the purity and the sanctity of that estate of marriage which He Himself established". Furthermore, in justification of their view, some advocates and supporters maintained that the Bible is frank and certainly not Victorian in its view of sex, and at the same time never indicates that human love and marriage is secular. As Laurin puts it, "the Bible is fully aware of lust and misuse of sex, but, at the same time it is forthright in approving the wholesomeness of sex". Also, in this connection, Kline finds the book presenting the ideal picture of love and

95 E. Young, An Introduction to the OT (1953), p.328.
marriage. Gordon⁹⁹ shares Renan's view which states that "The Bible would be lacking in something if one should not find in it expression for the deepest and strongest sentiments of humanity". Kerr¹⁰⁰ believes that human love has been misused and sees the Song as "point[ing] the true road to paradise". Napier¹⁰¹ too maintains that the book belongs to the Old Testament since it restores tenderness and freshness to the marriage relationship, and thus it is a gift to be enjoyed and for which to be grateful. Gordis¹⁰² shares the same view and believes that the Song is about, courtship and marriage. Also he explains that Hebrew thought does not make any distinction between the religious and the secular aspects of life, thus "the natural is holy". For Eissfeldt,¹⁰³ the book expresses the love relationship between the sexes as one of the greatest gifts of God. He also maintains that the book is worthy of a place in the canon since it is like the praise of the virtuous woman in Proverbs. In Rowley's opinion,¹⁰⁴ the book expresses the sacredness of marriage, and describes the spiritual and physical emotions on which marriage rests, and therefore it should be worthy of a place in the Bible. Murphy¹⁰⁵ advances the same opinion, and maintains that the Song is worthy of divine authorship because "male and female He created them". Halley¹⁰⁶ also believes that marriage was ordained by God, and thus the essence of the Song is found in its tender expressions in relation to the intimacies and delights of wedded love.

The above statements may have weight only if one’s view towards human love and marriage is religious. However, the opinions of the advocates of this view, as mentioned above, seem to be either vague or too general at times. Gordis’ view, for example, seems to regard human love holy because it is a natural feeling. If this is the case, it makes it difficult to believe that hate and jealousy are holy too, after all both are as natural and instinctive as human love. Rowley and Murphy’s views are even more general. Expression of emotions and sentiments is not only part of the marriage relationship, but also of the love relationship, and male and female are not God’s special creation, nor his only creation. They may be different, but they are still part of God’s overall creation. Furthermore, expression of emotions and sentiments have always been the main characteristic of love poetry in general, and the Song is no exception on this ground. In this case the issue seems as if it is defending the place of love poetry rather than that of human love in the Bible, and neither of them need to have a religious touch to secure a place in the Bible. In so far as human love is concerned, despite the non-committal attitude of the Bible regarding the nature of human love, it does not avoid talking about it and acknowledging it as part of human life. As for love poetry, it may and can be accepted in the Bible for its artistic excellence and its literary merits, just as other books were accepted for their historical value. Therefore, it seems a weak argument to attach religious nature to human love so that love poetry, or in this case the Song, may have a place in the Bible while ignoring the Song’s own literary originality as refined love poetry; a ground which is sufficient enough to secure a place for it in the Bible, particularly as there is nothing explicit in the Song to suggest marriage, which seems to have inspired or led to the assumption of human love, since both
can easily be associated with each other. Furthermore, intimate sentiments and emotions involved in the love/marriage relationship are usually of a highly subjective nature, and for this reason there is hardly one single representative standard or an ideal example of it, making it or anything like it unlikely to be found in the Bible. In fact, it would be difficult to believe the Song stands as an example in this connection, while on the other hand the Bible, as a book for life and about life, is supposed to acknowledge the fact that there is no single model in this connection since human beings are not created with the same degree of sensitivity and emotions. Therefore the sentiments of love and admiration involved in love poetry, even if it is in the Bible, are not actually meant to be an example to follow. They are there simply to be appreciated by the reader or listener, while at the same time giving satisfaction to the author in expressing feelings and emotions involved in personal, or perhaps imaginary experience. As for Renan and Gordon, both seem to believe that human love feelings are the “deepest” and “strongest” feelings of humanity, and for this reason the Song deserves to have a place in the Bible. Human love feelings and sentiments can be deep and strong, but it seems doubtful that these feelings can be “the deepest” and “the strongest” feelings of humanity, especially when they are compared to the strength and effectiveness of the expression of anguish, distress and affliction among humanity past, present, and no doubt for time to come. In this connection and in so far as biblical literature is concerned, it is difficult to agree with above statement while seeing in the biblical Psalms not only an expression of the deepest sentiments of humanity, but also the deepest expression of human sentiments. Therefore, on this ground the Bible would not be lacking in something, or in anything, by the absence of the Song.
However, the Song's presence in the Bible has enriched it literally and culturally.

As for the views of Young, Halley and Graham Cole, the fact that the Bible does not mention that marriage is an institution of secular nature does not necessarily mean or automatically lead to the assumption that marriage is a religious institution, particularly as the Bible does not state either that marriage is of a religious nature or that it is ordained by God. Perhaps it is only fair in this connection to assume that the Bible's attitude towards marriage is non-committal. Marriage is basically but a promise, like any other promise or agreement, between two individuals. Therefore, marriage is more likely a moral institution to safeguard this promise. Morality, though, has always been supported by religion but not derived from it, rather from reason. Therefore, morality is desired, exercised, respected and observed by society for its very own sake, and thus has become part of society's attitudes, feelings and manners of conducting its own affairs, and this may perhaps explain why marriage seems also to be acknowledged and observed amongst those who have no religious beliefs.

As for expressions of intimacy and delight in the Song, they are by no means exclusive characteristics of "wedded love". Love by its nature leads to or creates a state of delight and intimacy whether inside or outside marriage. Furthermore, love does not necessarily suggest marriage or lead to it, because it does not recognise marriage. Indeed, love is an independent and free feeling which does not recognise institutions, situations or barriers, and always retains its neutral and enigmatic nature within religious or non-religious contexts. In fact, it is marriage that recognises love because it needs love as one of its basic components. Therefore, the fact that the Song can be sung or is usually sung at weddings because it speaks of
love, does not necessarily mean that it celebrates wedded love, especially as there is
nothing explicit in the Song to suggest marriage.

Kline, in a similar manner, seems to adopt a religious view towards human love
and marriage, and thus regards the Song as representing an ideal picture of love and
marriage. This assumption is the most contradictory of all. “Ideal picture” may
mean either answering to the highest ideal/conceptions, or serving as an example to
follow.

Examining the Song, depending on one’s understanding of the book, the
emerging pictures would be that the beautiful maiden is either in love with the
shepherd, preferring his beauty to Solomon’s wealth and power, or, if the lover is
Solomon himself, then she has found her heart’s desire in Solomon’s beauty,
wealth and power. In either case, the picture is far from ideal and a poor example
to follow within a religious context. It would have been more consistent with this
assumption if the attributes of beauty, wealth and power had been played down
and presented as ordinary or average, rather than unique in their excellence, and
stressed as the main qualities of the partners involved. Also, attributes such as
modesty, honesty and understanding were expected to be emphasised and focused
upon, especially as these attributes are more valid within the religious context, and
indeed they usually outlive beauty, power and wealth. Religion is supposed to
reflect reality where an ideal picture is supposed to represent those average or less
fortunate in beauty and wealth. Therefore it seems an ideal too difficult to justify on
religious, and indeed on moral grounds. Realistically, it is particularly rare to find,
and very difficult to achieve, and so does not seem to stand as an example to follow
on any ground. In this connection, the attitude of the Bible may have been non-
commital towards the nature of human love/marriage, but fairly explicit in so far as
general morality is concerned which may be applicable to the basis of the marriage
relationship, for it states, "Grace is deceitful and beauty is vain, but a woman that
fears the Lord, she should be praised".\textsuperscript{107} Even if what is meant by "ideal picture" is
to show that love should be the basis of the marriage relationship, the Bible had
already made this message clear and succinct when it said, "enjoy life with the
woman [wife] you love",\textsuperscript{108} while leaving aside the details of the feelings and
sentiments involved, since, as already mentioned, the Bible is aware that this a
highly subjective issue, and there is no one single example to follow.

On the same subject of marriage, M. Goulder\textsuperscript{109} also believes the Song is about
marriage, and specifically the marriage of Solomon to an Arab princess. The
underlying message seems to encourage intermarriage. In his interpretation he treats
the Song as a sexually arousing song of basic sexual language. In his work he
seems to be consistent in finding, creating and very often forcing sexual
interpretations to the Song to the extent that when it does not fit the sequence of the
text, then it is one of the Song's rare failures to think precisely".\textsuperscript{110} Perhaps his
work would have been more interesting had he paid some attention to the literary
merits and aesthetic characteristics of the Song.

It is generally agreed that the Song falls into the category of poetry, that which
expresses sentiments and feelings of love and admires and appreciates beauty; a fact
which makes it difficult to believe that Goulder seems to find nothing in the Song
apart from sexual images. Does he regard love poetry as basically sexual poetry? If
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not, where does he draw the line, especially as the Song seems to have something in common with other oriental love poetry, such as Arabic, Persian, Tamil or ancient Egyptian, particularly where metaphors, similes, images and aesthetic characteristics are concerned. Also, while Goulder rightly states, “we must judge ancient literature by ancient norms”, on the other hand he seems, most of the time, to show either disregard or lack of knowledge of ancient cultures and ancient norms throughout his work, which has led to a number of contradictions in his interpretation. According to Goulder, for example, the couple were married in Chapter Five. However, in 2.4 he states “she lies beside him and can feel the strength of his feeling”. In 2.7., he states “they are engaged in passionate kissing but they are not married yet”. And in 3.1, he states, “they went to bed together”. From the cultural viewpoint this is a chain of contradictions. Among Arabs of all classes intimacy of the nature described above does not take place between the sexes before marriage. This ancient tradition and common practice had been well known from pre-Islamic times, and is still observed today. This does not include superficial and purely imaginative literature like "A Thousand and One Nights". Also, this tradition seems to be familiar among some oriental Jews. Johannan Spector, who worked with Yemeni Jews who immigrated to Israel between 1949 and 1950, described some of their marriage customs thus: “For the first time the bride and the bridegroom are alone, both tremble. It is the first time that either of them has been alone with a member of the opposite sex outside the immediate family”. Therefore, his illustrations may appear captivating sometimes, but they are
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hardly convincing, since at most events seems to have taken much at face value, thereby disconnecting the Song from its cultural background. In this connection, Goulder does not find Murphy\textsuperscript{113} to be fully aware of the sexual nature of the Song, since he regards only some of the language/images in the Song as straightforwardly sexual. Thus, in his review of Murphy’s commentary, Goulder states, “Murphy is frequently vague and evasive, and misses the erotic force of the poem to miss too much of what is going on is to miss the significance of the whole”.\textsuperscript{114} But it is equally true that to read or to force too much into the text is to miss and indeed to damage the true essence and spirit of the Song. For Goulder the breasts/fawns image, for example, seems to project an “erotic force” as he states, “Fawns have Bambi-style noses reminiscent of nipples”.\textsuperscript{115} But the object to which the breasts are compared is too innocent and timid, and thus can hardly present a picture of erotic force. It seems more likely that fawns are used here deliberately to play down the natural erotic/sexual appeal of the breasts rather than to accentuate it. Therefore, the end picture can only be described as beautiful, timid, warm and humble, rather than erotic or sexual. In fact, the beauty and warmth of this image is similar to that of a woman breast-feeding her baby, where in both cases sexuality and eroticism of the breast are transformed into warmth and beauty.

Unlike Goulder, Landy in his study of the Song,\textsuperscript{116} seems to appreciate and successfully combine the sexual aspect of the images in the Song with their aesthetic and literary aspects, which did not seem to escape his attention throughout his study. In a manner of comparison regarding the breasts/fawns image, for
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example, Landy states, "it is an extraordinary sensitive metaphor combining colour, warmth, liveliness and delicate beauty it represents the power that guarantees feminine sexuality". It appears surprising, however, that Goulder does not find the breasts/towers image of sexual nature also. He simply regards it as representing towers of chastity. But chastity and sexuality do not contradict each other, certainly not in eastern culture where chastity suggests and accentuates sexuality, and as Landy rightly states, "the chastity of language and imagery diffuses sexuality over the entire body". Fox is another example in this connection. In his comparison of the Song with the ancient Egyptian love songs, he in a similar manner finds the Song of sexual nature. However, like Landy, his treatment of the images in the Song is comprehensive and effective, pointing out not only their sexual aspects but also their presentational and representational aspects alike. Beauty is like art. When recognised and appreciated it reveals its colourful and imaginative nature, while if minimised in nature or role, it becomes monotonous and lifeless.

It is worth mentioning in this connection that basically there seems to be nothing explicitly sexual in the book since the main concentration is on the experience of love. However, what is really explicit in the Song is expressions of love sentiments and admirations of beauty. But love and beauty do not necessarily suggest marriage or lead to it, not to mention that the text itself does not explicitly suggest marriage in the first place. Furthermore, beauty is not necessarily always sexual. It can be simple, plain, or warm beauty, or it can be attractive, sexual or even terrible.
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beauty, all depending on the degree of sexual appeal involved in each category. Also, what is naturally or traditionally regarded sexual can be presented, especially in poetry, less or even more sexual depending on the object employed in the comparison and the manner applied to draw the ultimate picture/image required. These are but basic and obvious facts which are supposed to be taken into consideration especially when dealing with love poetry like the text of the Song where the images involved though simple or straightforward as they may appear, nevertheless, they are capable of revealing a fair degree of sophistication and complexity especially when their aesthetic, artistic and cultural aspects are acknowledged and appreciated. On the other hand, treating these images at face value may result in a text either literary distorted or culturally uprooted.

Furthermore, Goulder does not seem to speak about the merits of intermarriage which is supposed to be the theme of his interpretation. Intermarriage is a noble cause to adopt and to promote, and there is indeed more to it than just the sexual aspect which needs not be presented as an outstanding feature in this connection, since the case is no different where marriage within the same community is concerned. The sexual aspect is indeed equally desirable and vital for both types of marriages, and thus to focus upon it as the main aspect of intermarriage does not seem to serve any special purpose in this context; it is rather out of context. Goulder not only seems to have reduced this noble cause to mere sexual indulgence, but what is more important, he seems to ignore the human and cultural merits attached to it. If intermarriage was the real message/intention of the author, it seems difficult to believe that he/she would have agreed with Goulder's interpretation or misrepresentation of this cause.
Therefore, had Goulder shown some interest in the wider aspects of intermarriage and in the multi-nature aspect of the images in the Song, his interpretation would have gained some literary and cultural merits, and would certainly have acquired an objective face. As it is, his interpretation of the Song does not seem to provide a sound or plausible alternative for the understanding of the text, as Exum rightly comments in this connection, “the evidence is too scanty to be convincing”. However, the number of contradictions on various grounds appears to have made a novel and exciting work of Goulder’s interpretation.

Conclusion

In the face of the increasing abandonment of the allegorical approach of interpretation of the Song according to which it was cognized, the literal approach of interpretation with its various views took precedence to help to determine the understanding of the Song. The allegorical approach was abandoned as it seemed to be imposing, subjective and preoccupied in digging and finding symbolic explanations everywhere in the text. But this seems also true in the case of the literal approach of interpretation of the Song since most of the literal views seem to be preoccupied in finding or exaggerating the erotic and the sexual implications of the images involved in the text, particularly most of the views in this connection seem to assume that marriage is involved in the book in one way or another. This assumption seems to have complicated the matter as it has led to a dispute over the

nature of marriage and human love, whether it is sacred or secular. However, both the allegorical and the literal approaches are not to be held responsible for the shortcomings involved in any of the views of interpretations. Indeed, the validity or the plausibility of the interpretation does not actually lie entirely in the type of the adopted approach whether it is allegorical or literal, traditional or novel, rather in the view adopted by that approach and more important in the manner that particular view is applied to the text and the degree of understanding and appreciation it shows towards the literary and the cultural aspects of the text especially when their role seems to be vital and relevant to that particular view.
UNITY / STRUCTURE OF THE TEXT

A. Survey of previous views

Like other aspects in the book, structural unity or the lack of it is a matter upon which there have been and remain still wide variations of opinion. These opinions, while they are always striving to arrive at a reasonably objective view on the subject, have always been and will continue to be more based on the individual’s view and less on the intention of the author in this connection. It is especially difficult to overlook the fact that each opinion has its own particular concept in relation to the meaning and making of structural unity, since it is usually shaped and coloured by various tendencies, traditions and presuppositions. Disagreement of opinions does not end with whether the Song is a single poem, or whether it is an anthology of lyrics, or a collection of unrelated songs, but rather extends to include the number of songs, units or divisions into which the text is divided.

According to Adeney,¹ for example, consistency of style and consistency of the portrayal of characters in the Song are good enough to hold the text together in a unified form. Meek,² seems to find the composition too disorderly to be attributed to a single author; on the other hand he believes that the various types of repetition in the book contribute to its structural unity. Hyde³ suggests that the style and the form of the book show a unity of design, and perhaps the effort of a single author, while Wittekindt,⁴ on the other hand, cannot find anything in the book other than an inconsistent variety of songs.

---

⁴ W. Wittekindt, *Das Hohelied und Seine Beziehungen zum Istarkult*, (1926), p.192
from different sources, such as Canaanite or Babylonian. Buzy\(^5\) found unity in the Song by using ‘refrains’ to divide the book into seven poems, each of which begins with the theme of desire and ends with the theme of fulfilment of that desire. His suggested pattern was supported and accepted by Robert.\(^6\) Oesterly,\(^7\) on the other hand, divides the book into 28 separate songs attributed to more than one hand. Murphy\(^8\) suggests that the Song is a composition of a single hand, and structural unity is provided by means of repetitions of certain themes, words and motifs, as well as by the consistency found in the mutual devotion expressed by both the lover and the beloved in the Song from start to finish. For Parente,\(^9\) unity in the Song is provided by a certain order prevailing through the entire book, as he states “there is a unity of purpose and a unity of style and persons”. As for Haupt,\(^10\) he sees the Song as a collection of nuptial songs and popular love ditties of no certain order, but rather a collection of “charming confusion” and a composition of more than one hand. Also, he tried to suggest a “better sequence” for the erotic images in the text, for he seems to think that they are not focused in the way they should be as a result of the disorderly state of the text. Eissfeldt\(^11\) is also of the opinion that the book is a collection of love and wedding songs, and gives an estimate of 25 poems for their number. Landsberger,\(^12\) though he agrees with the opinion of Eissfeldt, differs with him about the number of the Songs, but does not give a specific number. He only states that the number is “far, far greater”. Gordis,\(^13\) on the other hand, believes that the book is a collection of 28 poems, while Schmidt\(^14\) reduced the number to 19, though he suggested

\(^5\) D. Buzy ‘La composition “litteraire du Cantique des Cantiques”, Re却e Biblique, (1940), p.49
\(^6\) A. Robert, ‘La paix eschatologique dans le Cantique des Cantiques’, RTF, (1954), 118ff
\(^7\) W. Oesterly, the Song of Songs, (1936), p.6.
\(^8\) R. Murphy, ‘The unity of the Song of Songs’, VT, 29 (1979), 441 ff.
\(^12\) F. Landsberger, ‘Poetic units in the Song of Songs’, JBL, 73 (1954), 212ff.
\(^14\) N. Schmidt, the Message of the Poets (1911), 230ff.
that it is the composition of a single author. Israel Beathan,15 however, reduced the number of the songs further to 18 songs. For Segal,16 the work is a collection of love songs of varied character which were transmitted orally, but later the fragments were put together in their present arrangement by the collector. In Jastrow’s opinion,17 the work is a collection of 23 folk songs of varied dates and places of origin. Also, he seems unable to find any guiding principle in the text to help explain its order satisfactorily. According to Kessler,18 the Song consists of four parts with adjuration at the end of each part. However, though he finds repetitions evenly spread in these parts, he was unable, on the other hand, to find a certain governing pattern in relation to the distribution of love epithets in the Song. He believed this phenomenon to constitute a strong argument against establishing unity in the Song. Structural parallels were the criteria for Exum19 in her treatment of the unity of the Song. She divided the text into three pairs of poetic units, and examined the form and stylistic characteristic of each poem, establishing parallels among them. This led her to believe that the Song can hardly be an anthology or a collection, since structural parallelism is usually found within an intentional design. Shea20 agrees with the broad lines of Exum’s analysis with some modifications. Like Exum, he divides the texts into six units with slight adjustment of their boundaries, suggesting that the unity of the text can be seen through these units as paired into a chiastic pattern. For Pope, the Song is a collection of love ditties lacking organisation and order. Also, he does not seem to agree with the attempts made to demonstrate the possibility of finding or establishing order in the text, as he states, “the present writer agrees with Haupt in appreciation of the charming confusion in the Canticles and has not been convinced by any of the efforts to

18 R. Kessler, *Some poetical and structural features in the Song of Songs*, Leeds University Oriental Society monograph series 8 (1957), pp.94ff, 43
demonstrate or restore order or logical sequence and progression". 21 Goulder, 22 on the other hand, believes that the Song is a single poem. He divides the text into 14 scenes following the sequence of his suggested plot, which is the marriage of King Solomon to an Arabian princess, covering the events from the time of the princess's arrival at Solomon's court, to her acknowledgement by him as queen. Falk 23 suggests that the text is a collection of love songs of different types to suit different occasions which were not necessarily composed by a single author. She divides the text into 31 poems according to changes in settings, speakers, moods, arguments and tone of voices. Landy 24 argues that unity in the Song is demonstrated through the Song's thematic coherence, its erotic mode and the reappearance of the same elements in diverse context. According to Fox, 25 the Song consists of a unified collection of poems. Its unity lies in stylistic uniformity, repetition of phrases and motifs, and the echoing of the words of the lovers. He divides the Song into 19 units, based upon the natural continuities of dialogue and events. Elliott 26 suggests that the whole Song is a unified structure. She divides the text into four parts with prologue and epilogue, all of which is unified through repetitions, refrains, the prominent role of the woman in each part and dialogue form together with the theme of love. Dorsey 27 suggests dividing the Song into seven units with the refrain marking the end of each unit. These units form a chiasm pattern with a wedding scene at the centre.

Therefore, the Song seems capable of offering a variety of structural forms depending on the way it is viewed and understood. However, diversity of opinion in this respect should not reflect negatively on the Song, suggesting an exaggerated ambiguity or disorder in the text, nor should it necessarily mean that the Song is originally structureless

21 M. Pope, the Song of Songs (1977), p.54.
23 M. Falk, Love Lyrics from the Bible (Sheffield, 1982), p.4.
25 M. Fox, The Song of Songs and Ancient Egyptian Love Songs (Wisconsin, 1985).
26 M. Elliott, The Literary Unity of the Canticle (European University series XXIII, Theology, Benn, 1989).
27 D. Dorsey, 'Literary structure of the Song of Songs' JSOT 46 (1990), 82ff.
and that these views are but futile efforts to force a structure on it. On the contrary, bearing in mind the fact that ambiguity or disorder is not exactly a rare phenomenon or unknown characteristic among ancient near eastern literature, the variety and diversity of opinions in this connection may well suggest that structurally the Song is a flexible, adaptable and imaginative text. Also, it may be true that none of these forms of structure was originally the intention of the author of the Song, but it is equally true that there is no way of knowing whether structureless composition was the aim of the author in this connection. However, despite the unknown intention of the author in either case, the "structureless" view, compared with the "structured" view, does not seem to be plausibly argued. Themes, motifs, patterns and repetitions, which present themselves as the main points in the argument for structural unity in the Song, seem to have been simply dismissed or discarded rather than argued against as accidental or non-contributory factors in this connection.

Whatever was the original intention of the author, and whatever was the purpose of these devices in the Song, even if they were merely decorative, nevertheless, they seem to have made useful contributions towards the possibility of finding or establishing structural unity in the Song. Furthermore, while the diversity of opinions and views and the variety of options did not, and perhaps will not, make of the "structured" view anything more than a possibility, the lack of argument in so far as the "structureless" view is concerned, seems to have rendered it as an opinion offered instead of an opinion argued, or rather reduced it to a mere safe option rather than an equally possible view. The discussion in the following pages will present or add another view for the structural unity of the Song. Perhaps this will be an alternative which may help to throw a different light on the subject, and may lead to a different or better understanding of the text.
B - Present View

A Suggested Unity of The Text:

The discussion in the previous section seems to point to the fact that unity in the Song is still an outstanding question. The complex and perhaps puzzling nature of the text seems to have made the idea of tracing and establishing unity in the text less easy or perhaps less tempting than that of proving disunity, disorder or confusion in the text. Accordingly, the assumption that the Song is "a text of charming confusion" as characterised by Haupt, seems not to be unique amongst modern biblical scholarship.

Examining the text, however, seems to show that despite its so called disorganisation and disorder, there appear to exist some striking elements in the text which may be used individually or collectively to establish fascinating unity in the text as credible as its charming confusion. Under the present assumption unity seems to establish itself upon an equal participation between the contents and the theme of the text on one hand, and the form or structure on the other. Particularly that on the whole, form and content are but the product of each other, as Landy rightly remarks in the connection, "form arises from content and is part of it". Therefore, a plausible ground in support of unity in the text may be established by examining those elements and aspects in the text which have direct bearing to this point. The inner connection between the form and the theme of the text is the first of these suggested aspects to be discussed on this occasion.

1. Structure/theme relationship

This relationship assumes four main sections in the text. Within each section a set of verses seems to form a subsection. Accordingly, under this assumption the text is divided

The suggested theme involved in these sections assumes the development of a spiritual/mystical relationship between the individual and the Lord using human love as a model for this experience. This theme seems to develop in a reasonably consistent manner through the four suggested sections of the text forming a consistent pattern. In this pattern each subsection is preceded by an adjuration verse (2.7, 3.5, 5.8, 8.4) which, according to the suggested theme mentioned above, may be regarded as representing a moment of contemplation or a trance. Accordingly, each subsection may seem to function as an explanatory part of this supposed trance detailing its theme.

According to the present suggested plan, Section One (1.2-2.17) seems to function as introductory. The first line, 1.2, “Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth”, expresses a wish for a longed-for kiss by the woman. In the second part of this verse she praises his love as she says “Your love is better than wine”. Therefore, the first line seems to set the theme for the entire Song, which sounds like a declaration that she is not seeking his person but rather his love. Particularly that the kiss wish reappears in the final section of the suggested plan where in Verse 8.1 she says, “if you were to be as my brother...I would kiss you and not be despised”. This is followed in 8.6-7 by further praise and affirmation of love, its values and merits, so she says, “love is strong as death...many waters cannot quench love...”

Also, according to the present assumption, Section One, as introductory, seems to introduce the ordinary individual involved in this experience under the guise of the
humble maiden of the Song whose so-called “mother’s sons” had made her work for them, as lines 1.5-6 read, “I am black but beautiful...my mother’s sons were incensed against me, they made me the keeper of the vineyards...””. While Verse 1.4, on the other hand, seems to introduce her beloved/Lord as “the king”, “the king brought me to his chambers” Furthermore, the above mentioned verse seems to indicate that the text is narrating events of a relationship or an experience which took place in the past and which will be remembered with joy and happiness as mentioned in the second part of Verse 1.4, “we will rejoice in you...we will remember your love more than wine...”.

Finally, apart from setting the theme of the experience involved in the text, this section seems to set the starting point of the experience too. The initial stage seems to have started when the woman, perhaps as a result of reasoning and discussing with her heart, contemplated her beloved’s voice, as in 2.8, “the voice of my beloved, behold...”. and listened to his repeated calls upon her to join him, as in 2.10 and 2.13, “my beloved spoke and said to me, rise up my love and come away..., arise my love and come away”. Also, this section seems to indicate in 2.15 the woman’s willingness to be involved in this relationship/experience, “our vineyards are in blossom”, as well as her fears and anxieties lest it be severed or spoiled. She seems to express these fears in terms of “foxes”, and naturally she seems to have requested their removal, “take us the foxes that spoil the vineyards”.

This introductory section leads to Sections Two and Three which are the main body of the experience according to the suggested plan. Therefore Section Two 3.1-5.1 seems to centre around the woman’s first vision of the glory and majesty of the king/lover where in the related subsection 3.6-3.10, his crown, palanquin and his guards were portrayed in a manner conveying power, pride and exultation. Section Three, 5.2-7.14, seems to centre around the woman’s second vision which concentrates on the beauty of the king/lover. He is portrayed in the related subsection 5.9-6.2 as having unique beauty, and thus can
hardly be identified with any particular person.

Section Four 8.1-8.14, which is the final stage of this relationship/experience, seems to focus in its related subsection 8.5-8.9 upon the acknowledgement and vindication of the essence, merits and values of true love, as stated in what seems to represent the crux of the Song, in lines 8.6-7, "...for love is strong as death. the flashes thereof are the flashes of fire...many waters cannot quench love...if a man would give all the substance of his house for love, he would utterly be condemned”. Therefore, this type of love, according to the present assumption, seems to be the only path towards mystical/spiritual union which seems to be realised in 8.5 where the woman is pictured in the company of her beloved “who is this coming up leaning upon her beloved”. Also, the continuity and the development of the suggested theme seems to be gradual and reasonably consistent within the four suggested sections in the text.

Further examination indicates, perhaps rather significantly in this connection, that these suggested sections correspond or relate to each other by forming certain patterns which seem to hold them together as one integrated part. These patterns may be illustrated as follows:

1. Sections One and Four start with a long wished-for kiss and end with an anticipated meeting, e.g.:

   Section One begins with 1.2 “let him kiss me...”
   Section Four begins with 1.8 “Oh if you were my brother...I would kiss you...”
   Section One ends with 2.17 “turn my beloved and be like a gazelle or a young hart upon the mountains of spices”.
   Section Four ends with 8.14 “make haste my beloved and be like a gazelle or a young hart upon the mountain of spices”.

2. Sections Two and Three start with the vision and end with the vineyard/garden theme,
e.g.:

Section Two starts with 3.1 "by night on my bed..."

Section Three starts with 5.2 "I am asleep but my heart is awake..."

Section Two ends with 5.1 "I came into my garden, my sister..."

Section Three ends with 7.13-14, "let us get up early to the vineyards..."

Therefore, in so far as the main suggested sections are concerned, the pattern involved seems to bind the first section with the last and the second section with the third. The case changes however where the subsections' pattern is concerned. On this occasion the line of connection seems to bind Subsection One with Subsection Three, and Subsection Two with Subsection Four as follows:

1. Both Subsections One and Three are preceded by the adjuration verse and followed by the affirmation of love verse, e.g.,

   2.7, the adjuration verse
   \[\text{Subsection One } 2.8 -2-15 \]
   2.16 "I am my beloved's and he is mine"

2. Subsections Two and Four seem to follow the same pattern of Subsections One and Three with slight differences. The affirmation verse on this occasion is not in relation of love but rather of glory and eminence. Therefore, the verse which follows Subsection
Two speaks of the king/lover fully crowned in affirmation of his state of eminence and
grandeur. Subsection Four, on the other hand, is followed by an affirmation of the
beloved’s eminent character and dignity, e.g.,

3.5, The adjouration verse

Subsection Two 3.6-3.10

3.11 “Go forth, O daughter of Zion and behold the king with the crown...”

Subsection Two 3.6-3.10

8.4 The adjouration verse

Subsection Four 8.5-8.9

8.10 “I am a well and my breast like towers...”

Accordingly, this relationship between the four main suggested sections and their
subsections seems to take the following shape:
In addition to the subsections mentioned above, there seems also to exist subsidiary sections which are attached to the first three main suggested sections only. The contents of these subsidiary sections on the whole appear to be a mixture of expressions of sentiments, admiration of human beauty or description of nature. What is interesting however about these subsidiary sections is that they seem to have a loose connection with the section they are attached to. Also, it is significant to notice that omitting them seems to have no effect on the consistent development of the suggested theme within the four main suggested sections.

Section One seems to have two subsidiary sections, 1.9-2.6 and 2.9-2.17, both of which are a mixture of expressions of sentiments and descriptions of nature.

Section Two, on the other hand, appears to have one subsidiary section, 4.1-5.1, which speaks mainly in admiration of human beauty.

Section Three, however, is like Section One. It appears to have two subsidiary sections, 6.3-6.10 and 7.1-7.14, which are a mixture of admiration of human beauty and
expressions of sentiments.

Without the above-mentioned subsidiary sections the text, according to the present suggested plan, would continue to maintain the introductory part 1.2-4, starting with the kiss wish, followed by the biographical introduction 1.5-6, the heart-searching theme 1.7-8, leading to the initial stage of the experience 2.7-8, where the beloved seems to contemplate her lover's voice calling upon her to embark on this experience. This introductory stage develops into the main part of the experience which consists of two visions—3.1-3.11 the vision of the king's/lover's majesty and power, and 5.2-6.2 the vision of the king's physical beauty. From there the experience enters its semi-final stage—6.11-12—starting with the garden theme, and finishing with the beloved finding herself among the chosen few. This stage leads to the final one 8.1-14 which starts with the kiss wish 8.1-4, and is followed by the union 8.5, vindication of true love 8.6-7, vindication and acknowledgement of the beloved's dignity and eminent character 8.8-10, condemnation of material life 8.11-12, and finally an anticipation of future meeting 8.13-14.

Though the role of the subsidiary sections seems hardly noticeable or significant in so far as the progression of the theme is concerned, they in fact seem to have a special and indispensable function of carrying the suggested theme from one stage to the other, as follows:

Subsidiary section 1.9-2.6 leads to the initial stage of the experience, 2.7-8.
Subsidiary section 2.9-2.17 leads to the first vision which is about the glory and majesty of the king/lover, 3.1-11.
Subsidiary section 4.1-5.1 leads to the second vision which is about the physical beauty of the king/lover and the related garden motif 5.2-6.2.
Subsidiary section 6.3-6.10 leads to the semi-final stage. The garden motif in relation to
the beloved, the place where she seems to have been
elected
to join the chosen few 6.11-12.
Subsidiary section 7.1-7.14 leads to the final stage 8.1-14. The kiss wish 8.1-4, the
union 8.5, vindication of true love 8.6-7, vindication of the
beloved’s dignity and eminence 8.8-10, condemnation of
material life 8.11-12, anticipation of future meeting 8.13-
14.

Furthermore, it is significant to point out that these subsidiary sections seem to be in
agreement with the present suggested plan in so far as placement order is concerned.
Accordingly, it seems only natural that Section Four of the present suggested plan has no
subsidiary section. This is because Section Four is the final stage of the experience and
where the development of the theme comes to an end. Consequently, a subsidiary section
in the final stage would have no place since it would have no function. Also, in so far as
their contents are concerned, they seem to follow a pattern of gradual distribution.
Therefore, in Section One of the present suggested plan the contents of the attached
subsidiary sections, 1.9-2.6 and 2.9-2.17, appear to be mainly expressions of sentiments
apart from occasional verses in reference to the admiration of human beauty, such as 1.9-
10 and 1.15, or some verses describing nature, such as 2.11-14. In Section Two of the
present suggested plan the sentiments seem to develop a more intimate tone, and
therefore the attached subsidiary section 4.1-5.1 seems to speak mainly of human
physical beauty. In Section Three of the present suggested plan, however, the contents of
the attached subsidiary sections 6.3-6.10 and 7.1-7.14 seem to be a concentrated mixture
of both expressions of sentiments and admiration of human beauty. Since this stage is
regarded as semi-final in so far as the development of the present suggested theme is
concerned, and as final in so far as the function of the subsidiary sections is concerned, it
is expected therefore that a concentration of sentiments and admiration would occur at this very stage. As far as the subsidiary sections in particular are concerned their pattern of gradual distribution of contents seems to indicate that there is some kind of relationship, perhaps a close relationship, between this pattern and the development of the suggested theme. In other words, it seems to suggest that the deeper the theme develops, the more intimate and concentrated the contents of the subsidiary sections become.

To this point it seems to safe to suggest that there is, after all, a reasonably defined theme and a connected structure in the Song. It may be described as a structure of a multi-layered nature closely connected with its, suggested, theme. The main suggested sections of this structure, together with the related subsections and subsidiary sections, seem to follow certain patterns enabling them to function together as one connected whole allowing the theme to travel gradually, consistently and without interruption throughout the text.

2. Repetitions in the Text

The other aspect in support of the unity in the Song is the obvious characteristic of various types of repetitions. It is striking and interesting in this connection to note that, in the Song, repetitions like the suggested structure seem to follow certain patterns connecting the four suggested sections of the Song. The discussion of this aspect will examine each type of the repetitions involved in the text as follows:

A. Repetitions of regular patterns

According to the present suggested plan the following patterns are formed:

1. The kiss wish seems to function as an opening pattern for Sections One and Four, e.g.

1.2 “let him kiss me...”

8.1 “Oh that you were my brother...I would kiss you...”
2. The anticipated meeting seems to function as a closing pattern for Sections One and Four, e.g.:

2.17 "turn my beloved and be like a gazelle upon the mountain of spices"
8.14 "make haste my beloved and be like a gazelle upon the mountain of spices".

3. The dream/vision pattern seems to open Sections Two and Three, e.g.:

3.1 "by night on my bed...”
5.2 "I am asleep but my heart is awake...”.

4. The garden/vineyard celebration pattern seems to close Sections Two and Three, e.g.:

5.1 "I have come to my garden my sister bride... eat, O friends, drink...”
7.13-14 “let us get up early to the vineyards, there I will give you my love...at our door all manner of precious fruits...”.

5. The dream/vision seems to create and follow certain patterns in both Sections Two and Three of present the suggested plan. This pattern may be explained as follows:

Section Two: dream 3.1-4 —> adjuration phrase 3.5 —> question form verse —> description of the glory and majesty of the lover/king 3.7-10, e.g.:
“by night on my bed... —> I adjure you... —> who is this coming...? —> behold, it is his litter...”.

Section Three: dream 5.2-7 —> adjuration 5.8 —> question form verse —> admiration of the king/lover’s physical beauty 5.10-16, e.g:
“I am asleep but my heart is awake... —> I adjure you... —> what is your beloved... —> my beloved is white and ruddy...”.

6. The adjuration phrase seems to form a pattern around itself each time it appears in the four suggested sections. Accordingly, this phrase while it is followed by the question/interjection type of verse in each section, on the other hand it seems to be
preceded by either the dream/vision theme, as in Sections Two and Three, or by the embrace theme as in Sections One and Four, as illustrated below:

embracement verse 2.6 “his left hand under my head and his right hand embraces me

Section One
adjuration 2.7
interjection verse 2.8 “behold, my beloved he is coming…”
dream 3.1-4

Section Two
adjuration 3.5
question form verse 3.6 “who is coming out of the wilderness?”
dream 5.2-7

Section Three
adjuration 5.8
question from verse 5.9 “what is your beloved more than another beloved…?”
embracement verse 8.3 “his left hand under my head…”

Section Four
adjuration 8.4
question form verse 8.5 “who is this coming out of the wilderness?”

7. Like the adjuration phrase, the question/interjection-type verse seems also to form a certain pattern. While it is preceded by the adjuration phrase in the four suggested sections, it is on the other hand followed by either a descriptive passage, as in Sections One and Two where nature and the king/lover’s glory are described, or by a passage of admiration praising either the physical beauty of the king/lover, as in Section Three, or the values and merits of true love, as in Section Four. This pattern may be explained as follows:
Therefore, it may be possible to conclude that the above-mentioned patterns seem to demonstrate that their reappearance within the present suggested sections is designed to establish a link among them. Accordingly, the pattern which appears first in Section One reappears in Section Four, and that which appears first in Section Two reappears in Section Three. However, and as usual, there is always an inter-link between the suggested sections, and this case is no exception. Therefore, the descriptive passage which appears first in Section One, reappears in Section Two. Likewise, the passage of admiration
which appears first in Section Three, reappears in Section Four. In other words, these patterns seem to build a structure within the suggested structure whereby there seems to be an inside pattern encircled and secured by outside patterns, as illustrated below.

B. Repetition of Themes and Motifs

Like the repetitions of patterns, themes and motifs seem to follow their own certain patterns too within the four suggested sections.

Section One seems to employ the following themes/motifs:

1. The kiss, 1.2 “let him kiss me…”
2. The apple tree, 2.3 “as the apple tree among the trees of the wood, so is my beloved among the sons”
3. Self-assertion, 1.5 “I am black but beautiful…”
4. The companions, 1.7 “why should I be as one veiled beside the flock of your companions?”
5. The vineyard:
   A. In reference to a location, 1.6d “they made me the keeper of the vineyards”, and 1.14 “my beloved unto me as a cluster of saphire in the vineyards of Ein-
B. Metaphorically in reference to happiness, 2.5 “take us the foxes...that spoil the vineyard...”

C. Metaphorically in reference to the lover, 1.6E “but my own vineyard I haven’t kept”.

6. Day/shadow, 2.17 “until the day breaks and the shadows flee away...”

7. Affirmation of love, 2.16 “my beloved is mine and I am his”.

8. Love sickness, 2.5 “stay me with flagons...for I am love-sick”.

9. The lily, 2.1 “I am the rose of the sharon and the lily of the valley”.

10. Wine/love, 1.2 “for your love is better than wine”.

Section Two seems to introduce few more new themes/motifs, such as:

1. The garden:
   A. As a location, 4.16 “awake, O north wind...and blow upon my garden”, and 5.1 “I come into my garden, my sister, my bride...”.
   B. Metaphysically in reference to the beloved, 4.12 “a garden enclosed is my sister”, and 4.15 “you are a fountain of gardens, a well of living water...”

2. The dream/vision, 3.1 “by night on my bed...”.

3. Losing and seeking, 3.1 “I sought him but found him not...”.

At the same time Section Two seems to share some of the themes/motifs of Section One, such as:

1. The lily which reappears here in 4.5 “Your two breasts like two young roes...which feed among the lilies”.

2. The day/shadow reappears in 4.6 “until the day breaks and the shadows flee away...”.

3. The wine/love reappears in this section in 4.1 “how better is your love than wine”.

Section Three, on the other hand, does not introduce new themes or motifs: however,
it seems to share some of the themes/motifs of Sections One and Two. Accordingly
Section Three shares the following themes/motifs of Section One:

1. Affirmation of love reappears in Section Three in 6.3 “I am my beloved and he is mine”, and 7.11 “I am my beloved and his desire towards me”.
2. The love-sickness motif reappears in 5.8 “I charge you...if you find my beloved not to tell him I am love-sick”.
3. The lily motif reappears in 7.3 “your belly is like a heap of wheat set about with lilies”.

Also, in 5.13 “his lips like lilies”; 6.2 “my beloved has gone to his garden to gather lilies”, and “he feeds among the lilies”.

As with Section Two, it shares the following themes motifs:

1. The dream/vision reappears in 5.2 “I am asleep but my heart is awake”.
2. Losing and seeking reappears in 5.6d “I sought him but could not find him”.
3. The garden, as a location, reappears in 5.1 “I come into my garden...”; 6.2 “my beloved has gone into his garden”; 6.11 “I went down into the garden of nuts”.

Section Four, like Section Three, introduces no new themes or motifs, however it shares most of the themes/motifs of Section One, such as:

1. The kiss reappears in 8.1 “O if you were my brother...I would kiss you...”
2. The appletree reappears in 8.5 “I awakened you under the appletree”
3. Self-assertion reappears in 8.10 “I am a wall and my breasts like towers...”
4. The companions reappear in 8.13 “you who dwell in the garden, the companions are listening to your voice”.
5. The vineyard as a reference to the lover reappears in 8.12 “my vineyard which is mine before me”.
6. The vineyard as a reference to wealth and happiness reappears in 8.11 “Solomon has a vineyard at Baal-hamon...”
On the other hand, Section Four shares the “garden” as reference to location, with Sections Two and Three. This motif reappears in Section Four in 8.13, “You who dwell in the garden”.

Therefore, the above discussion seems to suggest that the four main suggested sections are of two types, the originator and the sharer. Section One seems to be the main originator or the main source of these themes and motifs. It contains almost all of them and organises their distribution to the other three sections. Section Two is both an originator and a sharer, while Sections Three and Four are only sharers. The distribution of the themes/motifs from Section One seems to follow a certain pattern. Section One seems to pass six themes/motifs to Section Four, the outside section, and three themes/motifs to each of the inside sections, Two and Three. In other words, the number of themes/motifs passed to Sections Two and Three together is equivalent to that which is passed to Section Four alone.

Section Two while originating three new motifs/themes (the garden as a location, the dream/vision, the losing and seeking) and passing them to Section Three, receives at the same time three themes/motifs from Section One and shares them with it. In other words, Sections Two and One share three themes/motifs together, and Sections Two and Three share three themes/motifs together. The final emerging pattern would be an outside and inside section sharing equal numbers of themes/motifs as follows: Sections One and Four form an outside section and together share six themes/motifs; Sections One and Two on the one hand, and One and Three on the other, together form the first inside section and together share six themes and motifs. Sections Two and One on the one hand, and Two and Three on the other, together form the second inside section and together share six themes and motifs.

Therefore, the pattern followed in this connection seems to be systematic and consistent in both order and function within the four suggested sections. Furthermore, this
pattern has its own interlinks too adding balance to its well-ordered shape. In this connection it is interesting to note that the lily and the garden motifs, each on its own, seem to link three sections together. The lily motif originates in Section One and reappears in Sections Two and Three, while the garden motif, in reference to location, originates in Section Two and reappears in Sections Three and Four, thus closing the circuit by binding Section Two with Section Four. This pattern may be illustrated as follows:

C. Repetitions of Endearment Epithets

1. Female epithets

The distribution of the female epithets in the four suggested sections is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section One</th>
<th>Section Two</th>
<th>Section Three</th>
<th>Section Four</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ra’yati “my friend” occurs four times 1.9, 15; 2.10, 13</td>
<td>ra’yati occurs twice 4.1, 7</td>
<td>ra’yati occurs twice 5.2; 6.4</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. yafati “my fair one” occurs twice, 2.10, 13</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. hayafa bannashim  
"fairest among women"  
occurs once, 1.8  
Occurs twice, 5.9; 6.1

4. yonati “my dove”  
occurs once 2.14  
Occurs twice, 5.2; 6.4

5. —  
ahōtī “my sister” occurs four times, 4.9, 10, 12; 5.1  
Occurs once, 5.2

6. —  
kallah “bride” occurs six times 4.8, 9, 10, 11, 12; 5.1  
—

7. —  
tammatai “my perfect one” occurs twice, 5.2; 6.9  
—

8. —  
bat-nadib “noble maiden”  
occurs once, 7.2

2. Male epithets

Their distribution in the four suggested parts is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section One</th>
<th>Section Two</th>
<th>Section Three</th>
<th>Section Four</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. dodi “my beloved”  
occurs nine times, 1.13, 14, 16; 2.3, 8, 9, 10, 16, 17  
Occurs once, 4.16 | Occurs sixteen times  
5.2, 4, 5, 6 (twice) 8, 10, 16; 6.2, 3 (twice); 7.10, 11, 12, 14 | Occurs once, 8.14 |
| 2. she’ – ceheba nafshi  
“whom my soul loves”  
occurs once, 1.7  
Occurs four times, 3.1, 2, 3, 4 | — | — | — |

The above table indicates that female love epithets seem to appear only in Sections One, Two and Three. It also indicates that though Section One is the main originator of these epithets, Sections Two and Three on the other hand can be described as originators as well as sharers. While each one of them originates two epithets of its own, Section Three seems to be the main sharer of Section One, and Section Two seems to be the least one in this respect since it shares only one epithet from Section One.
In so far as the male love epithets are concerned, the case seems to take a different turn. The originators in this case are Sections One and Three only. Section Two, on the other hand, seems to be only a sharer, and in fact the main sharer of Section One. This is contrary to its role with relation to the female love epithets mentioned above. Also, love epithets in general, though their distribution within and their relation with the suggested section seem to be different from that which is related to the repetitions of patterns, they however seem to follow the example of the patterns in so far as one main characteristic is concerned, namely linking together the sections within which they appear and function. Therefore, the female love epithet ra’yati and the male love epithet dodi appear consistently in each of the three sections, where they mainly appear and function, binding them together.

The above table has also indicated that these love epithets, in general, seem to concentrate in number, type and frequency in Section Three. Therefore, the total number of epithets, male and female, in Section One is six, making a total frequency of 18. Section Three, on the other hand, has a total number of eight epithets, male and female, making a total frequency of 26.

Furthermore, most of these epithets, especially the female epithets, seem to be found in the subsidiary sections. Therefore their concentration in Section Three with the exclusion of Section Four (except for one male epithet only) seems consistent with the development of the suggested theme. In particular, Section Four, as mentioned above, is where the theme comes to an end and this has no subsidiary section. Accordingly, it seems natural for these epithets to terminate and concentrate in Section Three. Moreover, it is worth mentioning in this connection that this feature may also be found in the Hekhaloth texts where mystic expression, symbols and formulae are found concentrated towards the end for the purpose of enabling the individual involved to overcome the
frustration usually experienced while passing through the final stage.\textsuperscript{30} Therefore, it seems significant that this characteristic appears to be in line with or in support of the assumption made earlier in this connection which regards the Song as a prototype of Jewish mysticism. Also, this characteristic seems to suggest, or perhaps explain, that love epithets, because of their special role and function in the text, had to adopt a plan or an order different from that adopted by the repetitions of patterns or of themes and motifs.

Finally it may be possible to conclude that within the present suggested structures such specific details in planning various types of repetitions in the text are but indicators to point out that the Song is one connected whole, and that its idea belongs to one author who designed its structure to suit its theme. In other words, repetitions in the Song may not be regarded as an accidental or haphazardly-planned feature, but rather a well-designed and neatly-planned one. Indeed, it may be described as a feature that is deliberate enough to create unity in the Song.

3. Triadic Dimension of the Theme

The third and final aspect in support of unity in the Song seems to be the dimensions of its theme and their role in establishing unity in the text.

Further examination of the text seems to suggest that unity in the Song does not confine itself to aspects of structure only. The theme of the text seems to have a triadic dimension holding the text together by providing comprehensive unity which appears to be as solid and coherent as structural unity. mAs mentioned already, love seems to be the main theme in the Song. Also, love in the Song seems to be an enigmatic theme, it is a sentiment of many colours. Therefore, what seems to be of considerable importance to this discussion is the manner in which love is conceived and presented in the Song. Accordingly, an investigation along these lines would lead to the gradual emergence of

\textsuperscript{30} G. Sholem, \textit{Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism} (1941), p.50f.
the three aspects of the theme.

In the Song love is conceived of as an all-possessing power whereby the beloved and the lover represent a self-contained unity. Indeed, it seems to be a fusion of two souls into one, as expressed 2.16, 6.3 and 7.11, "my beloved is mine and I am his". Lines 8.6-7 speak of love as a blazing flame that cannot be extinguished not even by floods of water, "the flashes there are flashes of fire...many waters cannot quench love, neither can the floods drown it". Also, love, according to the above lines, is fatal and invincible as death, nothing stands in its way, neither can it be equated with anything, "love is as strong as death...if a man would give all the substance of his house for love he would utterly be despised".

Also, love is painful. Some of this pain or suffering seems to be self-sought or self-inflicted, as indicated in lines 3.1-3 and 5.2-8, where the beloved goes around the city at night seeking her lover and thus suffers harm at the hands of the city guards. The other type of pain in this connection seems to be that which is imposed upon her by her so-called "mother's sons" who made her work for them as a keeper of their vineyards, as mentioned in line 1.6—perhaps to keep her away from her lover, as the same verse indicates, "but my own vineyard I have not kept". On other occasions, love, being the essence of the relationship, seems to be conceived of as a supreme will or a divine power. Indeed, it seems that it is this will/power that causes the individual involved to fluctuate between the state of happiness and sadness or that of the rational and irrational depending upon union or separation between the two parties involved. In this connection it is interesting to note that the state of union seems to be conceived as a vital source for life. In line 5.5, for example, the presence of the lover seems to cause the beloved's hands to drop myrrh suddenly, "I rose up to open to my beloved and my hands dropped with myrrh". On other occasions, such as 1.12, his presence caused her nard to send forth its fragrance, "while the king at his table, my spikenard sent forth its fragrance". On the
other hand, separation or remoteness seem to be conceived of in a manner similar or equivalent to that of death. It is like the state of separation from one’s own soul as the beloved felt when her lover turned away. She expressed this feeling in line 5.6 and said, “my soul failed me”. Furthermore, this divine or supreme will of “love” seems in line 8.6-7 to have been accepted and acknowledged as a “seal”, or perhaps as some kind of conviction or faith on the part of the beloved, thus presenting her as one worshipping the faith of love. Therefore, the beloved as a faithful worshipper seems to experience the fear of abandonment, or fear that this love may be severed, lost or destroyed. Indeed, this fear of abandonment seems to be lurking behind the repeated affirmation of their union in 2.16, 6.3 and 7.11 “my beloved is mine and I am his” On the other hand, love or perhaps the intensity of love in the Song seems to be presented as having a possessive power. Indeed, the beloved seems to be possessed with love to the degree of sickness. In 2.5 and 5.8, for example, the beloved referred to herself as love-sick. In fact she does not only seem to feel possessed, but she also seems to behave like one possessed. Consequently, her irrational behaviour, such as roaming the city streets at night, exposed to harm at the hands of the city guards, as mentioned on occasions such as 3.1-3 and 5.2-8. Moreover, being possessed does not only seem to cause her physical harm, but also psychological suffering. She seems to have become an object of sympathy and concern. In 6.2, for example, she aroused the sympathy of her female companions as they offered to help her find her love. In 8.8, on the other hand, she aroused the concern of her so-called “mother’s sons”, who seem to express their concern in relation to her personal integrity.

Finally, love in the Song is conceived of as faithful, pure and chaste. Therefore, the beloved in 8.10 asserts herself proudly as a “wall” for being restrained and faithful.

From the above picture it emerges that the text of the Song seems to speak of a possessed-possessor relationship and such dominant, intense, possessive, blazing, painful and faithful feeling or sentiment expressed throughout the text seem to be more than just
ordinary love—it is but passion.

In this connection it is interesting to note that love/passion in the Song is not only the prime mover in the text but also the sought for end in this possessed-possessor relationship, leaving the lover as but a "means" on this occasion. In other words, love is the possessor on this occasion while the lover is used as a means by the beloved/possessed to attain her goal. This assumption seems to be supported in the Song on a number of occasions. In line 1.2, for example, the beloved praises his "love" as better than wine, and in 4.1 it is his "love" that they will remember more than wine. The adjuration verses 2.7, 3.5, and 8.4 consistently request that "love" should not be disturbed. Furthermore, it is significant to note that in 8.6-7, which is the crux of the Song, love and not the lover seems to be praised, upheld and acknowledged just like a faith.

It is equally important to point out on this occasion that this blazing love/passion in the Song does not go beyond the "kiss", or perhaps the "wished-for kiss", as in 1.2 and 8.1 on the one hand, and the "embrace" as in 2.6 and 8.3 on the other. Accordingly, this type of love/passion seems, more than anything else, to fit the definition of true/pure love. According to Andreas Capellanus, the concept of this true/pure love is that which "usually goes as far as the kiss and the embrace omitting the final solace". On another occasion, he describes it as "an inordinate desire to receive passionately a furtive and hidden embrace". On the other hand, in so far as human/marital love is concerned, Andreas States "love can have no place between husband and wife. They may be bound to each other by great and immoderate affection, but their feeling cannot take the place of love because what embrace between husband and wife can be furative?" In contrast to pure/true love, Andreas terms marital/human love as "mixed love". Also he believes that

32 Ibid., p.123.
33 Ibid., p.100.
this love, contrary to pure love, tends to "get its effect from every delight of the flesh and culminates in the final act of Venus". In other words, Andreas seems to suggest that while mixed love is a fulfilled love, pure love on the other hand seems to be an intentionally unfulfilled desire living on the spirit of anticipation from which it gets its dynamic nature and thus keeping it alive. Likewise, the initial kiss in the Song seems to have injected love in the whole text with the kind of dynamism that exists in passion and thus kept it alive, intense and strong but never sexually fulfilled. Indeed the text of the Song starts with an anticipated kiss and ends with an anticipated meeting, union or perhaps togetherness, as 8.14 states "make haste my beloved and be like a roe or a young hart on the mountains of spices". Also, between these two states, love/passion in the Song does not go beyond the embrace which appears in 2.6 and 8.3 "his left hand under my head and his right hand embraces me". Even the crux of the text 8.6-8, mentioned above, is wholly about the vindication of true/pure love, an acknowledgement of its strengths and values, and a total embracement of it just like the embracement and acknowledgement of faith.

So far the above discussion seems to have pointed out two aspects or two dimensions of the theme, namely passion and possession. The third and final aspect in this connection seems to be poetry. The tension created by passion on the one hand and by possession on the other, seems to resolve itself through the artifice of metaphoric language, or in other words, in poetry. Poetry in this connection seems to be a remedy or a medium of relief on the part of the possessed. There, in poetry, the possessed will have the freedom to live in a world of wishes and hopes, visions and dreams, anticipations and imaginations. Also dialogue in the Song may have been employed as a means of introspection. Therefore it would not be impossible to assume in this case that the beloved is speaking to and discussing with herself or her heart. Particularly, it does not seem a remote possibility the

34 Ibid., p.123.
assumption that the beloved may be the sole character in the Song and probably its author, as the discussion will show later when dealing with the authorship aspect of the text.

Therefore, it appears that the overall picture of the Song seems to rest upon a triadic equation of passion, possession and poetry. Furthermore, in the case of the Song, possession seems to transmute poetry into vision and passion into mystic union. If this assumption is sustained, it may be possible then to perceive the theme of the Song as divine possession. In particular, love/passion in the Song seems, as mentioned above, to have been treated, acknowledged and embraced in a manner similar to that applied to faith. This triadic dimension of theme in the Song may naturally relate to, or perhaps corresponds to, a set of three closely related aspects or worlds. In other words, according to the present assumption, passion may correspond to faith, possession may correspond to the factual world which reflects actual feelings and events experiences by the beloved as a result of being possessed. Poetry, on the other hand, may correspond to the fictional world with all its hopes, anticipation and imagination. This concept may be illustrated as follows:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passion</th>
<th>Possession</th>
<th>poetry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faith</td>
<td>Factual</td>
<td>Fictional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Therefore, it may be possible to conclude that the present approach seems to point out the creative impulses of the theme in the Song demonstrating its complexity, its richness
and indeed its positive role in contributing to the overall literary unity of the Song. On the whole, this type of unity does not seem less convincing or less plausible than structural unity. In fact, it seems to manifest the literary originality in the text whereby complexity such as this meant unity as well as flexibility. Indeed with such a multi-layered but integrated nature, the Song seems to have become flexible enough to satisfy the demand of different levels of interpretations, popular as well as spiritual/mystical.
Present View of Interpretation

1- Translation of the Text

Chapter One

2  Let him kiss me with his mouth kisses
   Better than wine your love is

3  Delicately fragrant is thy ointment and richly shine
   Flowing oil is the name which is thine
   Thus the maidens' love is truly thine

4  Draw me, we will run after thee
   Into his chambers, the king has brought me
   We will be glad and rejoice in thee
   It is thy love that we shall find sweeter than wine
   Truely they loved thee

5  O daughters of Jerusalem, dark may be I am as Kedar's tents
   But beautiful and soft as Solomon's curtains

6  Stare not at me, the sun has blakened me
   My mother's sons were incensed against me
   A vine yard keeper they have made of me
But I could not keep the vine yard that belongs to me

7 Tell me my soul's beloved
   Where do you rest, where do you feed
   for why should I be as one vailed

8 If thou do not know, O fairest of women
   Follow the tracks the flocks have trodden
   There thou shall attend to your young flocks
   Besidethe shepherds' tents

9 To a mare, in Pharoh's chariot, I compared thee,O my friend

10 Thy cheeks with rings, thy neck with beads, beautifully arranged

11 Circles of gold we shall make for thee,with studs of silver, elegantly adorned

12 While the king is on his couch, there spread the nard fragrance of mine

13 A bundle of myrrh my beloved is, lying betwix the breasts of mine

14 A cluster of camphire in the vine yard of Ein-gedi is this beloved of mine

15 Fair and pleasant thou art my love
   And thy eyes like dove's my love
16  Fair and pleasant, my beloved is
    Fresh and green, our bed, it is

17  The beams of our house are of cedars
    And of cypress are our rafters

Chapter Two

1  I am a rose of the plain, I am a lily of the valleys

2  As a lily among the thorns, is my beloved among the daughters

3  As the apple tree among the trees of the wood
    So among the sons, is my beloved
    Under his shadow I rest with delight
    And to me his fruit is of sweet taste

4  To the banqueting house, he brought me
    And love was his intent towards me

5  With flagons stays me, I am love sick, with apples do comfort me

6  His left hand is under my head and his right hand embraces me

7  O daughters of Jerusalem, I adjure you by the roes and the hinds of the field
    That you may not stir love until it is fulfilled
Listen, my beloved's voice, he is coming
Upon the mountains he is leaping
Upon the hills he is skipping

Like a roe or a young hart, behind our walls, he is standing
Through the windows he is looking
Through the lattices he is peeping

My beloved spoke, and to me he did say
My fair one, rise up and come a way

The rain is over and the winter has passed a way

The flowers have covered all the land
The time of the singing birds has arrived
And the voice of the turtle is heard in our land

The figs are ripe, the vines are tender and the sweet odour is spreading all over
Arise my love, my fair one and do come over

My dove, thou who resides in the clifts, in the secret place
Let me hear thy voice, let see thy face
For sweet is thy voice and pleasant is thy face

The little foxes, the spoilers of the vine
Take them away, for our vine is tender and the grapes are fine

16 My beloved is mine and I am his  
He feeds among the lilies

17 Until the day ends and the shadows flee  
Upon the mountains of Bether, come away to me  
And like a gazelle or a fawn, my beloved be

Chapter Three

1 On my bed by night, he whom my soul loves, I sought him  
I sought him but I did not find him

2 Around the city, in the alleys and the broad streets, I looked for him  
I sought him whom my soul loves, but could not find him

3 From the guards around the city, about him I enquired

4 but shortly after I passed them, whom my soul loves I found

5 O daughters of Jerusalem, I adjure you by the roes and the hind of the field  
That thou may not stir love until it is fulfilled
6 Who is this like pillars of smoke coming out of the wilderness
Perfumed with all the merchants' powder, with myrrh and frankincense

7 Behold, the litter of Solomon
Guarded by three scores of Israeli mighty men

8 They are expert warriors ready for the fight
Each one holds his sword on his thigh, ready for the dangers of the night

9 For himself, a palanquin of Lebanon's wood, the king, Solomon made

10 Silver its pillars, its top is gold, purple its bottom, with love its midst is paved
With the love of the daughters of Jerusalem, its inside is inlaid

11 O daughters of Zion behold, Solomon, the king, on his special day
Behold the crown his mother crowned him with on his wedding day
With his heart delighted on this happy day

Chapter Four

1 Behold my love, fair thou art behind thy veil, like doves thy eyes are
Thick as a flock of goats streaming down mount Gilead, thy locks of hair are

2 Thy teeth are white as a flock of sheep newly washed
In twin pairs they are neatly shaped
Thy lips are a thread of scarlet
Thy word are sweet and pleasant
Thy temples behind thy veil are like a peice of pomegranate

Thy neck like David's tower adorned with armours
With thousands shields of mighty men and warriors

Thy breasts are as a twin of young gazelles
That are feeding among the lillies

Until the day is over and the shadows flee away
Upon the myrrh mountains and the frankincense hills, to me turn and come away

Thou art fair and perfect my love and blemish in thee, there is none

With me my bride thou shall come from Lebanon
From the top of Amana, Shenir and Hermon
From the leopards' mountain and the lions' den

My sister bride, thou have ravished my heart with thy glance
Thou have ravished my heart with one bead of thy necklace

My sister bride, how fair is this love of thine
How much better is thy love than wine
Thy ointment, above all odours, how much it is better and how much it is fine
My bride, thy lips with honey drippings are moist and soft
Under thy tongue, honey and milk, an exquisite taste
Thy garment's odour as Lebanon, fresh and pleasant

My sister bride, garden enclosed and a fountain sealed, thou art

An orchard of pomegranates thou art and thy fruit is precious plant

Spikenard and saffron, aloes and myrrh, calamus and cinnamon

A fountain of gardens, a well of living waters streaming from Lebanon

O north wind, blow south upon my garden and let my beloved awaken
Let him eat from its wonderful delight
And enjoy its pleasant sight

Chapter Five

To my garden, my sister bride, I have entered
Myrrh and spices, I have gathered
Honey with honey comb, I have tasted

I have drunk my wine with milk
O, friends and lovers, eat and abundantly you shall drink
While I am asleep, my heart is awake
Listening to his voice and, on the door, hearing his gentle knock
My sister, my friend, my perfect dove, open to me and be quick

Filled with dew, my head is wet
My locks with the drops of the night are damp and moist

I have put off my garment, shall I get dressed?
Shall I dirty my feet, they have been cleaned and washed

His hand turned the door's latch, and for him my heart moved

With my hands distilling myrrh, I rose up and for him the door I opened

I opened for him, with myrrh in my fingers dripping away
I sought him but to find him there was no way
I called him, but already he was far away

The watchmen, the guards of the city, found me
Smote me and beat me
And my robe, they stripped off me

O, daughters of Jerusalem, my beloved, if you find him
I am love-sick I adjure you to tell him
9 What is thy beloved like that you do so adjure us, fairest among women?
How different is thy beloved than all other men?

10 My beloved is the matchless one
Pure and ruddy among ten thousand men

11 His head is as fine gold, and as raven black his locks are shining

12 His eyes as doves bathing in milk, by the water brink peacefully resting

13 His cheeks as beds of spices, as flowers of delicate qdour
His lips as lilies saturated with sweet smelling myrrh

14 His hands as rods of gold, with jewels neatly covered
His abdomen as ivory, with sapphire beautifully adorned

15 Pillars of marbles his legs are, on a golden base firmly attached
his aspect is as lebanon, like cedars proudly stand

16 Sweet is his taste
And all over, he is of fine trait

O, daughters of Jerusalem, such is my beloved
And such is my friend
Chapter Six

1 O, fairest amongst women, to where has thy beloved turned from here?
Tell us and let us seek him with thee everywhere

2 To his garden he has gone, to the beds of spices
To pasture there and to gather some lilies

3 My beloved is mine and I am his
He who feeds among the lilies

4 Like Tirzah, my friend, thou art lovely
Like Jerusalem, thou art comely

5 Thou art awesome like a great army
Turn away thy eyes, they do threaten me

6 Thy hair as thick as a herd of goats, from Gilaad, streaming down evenly
Thy teeth as white as a flock of ewes, in pairs, arranged firmly

7 Through thy locks, thy temple as a slice of pomegranate, beautiful and comely

8 Queens are sixty in numbers, concubines are eighty
and maidens’ number may reach infinity

9 My dove, my undefiled is but one
For her mother, she is the only one

Amongst women, she is the one blessed
Amongst queens and concubines, she is the one praised

10 Who is she, like the dawn, emerging gracefully
Like the moon looking luminously
Like the sun shining brightly
Like an army standing frightfully

11 To the garden of nuts I have descended
To see whether the vines have budded
To see whether the pomegranates have flowered

12 And upon the chariots, unknowingly, my soul placed me
The chariots of honorable people, those who belong to me

Chapter Seven

1 Return, O, Shulamite, return, we are watching
Do not look at the Shulamite as if the dance of the two camps, she is performing

2 O, honourable daughter, thy feet are beautiful
With sandals, they look graceful
Like jewels thy thighs are, firm and round
delicately designed by skilful hand

3  A round goblet that never lacks wine thy naval is
A heap of golden wheat set about with lilies thy belly is

4  Thy breasts like two fawns, a pair of young twins
And a tower of ivory, thy neck is

5  Pools by the gate of Bet-Rabbim, in Heshbon, thy eyes look like
And a tower of Lebanon which facing Damascus, thy nose looks like

6  Thy head like carmel
Thy hair like purple
The king is held captive there
Bound with thy rich wavering hair

7  Thou art fair, thou art pleasant
Thou art love with delight

8  Beautiful as a palm tree, is thy stature
To vine clustors thy breasts resemble

9  I said I will climb the palm tree and to its boughs, I shall hold
There, as clusters of vines, thy breasts I shall found
10  As the fragrance of apple, the smell of thy breath  
As sweet wine the taste of thy mouth  

For the lovers and the righteous, it is smooth blending  
For sleeping lips it is gentle fondling  

11  I am my beloved’s and his desire is towards me  

12  To the fields, in the village together be with me  
Among the henna blossoms, thou shall lodge with me  

13  Early in the day, we shall go to the vine orchard  
To see whether the vine have budded or the pomegranates have blossomed  
And I shall give thee my love there  
With the fragrance of the mandrakes scattered everywhere  

14  And all types of fruit, at our doors, I shall lay prepared  
precious fruit for thee my love, new and old  

Chapter Eight  

1  I wish, like a brother thou art to me  
Who sucked my mother’s breast together with me  
I would kiss you in the street, yet none would despise me
1 would lead thee to my mother's house, she who instructed me
From my special wine and my pomegranates' juice, thou shalt drink with me

His left hand is under my head and his right hand embraces me

I adjure thee, O, daughters of Jerusalem, love is not to be disturbed
Until it is fulfilled

Who can this be? upon her beloved she is leaning
From the wilderness she is rising
Under the apple tree, I awakened you
There thy mother conceived thee
And there she gave birth to thee

As a seal upon thy heart, thou shalt set me
As a seal upon thy arm, thou shalt place me
For love is strong as death
And jealousy is hard as the grave's depth

The flames of love are the most vehement
Many waters can not quench love's infinite thirst
Neither floods can put off the flames of love's divine intent
If a man would exchange love for his house and all that is in it
He would be scorned and utterly despised for it

Little and flat chested still, is our sister

What shall we do when the day comes and she will be spoken for

If she is a wall, with silver she will be adorned
If she is a gate, with cedar she will be enclosed

But I am a wall and my breasts like towers
Thus I was favoured in his eyes

In Baal-Hamon, a vine yard Solomon had
Looked after by keepers of trusting hand
A thousand shekels for each, he had

Indeed, before me is my own vine yard
Solomon, thine is the thousand
And so is the two hundred

Let me hear thee, O garden dweller
For thy voice friends are very eager

Be like a young hart, O my beloved, and make haste
Be like a gazelle, on the perfumed hills, where, for you, I shall wait

2 - AUTHORSHIP OF THE TEXT
Like some other aspects of this book, the question of who composed the Song of Songs is still far from reaching a satisfactory answer. Though scholars sometimes tend to avoid the issue of authorship of the text, or perhaps leave it open, however, general opinion agreed on ascribing the book to Solomon. This opinion seems to have been based upon the association of Solomon’s name with the book. His name is mentioned in verse 8.11-12. Also, in other instances such as 3.9 and 3.11 it is mentioned apparently for the purpose of identifying the “king” in the text. Thus it may be that this idea of Solomonic authorship was responsible in the first place for the search for a spiritual/religious message in the book and consequently led to its allegorical interpretation.

When we examine the text, however, there appears to be some inconsistency in this assumption. If the “king” in the text was meant to be Solomon, then it would be natural and most appropriate to assume that clarification of this fact would take place early in the work. And such an opportunity does present itself in the first chapter where in verse 1.5 Solomon is mentioned but not identified with the “king”. The first reference to the “king” in the text also occurs in the first chapter, namely in 1.4 and 1.12, but without any identification with Solomon. Furthermore, reference to Solomon occurs in the last chapter of the book in 8.11 and 8.12, yet again without identification with the “king”. This pattern is consistent enough to make clear a distinction between the “king”, whoever he is, on the one hand, and Solomon on the other. Accordingly this consistent pattern does not contribute to the identification of the ‘king’ with Solomon in 3.9 and in 3.11, nor to the association of the “litter” with Solomon in 3.7. Also, it seems more likely that the reference to Solomon in 1.5 and 8.11-12 is for the purpose of comparison. On both occasions his name is mainly associated with his wealth or his luxurious life-style.

On the other hand, it is interesting that there seems to be a gradual and consistent
progression of the association between the "lover" and the "king" from a very early stage in the text leading to the identification of the one with the other. This pattern starts in verse 1.2 where the woman in the Song opens the text expressing longing for his (her lover's) kisses. In 1.3 this theme seems to develop into an intimate tone where she praises his love. In 1.4 she develops the theme even more intimately where she not only says that he brought her to his chamber, but also he is no longer the mysterious "him". This time rather than referring to him with the third person pronoun, as she did in 1.2 and 1.3, she indeed starts the verse by identifying and introducing him as the "king" who brought her to his chamber.

This lover/king association appears once again towards the end of the chapter in 1.12, 1.13 and 1.14, but in a manner which is the reverse of the above pattern. In other words, this time the king identifies and is identified with the lover. The common and continuous line of thought between these three verses is the theme of "sweet smelling perfume". In this unit the beloved starts in 1.12 by speaking of the "king" and saying that in his presence she smells the odour of her sweet nard. Immediately in 1.13 and 1.14 she associates this theme of sweet odour with her lover, and speaks of him as a "bundle of sweet odour resting between her breasts". Therefore, it is the king/lover who is a bundle of sweet odour, and thus it is his odour which she smells when she is permeated with his presence.

Similarly, the indirect reference to him in verse 3.7, "behold his litter", is immediately identified with the "king" in 3.9 and 3.11. In this connection Jastrow\(^1\) may be right to believe that the occurrence of the name "Solomon" in 8.11 and 8.12 may have possibly led to its insertion in 3.9 and 3.11 to identify the "king" as well as to associate the "litter" with Solomon in 3.7.

This insertion may possibly have been the work of whoever favoured the assumption

---

attributed to any other man. of Solomonic authorship, perhaps either to add a sacred touch to the Song, or even possibly to popularise it. On the other hand, it is equally possible that it is the popularity of the song which suggested or led to the identification of the “king” with Solomon. As Landy\(^2\) rightly explains in this connection, Solomon’s name was most likely employed as a figure of speech symbolising worldly glory. Whichever the case may be, it nevertheless led to the establishment of the tradition of Solomonic authorship.

This tradition has gained respectability through the ages. Even some modern scholars still associate the “king” with Solomon, or emphasise Solomon’s role in their interpretation of the Song.\(^3\) In particular, it is not impossible to trace an event or an issue in Solomon’s life that might seem to have some relevance to the Song, distant or otherwise. Also this tradition seems to have generated deeply-rooted preconceived opinions of male authorship of the Song.

However, the moment the Song is no longer attributed to Solomon, it becomes an anonymous work which could be attributed to any other man. On the other hand it is not impossible or improbable to assume that the writer was a woman. At this early stage it is difficult to venture and pronounce how far this conjecture may be supported, but it may be proper to point out a few relevant and perhaps interesting details that might give some support to this assumption.

It is perhaps right to point out that one of the striking characteristics of the Song is that it reflects a woman’s world. The beloved assumes a primary role in the text. She starts and ends the Song and delivers the majority of its lines. Apart from the beloved and her leading role, the Song refers to other female figures with important supporting roles in the text. On several occasions the Song refers to the “mother” as a family figure, not only in relation to the beloved herself, but most interestingly in relation to the lover too, as mentioned in verse 8.5 of the text. Also the Song mentions the "daughters of


\(^3\) M. Goulder, *The Song of Fourteen Songs* (Sheffield, 1983).
Jerusalem” on several occasions throughout the text, and depicts them as the beloved's closest companions.

On the other hand, it is very noticeable that apart from the lover, the Song does not refer to or even mention any male figure of a parental nature, such as “father” in correspondence to “mother”, for example, as mentioned already. As Trible4 rightly explains in this connection, among the Israelites it was the father rather than the mother who usually stood as a reference to family life in general. It is also interesting to point out in this connection that the beloved, even when she mentions her so-called “brothers”, identifies them with her mother rather than with her father, and thus addresses them as “my mother’s sons”. In fact it seem doubtful whether they were the beloved’s actual brothers, otherwise she would have simply addressed them as “my brothers”. It is most likely the case that she used this expression in the metaphorical sense of brotherhood, meaning her fellow countrymen, particularly as she seems to be familiar with and able to differentiate between the two terms used in this connection. Therefore, in 8.1, rather than wishing her lover to be her “mother’s son”, the beloved on the other hand, explicitly wished him to be “her brother who sucked her mother’s breast”, thus leaving no room for doubt. Accordingly, 8.8$“we have a little sister”$does not necessarily mean or prove that these words were said on behalf of her so-called “brothers”. Similarly, “sister” in the above verse may indeed mean nothing more than an endearment epithet as it has always meant throughout the text. Furthermore, in a manner of confirmation of this analysis, verse 6.9 clearly states “she is the only one for her mother”. Therefore, it was not accidental after all that she made no explicit reference to her brothers or to her sisters.

However, while she seems neither bothered enough to mention her father nor desperate enough to find substitute figures for “brothers”, she seems, on the other hand, to have needed a substitute for “sisters” and had indeed managed to find it in her female

---

companions "the daughters of Jerusalem". Accordingly, her attitude suggests that even if she had a brother or brothers, she would have been as indifferent towards them as she has been towards her father, alive or dead. In other words, her world first and foremost seems to revolve around her mother as a family figure with whom she appears to have a close relationship, and secondly "the daughters of Jerusalem", as outside companions, with whom she too has as close relationship as she would have with her own sisters, if she had any. This attitude on her part is most likely to be of a cultural/traditional nature, and she certainly gives the impression that she has become very much used to it as a way of life. Thus, throughout the text whenever the need or the choice for companionship presented itself, it seemed natural for her to choose her associates from female circles only, at home or outside.

Furthermore, the beloved seems to be fully aware and very conscious of the social restriction imposed upon and observed by women in general in her own community. Therefore, issues such as sound personal reputation and self-integrity were emphasised in the Song as a matter of considerable importance in so far as women's standing in the community is concerned. Accordingly, in verse 8.10, where the beloved seemed to be subjugated to a moral assessment, she asserted herself confidently and proudly, declaring her unblemished record on this ground. Also it is interesting to notice that in verses 5.6-8, where the beloved suffered humiliation at the hands of the city guards, she at the same time seemed to be aware that public expression of love sentiments by women of her community is beyond the traditional code of conduct. Therefore, she immediately turned to her female companions "daughters of Jerusalem" pleading desperately to them not to tell her lover that she was love-sick, nor that she publicly suffered humiliation for that matter. Obviously, she was aware that what she did was unforgivable even by her lover, though it was because of him that she exposed herself to suffering and disgrace. Her awareness of these and similar restrictions is even more apparent in verse 8.1. On this
occasion, in as much as she was longing to kiss her lover publicly, she was even more hesitant to do so lest she would be despised by the community. However, the matter would have been different if she were kissing her brother in public, and that is indeed what she wished her lover to be, if only for that moment, to fulfil her wish. Even more to the point, it is interesting to notice in 1.2, another "kiss-wish" verse, the brother/sister motif did not arise on this occasion to safeguard her position because, unlike, 8.1, the beloved was not asking for her wish to be granted explicitly publicly.

Domestic environment particularly the theme of "home" is perhaps another point relevant to or perhaps in support of the assumption of female authorship of the Song. This theme occurs frequently in the text and is usually attached to the beloved. It seems that "home" not only creates the right environment for her dreams, but the events of her dreams are usually attached to the home too. In her dream in verse 3.1-4, for example, when she eventually found her love she took him to her mother's home. Again in verse 8.1-2, she wished to have her lover as a brother not only to justify kissing him publicly, but to be able to take him to her mother's home too. In verse 5.2 the events of her dream revolve around the home. She dreamt of her lover standing at the doorstep of the house, knocking the door and asking her to let him inside. In 2.9 though, there is no explicit reference to the "home"; however, her words clearly implied that she was at home while watching her lover standing behind her walls and looking through the windows. Furthermore, she seems to believe that home life is inseparable from and complementary to home life. There in 1.16-17, for example, she ended her praise and commendation for her lover with commendatory remarks in respect of their home which is built of cedars and cypresses. What is even more interesting in this connection is that her obsession with "home" persists even when she is outside. In 7.12-13, for example, while she invites her lover to the fields, on the other hand she immediately suggests lodging somewhere in the village with all kinds of precious fruits at their doorstep. Indeed, "home" appears to be an
inseparable part of her being to the extent that when the actual home environment is not available, she speaks of an equivalent interior environment, such as her lover's chamber or the banqueting house. On the whole, it is at home where she seems to spend most of her time, and it is there where she feels most happy, content and secure. Indeed, the very few times she was outside the home were those distressing occasions when she was either searching for her lover or unhappily watching the vineyard for her "mother's sons". It is also interesting to point out that she hardly ever responds to her lover's many invitations to meet him outside the home, neither does she ever herself attempt to invite him outdoors. The only exception in this connection is in verse 7.12-13, mentioned above, and even then she suggests finding somewhere to lodge. Her lover, on the other hand, seems to spend and enjoy most of his time outside among the lilies and on the mountains.

The other and perhaps most relevant point in so far as the issue of authorship of the text is concerned is the autobiographical sense which exhibits itself in the text through the frequent occurrence of the personal pronoun "I" used almost exclusively by the beloved throughout the Song. Accordingly, it is not unlikely that the beloved herself could have been the authoress of the Song in which she speaks of her own experience. In this connection Landy rightly states "if there is a story in the Song, it is of herself shaped by suffering, pleasure and self-reflection".5

Goitein6 shares a similar view on the subject, and suggests that the Song could be a compilation of one of the female singers at Solomon's court writing her own experience. Rabin7 too opines that the work in its entirety is a woman's imagination as he rightly states "everything the lover says is imagined by her, even if this is not expressly stated".

Also it is equally relevant to mention that the most difficult task for a man in this connection would be to convey the beloved's feelings as deep and effective as they are

---

6 S. Goitein, *Yyyinim Bammiga* (Tel-Aviv, 1957), p. 301
expressed in the Song. Particularly the best he can do is only to describe them as his imagination would dictate upon him rather than actually expressing them. Furthermore, it may also be difficult for a man to remember every restriction observed by women of that community and employ them whenever the need arises with the same authenticity and accuracy as the Song does. Indeed, it is most likely that the beloved in the Song is speaking from experience since she seems to know what she can and cannot do or say, where and when and observe everything in exact conformity. This is even more evident in the Ghazal passages on behalf of the beloved. Unlike the lover whose ghazal lines in favour of the beloved are usually detailed and sometimes considered rather erotic as in 7.2-10, the beloved on the other hand, in her major ghazal passage 5.10-16 for example, managed to portray a unique and attractive image of her lover in far less erotic language. Indeed, her manner of ghazal compared with his, is rather conservative. Accordingly it is interesting to note in this connection that, unlike the lover, rather than going into more details in her lines of ghazal, the beloved on the other hand summed up her ghazal passage as “he is altogether lovely”. What is even more significant in this connection is that it is only in her visions/dreams when she seems to forget about these restrictions and limitations or perhaps let herself to ignore them. However, even then she seems unable to get rid of the sense of shame and guilt as a result of her misconduct. Therefore she seems to be fully aware that under no circumstances is she able or allowed to step beyond her limitations, not even in her dream world.

Accordingly, everything in her exposition, in as much as it is accurate and vivid, is also naturally said and placed. Though accuracy may be accomplished by a male author too, it may however, prove an uneasy task for a man to provide vivid exposition and natural touch in relation to delivery and placement of details: also it may even be a difficult task for a woman alien to this particular community. In fact, an alien women would be in a position as disadvantageous as that of a man whether a member of that
community or otherwise. Both would be in a position where they would be only too well aware of the complexity of such a life-style, but had never actually lived or experienced it. Surely while vivid imagination is supposed to be prerequisite for a writer, experience would be an added advantage to the end result of a good composition. Hence, if the Song is the work of a man or an alien woman, the end result would have been a composition "as good as", but never a masterpiece, which the Song most decidedly is. In addition, although there is much in every line of the Song that could have been written by a man or a woman, there is, however, much beauty and delicate details (as mentioned above), which a man would be almost certain to neglect.

This assumption may sound a great feat of imagination, but it is not a far-fetched idea. Indeed, women like Debora, Miriam and Hanna were acknowledged as poetesses. Also Koheleth 2.8 indicates that women singers seemed to exist as well as men singers, and it is not unlikely that some of these women singers may also have composed their own songs. Therefore Goitein's suggestion mentioned above may be considered as a possibility in this connection, particularly if the Song is viewed as a secular composition.

However, if the assumption that the Song is a prototype mystical composition can be sustained, then the authoress had to be more than just a poet or a singer: she had to have some spiritual inclination and devotional tendencies. Perhaps it is not improbable to assume in this connection that the authoress herself either independently believed in, or probably was directly influenced by, the mystical tendencies and ideas of the very early mystic communities, such as the early members of the Essene sect, particularly since they did not seem to find the book objectionable. In fact, among other biblical texts a fragment of the Song of Songs part 1 was found in the Qumran library from the minor caves 2, 3, 5-10, and the Song of Songs part 3 from cave 4. If she was associates with

---

the Essenes, her contact with them could have come either through marriage or membership. Indeed recent research has shown that there is grounds for both possibilities. According to Josephus, though celibacy seems to have been the general practice of the Essenes, there did, however, exist amongst them another order who believed in marriage, most likely for the purpose of the propagation of the race. Also in relation to ritual purity among the marrying Essenes, Josephus indicated the participation of women, as he states “in the bath the women wear a dress, the men a loin cloth”. Philo too, in his description of the Essenes, does imply that some of their members were married, as he states, “the elderly too even if they happen to be childless are treated as parents”. Accordingly, we find that the Cairo-Damascus document, rule, 7.6-9, discusses the case of the non-celibates, and states, “if they live in camps according to the rule of the earth marrying and begetting children they shall walk according to the law according to the rule of the law which says ‘between a man and his wife and between a father and his son’”. Also, though divorce seems not to be mentioned in any document, the question of polygamy, however, was discussed and argued against in Cairo-Damascus, rule 4.20-5.2. Further, Baillet in his study of 4Q 502, had arrived at the conclusion which emphasises the existence of the subsection of the marrying Essenes. 4Q502 speaks of joyous celebration, where praise and blessings were attributed to God. Baillet’s conclusion that the text celebrating marriage is based upon the reference to “man and his wife” in the text, and the frequent occurrence of the two words ημερεία and ημεροθεία, which he often associated with the gathering of the community to celebrate weddings. Therefore it is possible to assume that married couples who accepted the ascetic order of the community would be received as valid members of the order as

9 Josephus, War II, p.121.
10 Ibid., p.161.
11 Hypothetica, II, 1.3.
13 Ibid., p.107.
Baumgarten\textsuperscript{15} rightly explains their positions, and states that “their personal relationship would be subordinated to the greater spiritual unity of the Yahad’.

On the other hand, Baumgarten\textsuperscript{16}, in his study of 4Q 502, had arrived at a different and interesting conclusion. His examination of the text has shown that like the Therapeutae, the Essenes too seem to have had an order of elderly women. Baumgarten questions Baillet’s conclusion on the basis that while the text is certainly joyous, it does not necessarily celebrate marriage. According to Baumgarten this is because on other occasions the text had used other expressions, such as “a man and his companion”, “mature men and women”, “old men and women”, all of which seems to be in reference to the praising of men and women in the ceremony. He also points out that the occasion celebrated in the text seems to have a prescribed time, as the text itself states “a fixed time of joy to praise His name”.\textsuperscript{17} Accordingly, Baumgarten argues that unless weddings at Qumran was celebrated at a specific time of the year\textsuperscript{18} for which we have no evidence so far\textsuperscript{19} then it is rather unlikely that the text is celebrating a wedding, and particularly not the wedding of old men and women. He also point out the occurrence of other expressions in the text, such as “daughter of truth”, corresponding to “sons of truth”, and \textit{ahayot} in association with \textit{ahim}.\textsuperscript{20} On another occasion the text refers to a blessing for long life\textsuperscript{21} which takes place in the midst of an assembly of the elders. The blessing itself is exchanged between a man and a women, where the women is described as standing amongst a gathering of elderly men and women. Therefore, Baumgarten believed, the celebration in the text is not that of marriage, but rather of “the place of honour as brothers and sisters of the community”.\textsuperscript{22}

Although Baumgarten and Baillet had arrived at different conclusions, what is

\textsuperscript{16} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{17} Ibid., p.128.
\textsuperscript{18} Ibid., pp.128, 129.
\textsuperscript{19} Ibid., p.113.
\textsuperscript{20} Ibid., p.134.
\textsuperscript{21} Ibid., p.128.
\textsuperscript{22} Ibid., pp.128, 129.
important, however, is that both conclusions have attested the presence of women within the Qumran community, either through marriage or through their membership in the order of the ahayoa. Also the Cairo-Damascus document 14.14-16 hints at the same idea of the order of the ahayot when enlisting, amongst others, "virgin without a protector" under the category of those eligible for communal support. Furthermore, archaeological findings have reported that unmarried women belonging to the Qumran community were accommodated in camps, and that skeletons of women and children were found buried in the Qumran cemetery.

Drawing the threads of this discussion together, it is perhaps safe to conclude that it was not impossible for a woman to have been involved in devotional life, or perhaps individually inclined towards spiritual tendencies of this nature. Accordingly, the assumption that the Song may have been written by a woman, or rather by the beloved in the Song herself, as a form of spiritual/mystical expression may no longer be regarded as a remote possibility. Indeed it seems no less possible than the preconceived assumption of male authorship. However, what is actually impossible to find out in this connection is the identity of the supposed authoress in question. Perhaps, like most authors of the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha who generally preferred to remain anonymous, she too followed the same practice of secrecy. Scholem’s words seem most appropriate on this occasion, when he states "there is little hope that we shall ever learn the true identity of the men who were the first to make an attempt to invest Judaism with the glory of mystic splendour".

3 - GENRE AND FIGURATIVE ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE SONG

21 G. Vermes, op.cit., p.105.
In his study of the Syrian wedding songs, Wetzstein\textsuperscript{24} had identified some of these songs which speak of the bodily perfections of the newly-wed couple, with the Arabic genre \textit{wasf} "description". Since then scholars had followed his example and thus had often identified the Song of Songs with the \textit{wasf} genre too.

In her study of the Song of Songs, Falk\textsuperscript{25} is the latest example in this connection. In her definition of \textit{waýf} she states, "\textit{waýf} is an Arabic word meaning 'description' and has come to refer to a kind of poem or poetic fragment that describes through a series of images the parts of the male and female body". This definition may be true only on general or technical grounds, and even then, contrary to Falk's assumption, it should not be limited and confined to the description of physical beauty. On technical grounds, \textit{wasf} is far more flexible in its application. Apart from describing bodily perfections, it is also applied to describe feelings, sentiments, merits, traits, wine, etc. On literary ground however, \textit{wasf} is a genre in its own right which tackles a variety of subjects, such as the description of night, war, horses, camels and particularly nature.\textsuperscript{26} Therefore, when employed on a technical basis, \textit{wasf} as a literary genre is absorbed beyond recognition within the main poetic theme itself. Accordingly, when describing wine, for example, \textit{wasf} is no longer recognised as a genre, instead it is known as 'khamriyyat'. Also, when feelings and sentiments are described and expressed, the literary genre in this case would be known as "petitionary love". The same principle is applied when description of physical beauty is involved, as in the Syrian wedding songs and the book of the Song of Songs, where the literary genre in this connection would be rather known as "ghazal".\textsuperscript{27} Therefore, it may be reasonably safe to identify the Song with "ghazal" and "petitionary love" poetry. These two genres overlap with each other throughout the text, employing familiar figurative language and comparisons derived from the traditional fund.

\textsuperscript{24} J. Wetzstein, 'Die syrische Dreschtatel', ZE, 5 (1873), pp.270-302.
\textsuperscript{25} M. Falk, Love Lyrics from the Bible (Sheffield, 1982), p.80.
\textsuperscript{26} M.O. Ali, \textit{Fi adab ma qabla al-'Islam} (Beirut, 1983), p.121f.
\textsuperscript{27} Y. Al Jubouri, \textit{Al-Shi'r al-Jahili} (Baghdad, 1972), p.163f.
Like typical Arabic ghazal, the parts of the Song which speak in praise of physical beauty are rather static and do not refer to or create any kind of circumstances as their starting point. In other words, they have a loose connection with the Song as a whole. Also, as in Arabic ghazal, the beloved and the lover are presented as a stereo-type, usually superior above all in degree and kind, and thus can hardly be identified with a particular person.28 Furthermore, the beloved’s name is mentioned nowhere in a ghazal poem. Instead, she is usually addressed by love epithets, such as “dove”, “fawn”, or “gazelle”, etc. Sometimes, regardless of her real name, the beloved is referred to by the traditional name “Leila”. This common practice is usually meant to protect the identity of the beloved.29 This is also true in the Song where the beloved’s identity is nowhere revealed in the text since she is always addressed as a “gazelle” or a “dove”. However, she was called “Shulamit” on one occasion (7.1), but even then it is difficult to decide whether this was her real name, or whether it is a common title-name traditionally used in love poetry as equivalent to the Arabic name “Leila” in this connection, or perhaps another endearment epithet derived from the root ُبُذَ , possibly used in reference to her perfection.

Petitionary love poetry on the other hand, is essentially concerned with the relationship rather than with the individuals involved in it. Accordingly, emotions and sentiments are expressed either for the sake of drawing the attention of the lover/beloved or pleading with her/him to acknowledge and return these sentiments. Therefore, unlike the static ghazal, petitionary love poetry injects some life and sensitivity in the poem.30 This is also true in the Song where delicate expressions of devotion and sentiments in verses such as 1.2-4; 1.13-15; 2.14-17; 4.7-16; 7.10-13; 8.1-7, etc., had certainly broken off the monotony of ghazal and breathed some life and variation into the text. Therefore,

28 Ibid., p.165.
30 Al-Jabouri, op.cit., p.168.
the Song appears to be a combination of ghazal and petitionary love poetry. These two genres, though different as they may appear, nevertheless usually complement each other. It is indeed as Scheindlin\(^\text{31}\) rightly states in this connection, “love poetry when it strays from describing the beautiful man or woman, it strays to one subject alone, the emotion of the poet lover”.

As to the relation of the Song to wasf, this cannot be phrased better than the words of I. Abrahams,\(^\text{32}\) when he states, “while wasf touched the surface of love, the Song sounds its depth too”. Furthermore, compared with ghazal and petitionary love verses, wasf in the Song is employed on a lesser scale. It is confined to verses such as 2.17; 3.7-12; 6.11; 7.13-14, where mainly nature is described, or sometimes objects are described, such as the “litter” in 3.7-12, mentioned above. Therefore, though wasf has its own share in the overall composition of the Song, its role however is not major enough to embrace the Song within its own literary category.

Despite the identification of the Song with ghazal and petitionary love poetry, there still remain, however, some characteristics in the text which left the Song distinguished within this literary category. It is a common practice that the beloved in petitionary love poetry is portrayed as unobtainable, and that the poet/lover never refers to her as being in love but rather arousing love.\(^\text{33}\) Furthermore, longing in petitionary love poetry is expressed by the lover seeking his beloved, who on the other hand hardly ever expressed any kind of longing. However, if she ever makes such an attempt, it is usually never expressed publically. It is indeed, as Rabin,\(^\text{34}\) rightly believes and states in this connection, “If she does, perhaps it is without him (her lover) knowing it”. In the Song, it is significant to note that this common practice and this traditional role is reversed.

\(^{33}\) M.A. Al-Khafaji, Al-Ghazal (Beirut, 1973), pp.122f, 134.
Indeed the occasions of longing and seeking expressed on behalf of the beloved in the text outnumber similar occasions expressed on behalf of the lover. The text had assigned about ten occasions of this type on behalf of the beloved, while only five occasions were assigned on behalf of the lover. Also, it is even more significant to notice that the beloved on some occasions did publicise the fact that she is deeply in love. In 2.5 and 5.8, for example, she speaks of herself as being lovesick and on other occasions, such as 6.3, 7.11 and 3.3, she tells that she is closely attached to him. The lover, on the other hand, does not seem to express likewise sentiments and feelings anywhere in the text. However, it is interesting to notice in this connection that the beloved on one occasion (5.8) did plead to her female companions not to tell her lover that she is lovesick. This cautious gesture may be interpreted as demonstrating that she was well aware of the prevailing tradition which does not allow her to assume such an untraditional and leading role, therefore she felt the need to exercise caution sometimes. Furthermore, it is equally significant to point out that the beloved and the lover in the text not only had adopted reverse roles to each other, but a reversed pattern of expression too. The table below points out the verses of ghazal and petitionary love on behalf of the beloved and the lover, stating the mode of expression employed on each occasion.
Ghazal

**Lover**
4.1-5 2nd person
7.1-9 2nd person

**Beloved**
5.10-16 3rd person

**Petitionary Love**

| 1.16-17 2nd person                           | 1.2-4 started with 3rd (mixed unit) |
| 2.14 2nd person                              | 1.12-14 3rd person (mixed unit)     |
| 4.7-16 2nd person                            | 2.16-17 3rd person                  |
| 6.4-9 2nd person (mixed unit)                | 3.1-5 3rd person                    |
| 8.13 2nd person                              | 6.3 3rd person                      |
|                                              | 7.11-13 3rd person                  |
|                                              | 8.1-2 starts 2nd person, ends 3rd   |
|                                              | 8.6A 2nd person                     |
|                                              | 8.14 2nd person                     |

From the above table it appears that the beloved's main mode of expression is 3rd person. This manner of expression while it is consistent with the traditional manner of expression usually employed in ghazal, it is, however, inconsistent with the manner of expression in so far as petitionary love poetry is concerned where the 2nd person mode is usually employed. The lover, on the other hand, seems to adopt the 2nd person as his main mode of expression which, in this case, though consistent with the manner of expression employed in petitionary love, it, however, inconsistent with the mode of expression, namely the 3rd person, usually employed in ghazal. Therefore, despite her dominant role in the Song as a whole; the beloved however chose to communicate indirectly with her lover using the 3rd person mode on most occasions as a linguistic barrier. The lover, on the other hand, despite his less leading role in the Song, seems to be able to address her and communicate with her directly and on all occasions.

Furthermore, verses 8.6-7 of the Song express an ethical/spiritual message in relation
to absolute worthiness of love emphasising sacrifice and self-forgetting as essential ingredients. This is an uncommon practice in ghazal, petitionary love or even in popular Syrian ditties.

Therefore, with such unfamiliar characteristics, the Song seems to have granted itself a unique position within the category of love poetry. Consequently this may rightly raise the question regarding the type of love celebrated in the text, particularly that love is the prime mover in the Song.

The present discussion so far has pointed out that despite such possible identification of the Song with Arabic ghazal and petitionary love poetry, the Song, however, does not seem to comply with their traditional rules and roles. In this connection, since the discussion in a previous part of this study has shown the possibility of regarding the song as an antiquity type of Jewish mystical literature, it is therefore neither remote nor unlikely to assume that the Song is celebrating spiritual/mystical love. Particularly that it is not uncommon for mystical poetry to adopt the form of secular love poetry, though not necessarily observing its rules and roles. Furthermore, under this assumption, plausible justification may be found for these unfamiliar characteristics in the text, and they would perhaps cease to be regarded as peculiarities.

Accordingly, it would be only natural rather than unconventional for the beloved to assume a leading role in the Song since in this case she is but an individual seeking the love of God and his nearness. She has expressed this inner quest through a continuous flow of sentiments and praises towards her creator/lover. Also, the indirect pattern of speech (3rd person) in petitionary love verses adopted by the beloved may not be regarded as uncommon in this respect, if it is to be understood as an expression or manifestation of a barrier of reverence, awe and distance experienced by the individual in the early stages of the mystical endeavour. However, this barrier disappears in later
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stages when mystical union is realised, as it indeed disappeared in Chapter 8 of the Song which is the crux of the text. It was replaced by a direct mode of speech (2nd person) as indicated in the table shown above. Therefore, the pattern of speech in the Song has not been distributed randomly or haphazardly. Indeed, it seems on the whole to follow certain and perhaps logical pattern. In other words, the creator/lover has been consistently direct in his communication with and in his response to the individual/beloved whose pattern of speech with her creator/lover seems to be consistent with the development of the mystical endeavour and the change that takes place within it. Therefore, in this respect, both parties seem to employ the rules which fit their own roles.

This idea of expressing mystical/spiritual love through human/secular love poetry is not exactly unknown, nor uncommon. In fact it was not only employed by some other ancient eastern literatures, such as in the Sumerian sacred marriage songs and in the Tamil Shaivite poetry, but it was also employed in the biblical literature itself. In this connection the Song may have drawn its inspiration from the Book of Hosea. In Hosea his real life experience with an adulterous wife was taken as a vehicle to illustrate the relationship between God and Israel. Also, in as much as the importance of the Book of Hosea lies not in the events of the prophet’s marriage but rather in the meaning of those events, as rightly explained by Ackroyd, this is equally true in the case of the Song. The actual significance of the Song lies more in the meaning and the message behind the human love formula adopted by the text. This task was made possible by choosing sound metaphoric form, which is capable of retaining and abolishing the literal sense of the text at the same time. It is indeed as Ricouer rightly states in this connection “a good
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metaphor is that which can entertain two different points of view at the same time". Therefore the Song would not only be indicating the strong relationship between the sacred and the secular in this respect, but also the two-fold nature of the soul in this connection. Indeed, for the mystics love of God is a simultaneous recognition of the spiritual and the natural aspects of the soul. In other words, they love God naturally/selfishly for themselves and spiritually for Himself. Therefore in order to fulfil its quest for the love of God, it seems only natural for the soul to proceed from its own natural aspect for the consummation of its spiritual aim. It is worth mentioning in this connection that Rabbi Aqiba himself was not only a mystic but a lover too. It was through his love for his shepherd master’s daughter that he turned towards the love of God and the study of the Torah. He was illiterate and started to learn together with his son.

Like any love song, the Song of Songs has employed the everyday language of love used by and known to various social settings. Its literary skills, images and metaphors are most probably derived from oral traditions, folklore tales, and other songs and stories. Indeed, the language of the Song is, as Bayley rightly states in this connection, "emanated from the soil, ascending from the cottage to the castle". This particular characteristic of the Song was most likely the very intention of the author in the first place, not only to make it accessible and popular, but also to present it as an example acting as a bridge linking the sacred and the secular. Accordingly, it may not perhaps be a far-fetched suggestion in this respect, to define or describe the Song as a shared prayer within a frame of intimate dialogue aiming to accomplish the ultimate goal, which for the mystic is as succinct as Corbin describes, "the essential unity between the worshipper and the worshipped, the lover and the beloved, the praying individual and the Lord who is
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personalized for him so that the faithful individual becomes the necessary complement to his Lord”.

In so far as the images of the Song are concerned, they rarely seem to find acceptance or meet the approval of modern scholarship. Some scholars find them either bizarre or grotesque; other describe them as comical or puzzling or sometimes strange because of their architectural character. This may be true only it literalistic understanding between the tenor and vehicle is not avoided. Also, as mentioned earlier, the Song is a product of an ancient eastern culture, where such and similar images and ideas are neither unknown nor unfamiliar. In the Sumerian sacred marriage songs, for example, not only hair is compared to lettuce, but the king himself too. In the Japanese culture the turn of a woman’s ankle is considered an erotic gesture, and the mere tinkling of a woman’s ankle bracelets has an erotic sense in Indian culture. Also praising the body of a woman and its perfection starting by the feet upwards, as in 7.2-10 in the Song, is a known feature in Indian poetry. Similarly, the nature of the images of the Song and their sense of eroticism need not be regarded as unfamiliar or unusual.

As for so-called “architectural” images in the Song, such as comparing the beloved’s nose or neck to a tower, they seem to be of two types, aesthetical and meritorious, perhaps following the example of Arabic literature as Jastraw rightly believes in this respect. Therefore when someone’s nose is praised as high as a mountain or the sky, or compared to a high object such as a tower as in verse 7.4 of the Song, the reference would be to the eminent or the prominent personality of the individual concerned. On the other

45 L. Waterman, The Song of Songs: translated and interpreted as a dramatic poem, p.6.
hand, when a woman's neck is praised as being long and strong, or perhaps, as in the Song 7.4, compared to a high and strong object such as a tower, the reference is mainly aesthetic in appreciation of her long and well-built neck. Furthermore, the Bible itself sometimes speaks in architectural terms or images in reference to merits or perhaps worth or excellence. Psalm 144.12, for example, reads:

Our daughters like corner pillars cut for the structure of a palace.

Therefore it seems that the difficulty does not lie entirely in the images themselves, but rather in the fact of ignoring or discarding the cultural background of the text as a whole, which often leads to a lack of appreciation of the images involved. Furthermore, in order to get the best picture and the most impact from these or any other images, it would not be enough only to view them or imagine them within their own particular environment, but it would be equally important that they be viewed or imagined correctly whenever the case requires. In other words, correctness in this respect is mainly with reference to the manner in which these images are viewed; i.e. whether from above or below, from long or short distances, or from the sides or from the front. Accordingly images in the Song such as "hair like a flock of goats" or "teeth like a flock of sheep", when viewed from a distance within their own rural settings in the text, would most probably seem no less acceptable than comparing teeth to pearls, for example, or hair to silk in an urban or more sophisticated environment. Particularly, in ghazal comparisons are not necessarily based upon face-to-face appreciation between a lover and his beloved. The two parties can also be a poet and a beauty observed or perhaps imagined as an ideal picture.53

Therefore, the element of distance would be a necessary requirement in the production process of hair/goats' image for example, since it will help to bring about an effective and homogeneous picture, namely one whole tress of smooth hair. This ultimate picture is what is actually required out of this as well as the hair/silk comparison.

53 R. Scheindlin, op. cit., p. 81.
However, in so far as the latter image is concerned, distance would not be a necessary requirement for its production since its effect would be rather neutral.

An attempt was recently made by Falk\textsuperscript{54} to "demystify" these images. She has expressed her disapproval of the observations and criticisms made by the aforementioned scholars regarding the images of the Song. Also she has rightly pointed out that the difficulty lies mainly in "the failure of the scholars to appreciate the very essence of metaphor, at a core of great poetry from many different areas and cultures".\textsuperscript{55} However, she too seems to find these images "fairly rigid".\textsuperscript{56} Her aim in this attempt, as she states it, is "to let the images be vivid rather than puzzling pictures of a foreign but accessible culture".\textsuperscript{57} In order to achieve her target, Falk in her translation of the text resorted to the elimination and deletion of place-names in the text using instead some descriptive details as substitutions. Her justification for following such an approach seems to be so that the Western reader "would see in it (the text) what the original audience might have seen".\textsuperscript{58} Unfortunately, by this very approach Falk has presented a distorted version of the original text a version which may be "accessible" or perhaps "less puzzling", but rather vague and too plain since it has lost most of its foreign features. Therefore, contrary to her objective, the text can hardly be recognised or appreciated as a foreign product. Even those few remarks that were left with reference to its background identity are rather faceless than indicative. Accordingly, if Falk's version of the text is at all foreign, it is but unfortunately to its own culture. In 4.1 for example, the beloved's hair is compared to "a flock of goats climbing down Mount Gilead". Falk by rendering this verse as "your hair as black as goats winding down the slopes", has restricted the image to its colour only. Accordingly "slopes" as a substitute for "Mount Gilead" seems but redundant. It is hardly
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relevant particularly where colour is concerned whether the goats are attached to Mount Gilead or to Mount Sinai, on the slopes or on the plains, climbing up or climbing down. And while the colour of the hair is an obvious element in this comparison, it is by no means the only element involved. It is more likely the case that other and more relevant characteristics such as the quality of the hair, its texture, thickness or its style are also involved in the comparison as well as the colour. Therefore, the mostly likely purpose behind choosing Mount Gilead specifically for this comparison would perhaps be with reference to its special breed of goats, renowned for their excellent quality of hair, and thus worthy to stand comparison with the beloved’s hair. The other possible relevant aspect of Mount Gilead in this connection would perhaps be its shape in relation to the position of the goats and their movement upon it. It may be possibly be that Gilead was a rather steep mountain, and thus when the goats upon it were viewed face to face from a distance, climbing down in groups, the first obvious part of the goat’s hair would be the long thick locks on both sides of the head covering the neck. This may perhaps resemble the beloved’s simple but beautiful hair style. She probably wore her hair loose in two locks, one on each side of her head covering her neck.

Therefore, in the mind of the author, it seems that the image and its specific surroundings are closely related to each other. Accordingly, these specific places or locations seem to have been carefully chosen by the author, certainly not for the purpose of complicating the picture, but most likely to help produce the image intended by this or any other comparison involved in the text. Thus, deliberately eliminating place-names would render the images rather vague in so far as cultural identity is concerned, and simply plain in so far as detailed characteristics are concerned. Clearly, this does not seem to be the intention of the author, otherwise he/she would have resorted by vague/plain images in the first place. On other occasions, such as 7.4 where Falk
rendered this verse as "your eyes like two silent pools", she yet again ignored this essential relationship of image/background location and consequently had deleted the place-name "Heshbon" originally stated in the text. On this occasion she had based her justification on the ground that such place-names "no longer carry the resonance they once had". But indeed, the text is not only old, it is ancient. Therefore, in order to understand a text of such historicity, perhaps it would have been helpful to recognise and appreciate its antiquity with all its ancient and distinct features, values and merits, as they are and in the way they relate to their ancient past and culture. However, it is most likely that in those days the pools of Heshbon were not only renowned for their tranquil surface but also for their pure and clear water. Thus, in so far as the author is concerned, he/she seemed to find in these particular pools the utmost quality of water he/she was looking for to draw a comparison with the purity and clarity of the beloved's eyes.

Also in the same verse 7.4, Falk seems to find the image of "nose like a tower" as "troublesome and specially ridiculous" because it closely follows the comparison of the beloved's neck to a tower. Accordingly, she preferred to translate to mean "face" rather than "nose". But surely, more than anything else, on this or on any other occasion in the text it is the point of reference that decides the nature of the image concerned. Therefore and as mentioned earlier in this discussion, while the nose/tower comparison is more likely employed depicting merits and traits, the neck/tower comparison on the other hand is a straightforward aesthetic image. Accordingly, since the reference in these two comparisons is very different, it naturally follows that neither of them would necessarily look "ridiculous" or "troublesome" whether they occur successively or otherwise. Also it is interesting to note in this connection that Falk in her understanding of these images seems as confused as those scholars whom she criticised for their sharp and exaggerated
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remarks in relation to the images involved in the text, as a result of misunderstanding the essence of foreign metaphors. The major difference, however, is that unlike her, none of them tried to read into the text what was not intended by the author in the first place. Falk has sacrificed originality for the sake of accessibility, and thus her approach has defeated her aim in this attempt.

However, the images of the Song, problematic as they may seem to some, do not, on the other hand, seem to fail to demonstrate their own special and original characteristics throughout the text. One of the interesting points in this connection is sense images, such as images of taste, smell and touch. They are of frequent occurrence in the Song, and they sometimes tend to overlap with the sense of sight. In 7.3, for example, the contemplation of the beloved’s belly as a heap of wheat encircled with lilies has allusions to the sense of taste and smell; while in 4.5 the sense of touch and smell are gathered together in the formation of the image where the beloved’s breasts are compared to two fawns feeding amongst the lilies. In 7.9, however, the beloved’s breasts were compared to clusters of grapes where the contemplation has the allusion to the sense of taste. In 5.13, on the other hand, the sense of smell is stressed as cheeks were compared to a “bed of spices”. Her lips, however, combine the sense of sight as compared to a “thread of scarlet” in 4.3, together with the sense of taste when compared to “honeycomb” in 4.11.

Another interesting characteristic in this connection is that some of these comparisons and metaphors form images of a contrasting and versatile nature. In 4.12 for example, while the beloved is described as “a garden enclosed, a spring shut up, a fountain sealed”, in 4.15 she is “a fountain of garden and a well of living water”. In 2.1 and 2.2 she is as humble as the sharon and the lily of the valley, but at the same time she is as unique as the lily among the thorns. In 6.4 and 6.10 she is not only beautiful, comely, fair as the moon, clear as the sun, she is also terrible too as “an army with banners”. In 1.5, though
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the heat of the sun has turned her face dark or black, she is nevertheless of exemplary beauty. Her eyes, while they were praised for their purity and their innocent look in 4.1 and 7.4, were described as captivating and overwhelming in 4.9 and 6.5. Her neck too: whereas in 4.4 it is just strong, well-built and tall as the tower of David, yet according to 7.4 it is soft, smooth and white, as attractive as an ivory tower. In 7.4, 7.8 and 7.9 her breasts were praised as attractive in a modest and traditional manner. They were described as “two small fawns” and as “rich and soft as clusters of grapes and dates”. The image however is developed into one of bold attraction when the beloved’s breasts in 8.10 were compared to a tower expressing assertive beauty rather than modest beauty.

In this connection it is worth mentioning that though some of the comparisons and metaphors in the Song are employed to praise the beauty of the beloved and the lover alike, the case seems different however in those images of contrasting nature, discussed above. They seem to appear mainly and exclusively in respect of the beloved, while hardly any such example had occurred in respect of the lover.

In the Song of Songs, as in all love poetry, the function of the images employed in the text is to display the author’s literary skills and the originality of his imagination in order to impress the reader or the listener. In so far as the Song is concerned, it is probably safe to say that the images and the metaphors involved in its composition did not seem to fail in this respect. Rather they have in fact managed to create a long-lasting effect traced to the days of Israel Najara, a mystic of the middle sixteenth century. Following the pattern of the Song of Songs he composed religious verses expressing love of God. Similarly, Emmanuél Frances, a rabbinic scholar of the seventeenth century, who wrote religious and secular poetry, some of which was of the type of the Song, particularly those verses which he addressed to his fiancée. Therefore, these images, metaphors and comparisons in the Song are but the intrinsic feature of the author’s manner in conveying his/her
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message. Indeed, they seem to combine successfully simplicity and originality, and the least original attitude on this occasion would be to dismiss them or treat them otherwise.

4 - ANALYSIS OF THE CONTENTS

Part One 1.2-2.17

According to the present structure, the four suggested parts of the text hold between them a mystical composition depicting the development of mystical experience from beginning to end. Accordingly, Part One prepared the way for it, Part Four results from it, and Parts Two and Three are the keystone of the whole experience. Following these lines, Part One 1.2-2.17, functions as an introduction to the text. Lines 1.4 "the king had brought me to his chambers", and 2.4 "he brought me to the banqueting house" refer to the ultimate aim of this experience where esoteric mysteries are revealed to or experienced by the individual involved in it. Also the mood in the above two lines is set to serve or indicate that the text is talking about an experience that has already taken place. Furthermore, this part states clearly that love is the main instigator of this experience and the prime mover of the text. Therefore, the kiss wish expressed in 1.2, the very first verse, followed and emphasised by line 1.4 "we shall praise your love more than wine", seems to put forward the idea that love is the main theme of the Song. In this connection the human love model of the Song, as already explained, is used as a vehicle to express spiritual/mystical love. In this spiritual/mystical relationship the individual is represented by the woman/beloved in the Song, while the Lord is represented by the king/lover in the Song. The concept of God as a king is common in the ancient Near Eastern tradition. It is older than Israel. In fact, it is as ancient as the Summerian times and the Israelites received it through the Canaanites.  
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In 1.4, the beloved, following her compliments for her lover regarding his love, his ointment in the preceding two lines, introduced him as the king who brought her to his chambers. In 1.5, she introduced herself as a humble maiden working for her so-called “mothers’ sons” guarding their vineyards. She continues in 1.6 telling about herself, such as her beauty. Although she believes that she is beautiful, her words, actually imply that she is of humble beauty because of the swarthy face, which is caused by the heat of the sun. Those few lines seem to put forward the message that the nature of love involved in this relationship does not recognise barriers or boundaries of any kind, such as status, position or beauty. In this verse too, the woman in the Song refers to her lover metaphorically as her “vineyard”, and expresses self-reproach for not being able to keep an uninterrupted relationship with him and be guided by him, particularly, worldly matters such as working for her mother’s sons, seem to take precedence in this connection.

This feeling of self-reproach led her to the state of perplexity and soul-searching in lines 1.7-8, “tell me whom my soul loves where you feed, where you rest your flocks...”. At this point the theme is carried by the subsidiary part to be continued in 2.5-7 where the beloved enters in a state of trance “stay me with flagons I am love sick”. In other words, perplexity and soul-searching has led her to the state of trance, the state which indicates the starting point of the mystical experience. This is followed by the state of contemplation where the beloved contemplates her lover’s voice calling upon her to rise and join him as in 2.8-10, “the voice of my belovedSmy beloved said to me rise up and come away”.

In this connection it is worth mentioning that the state of trance is expressed in physical terms, namely feeling love-stick. Such physical symptoms in describing a trance is not unknown in the bible. Jeremiah, for example, in a similar state of trance described
himself as "an intoxicated man and a man whom wine has overcome".\textsuperscript{65} As for her lover’s words, or more likely, commands/calls which are directed to her such as "rise up" or "arise and come away", mentioned above, these instances may be also open to a mystical interpretation as calls/commands may be understood as or identified with those divine impulses and inner awareness of God which sometimes are received by the individual in a mystical experience.\textsuperscript{66} Examples of such a nature may also be found in the bible, for instance in Jeremiah, "arise and go down to the potter’s house".\textsuperscript{67}

This part ends with the beloved expressing anxiety and self-assurance at the same time, as in 2.15-16. Her anxiety stems from her fear and doubt that this relationship may be severed or spoiled. In this connection the two terms foxes and jackals seem to have been used in reference to the beloved’s fears and doubts. Particularly foxes and jackals are sometimes used in the bible in connection with death since they usually prey on dead bodies, as in Psalm 63.12, "they shall be hurled to the power of the sword/they shall be a portion for foxes". In her attempt to assure herself that these fears and doubts which are lurking in the back of mind have no foundation, the beloved expressed, on behalf of herself and her lover, their total commitment to each other, as 2.16 states. "I am my beloved’s and he is mine". A similar idea is expressed by the individual in the Psalms, as Psalm 73.23 reads, "I am continually with you and there none upon earth I desire beside you". The same idea is found in the following hymn from Qumran, "I shall love thee always, and I have loved thee generously and with all my heart and Soul".\textsuperscript{68}

Finally, to add certainty to self-assurance, the beloved expressed her intention in 2.17 to meet her lover on the mountain of spices. Metaphorically, the beloved is looking forward to a mystical vision of her lover, particularly mountains and hills, symbolically
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seem to imply or suggest heavenly communion in this connection.\(^{69}\) The next or middle state of this experience deals mainly with the mystical vision of the lover which is the focal point in the progress of the suggested structure/theme relationship.

This introductory part seems to set the theme of the text, to determine the nature of the experience or the relationship, and to introduce the parties involved in it. Therefore, this introductory part seems to be set to provide a natural and inevitable progress of the theme, thus preparing the way for the middle and main stage which is to be discussed below.

**Part Two 3.1-5.1**

This part, together with Part Three, form the main body of the text. Each part speaks about a vision. The vision in Part Two describes the glory and majesty of the lover, while in Part Three the vision revolves around the physical beauty of the lover. In this connection, visions and dreams are not unfamiliar phenomena in biblical literature. They imply a sign of favour, or they function as a sign of sacred communication between man and God.\(^{70}\) Through dreams God spoke to the prophets and gave the wise men their knowledge as in Job 4.3, “Behold you have instructed many”. Likewise, the beloved in the Song was tested in her dreams/visions where her soul was refined and her righteousness was proven, as Psalm 17.3 reads: “You tried my heard, you have VisIted me at night, you have tested me and shall find nothing”.

Line 3.1 introduces the vision with expressions of self-deprivation or passionate yearning by the beloved for her lover, as she says, “I sought him whom my soul loves”. Similar ideas may be found in Psalm 63.2, “I seek you earnestly, my soul thirsts for you”. The opening account of this vision in 3.6 starts with a natural element, namely “pillars of smoke”. Ezekiel 1.4 is a similar case in this connection, where theophany started with
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“stormy winds”. Another similar similar example is found in Exodus 19.16, 24.15-18, and 40.34-38, where theophany starts with clouds or a mixture of clouds and smoke.

The focal point of this vision seems to be the throne of the lover representing his glory and majesty. In this connection the implication of יָשָׁב in 3.6 is similar to that in Ezekiel 23.41. On both occasions יָשָׁב may express or carry a meaning similar to that implied by the word עליה palanquin” in verse 3.9 in the Song. The description of both יָשָׁב and יָשָׁב seems to refer to a glorious or stately seat or couch. Such a description may possibly refer to the “throne seat”. Particularly the reference to the crown seems to follow shortly in line 3.11 of this account, and therefore appears to support the implication of this assumption, or perhaps makes it more plausible. Lines 3.7-8 give a description of the guards surrounding the throne. The general picture created here resembles to certain extent the authoritative picture of the gate keepers in the Hekhaloth texts which read: “Angry and warlike, strong, harsh, fearful, terrific, taller than mountains, sharper than peaks. Their bows are strung and stand before them, their swords are sharpened and in their hands they are equipped with helmets, and spears are hung upon their thighs”.

Apart from the obvious significance of the throne, namely glory, majesty and power, as the overall picture described it, it is worth mentioning in this connection the symbolic significance attached to its building materials. Accordingly, wood, of which the main body is made, seems to indicate incorruptibility; silver typifies knowledge, and gold refers to wisdom. As for the colour purple, it is a combination of two shades: red seems to symbolise love and blue symbolises truth. Therefore, his kingship is based on honesty, ruled by wisdom, armed with knowledge, and its basic essence is a combination of love and truth. The royal picture would not be complete without the crown which
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obviously represents glory, honour and authority. This vision ends in 3.11 with the
beloved expressing joy at the sight of her lover’s glory and majesty, and calling upon the
general congregation for which “daughters of Zion” is metaphorically employed, to join
her in these exciting moments. In this connection expressions of ecstasy and delight at the
sight of the glory of the Lord can also be found in the following hymn from the
Hekhaloth, which reads:

“rejoice, rejoice supernal dwelling, shout, shout for joy precious vessel”

...surely you shall gladden the king who sits upon you

with joy as the joy of the bridegroom in his bridechamber”.73

Therefore, it is worth pointing out in this connection that the theme involved in 3.6-11
describes the exaltation and distinction of the grandeur of kingship rather than a wedding
procession, as generally believed. It seems that the simple reference to “wedding day” in
this verse has automatically led to this assumption. In fact the reference to “wedding day”
on this occasion seems only to have been used in an attributive manner in relation to the
description of the crown. Accordingly, it does not seem to contribute to the specific
nature of the event—wedding or otherwise—nor to the day on which that event took
place.

The build-up leading to this vision seems to consist of three states. the last one is the
state of trance in line 3.5, “I charge you daughters of Jerusalem...”. The first is the state
of anxiety, namely the motif of losing and finding in lines 3.1-3, “by night...I sought
him...I will rise. I will seek him...the watchmen...found me”. The middle is the state of
reintegration between the element and the essence, in other words between the soul and
nature as indicated in line 3.4 where the reference to the idea of “mother” occurs, “...I
held him...until I brought him into my mother’s house...”. In this connection the concept
of “mother” in the above-mentioned verse may refer symbolically to nature in its

primordial and original state. Also, according to Ellade, the basic idea or the motif of “returning to the mother”, as also expressed in the above lines, seems to suggest a spiritual experience corresponding to the reintegration of a primal situation. Accordingly, the middle state seems to be the product of the first state, the state of anxiety and frustration, and a prerequisite for the third state, the state of trance. In other words, it seems that before entering into a trance the soul prepares itself by returning to its own basic and primal state, and reintegrates with it. The spiritual nature of this very process, as suggested by Ellade, mentioned above, seems to be reasonably plausible in this connection since it seems to function as a preparatory stage preceding the visionary experience, which is spiritual too by its own nature. Therefore, the term “mother” in this verse may have been employed symbolically to indicate the primal and spiritual nature of the experience involved in the text.

“Fountain of gardens”, “well of living water” are some of the endearment epithets with which the beloved is addressed in 4.12-15. This idea seems to be found in the Qumran hymns where similar expressions were used in relation to members of the community, as the following hymn reads:

And a spring of living water which shall not run dry
They that were hidden in the secret shall suddenly gush forth
And shall flow like rivers of ever-running waters
And shall become an abyss for every tree green and dry
…and shall become an everlasting fountain for the glorious Eden
And shall bear fruit forever. 75

Similar terms of expression of the same idea are also found in Enoch, as the following lines read:

I saw a fountain of righteousness
Which was inexhaustible
And around it were many fountains of wisdom

75 A. Dupont-Sommer, the Essenes’ Writings from Qumran (Oxford, 1961), hymn VIII, 16. 18, p.228.
And all the thirsty drank of them.76

Other terms, like "sister" and "bride", which are introduced for the first time in the text towards the end of this part, also seem to have been employed metaphorically as endearment epithets, perhaps following examples in other biblical or non-biblical literature. The term "bride", for instance, is used sometimes in reference to Israel, as in Isaiah 49.18, "As I live said the Lord ... thou shalt gird thyself with them, like a bride", or Isaiah 61.10, "He has covered me with the robe of victory .... as a bride adorns herself with her jewels", or 62.5, "As the bridegroom rejoiceth over the bride, so shall thy God rejoice over thee". As for the term "sister", it seems to have been known and employed in Ugaritic literature as an endearment epithet too. Anat used to address Aqhat as "brother", referring to herself as "sister".

Like Part One, this part also ends with a wish expressed by the beloved hoping to meet her lover, and appealing to the wind to direct him her way, as in 4.16 "awake north wind... let my beloved come into his garden...". This is followed by a positive response to her wish in 3.1 in preparation for the start of the second dream, which takes place in the next part.

PART THREE 5.2-7.14

This part constitutes the second phase in the process of development of the mystical/spiritual experience. Following the vision of the glory and majesty of the lover in the previous part, the vision in this part focuses on the physical beauty of the lover, as in 5.10-16. In this connection it is assumed, as already discussed, that the above-mentioned paragraph is the basis of the Shiur Qomah tradition which seems to have contributed favourably to the restriction imposed upon the book.

The build-up to this vision starts with the beloved expressing the feeling of loss and

76 1 Enoch, 48.1.
deprivation in 5.2., "I am asleep but my heart is awake", leading in the same line to the state of contemplation where she contemplates her lover’s voice, “It is the voice of my beloved…” A state of confusion follows in 5.3-6c, “I have put off my coat how shall I put it on…”, which develops into a state of anxiety and restlessness in 5.6d-5.7, “I sought him but…could not find him”. This is followed by a state of trance emerging in 5.8, “I charge you daughters of Jerusalem…”, followed by the vision in 5.9-16 which speaks about the beauty of the lover presenting him as unique and distinguished.

The role of the daughters of Jerusalem and the city guards who appear in both visions seems to resemble the traditional role of the angels in the mystic experience. In the ascension of Isaiah 9.1 and 9.5, for example, there seem to exist opposition angels who try to prevent the ascension of the mystic. On the other hand, the mystic in his heavenly journey seems to be assisted and directed by guiding angels trying to facilitate his progress. Therefore, the daughters of Jerusalem, though they remain colourless and anonymous, they never express inner feelings, they do not describe themselves nor are described by the beloved, however their role in the experience seems to represent that of the guiding angels. They accompany the beloved in every stage responding positively to her requests or adjurations. Also nowhere in the text do they try to prevent or oppose her progress, but rather continued to be helpful and supportive. On the other hand, the “city guards” may figuratively represent the angels of opposition. The beloved’s encounter with them in her two visions seems to be either discouraging or painful. In 3.3 the beloved gets no response from them to her inquiry about her lover. On the second occasion, in 5.7, they responded violently towards her and inflicted pain and suffering upon her to impede the progress of her efforts in finding her lover.

Following the vision of her lover the beloved in 6.12 seems to find herself on the holy chariot joining the “noble people” The word is also found in Psalms 47.10

and 113.8 indicating similar meaning. In 7.2 the beloved is officially acknowledged as a member of this noble circle, and she is accordingly addressed as “noble maiden”. Therefore, יִשְׂרָאֵל in 7.1 while it could be the name of the beloved herself, or an endearment epithet in praise of her perfect beauty, may also be used in praise of or in reference to her perfect status as a member of the noble circle.

As for the interpretation of verse 7.1, the consensus of opinion seems to agree upon an interpretation which depicts the beloved as performing a dance. Sometimes this idea is developed even further into some novel assumption, such as “dancing naked or in diaphanous veils”, or “performing a belly dance in the nude”. The suggestion that the beloved is dancing appears to have been based upon a link made between 7.1 where the beloved was asked to “turn” or “return”, depending on how the text is understood and translated, and 7.2 which praises her feet in sandals. In other words, it seems that 7.1 is understood to depict the beloved in some kind of motion. This motion is interpreted as dancing in 7.2 since this verse praises the beloved’s feet. Examining the above two verses does not necessarily suggest a picture of a dancing woman. If מִתָּא in 7.1 is rendered as “turn”. The picture in this case, in as much as it may imply that the woman is in motion, may equally possibly—if not probably—assume that she may have been standing still before or when she was asked to turn. On the other hand, if מִתָּא is rendered as “return”, the kind of movement involved in this connection can hardly be described as artistic, neither is it of artistic implication to suggest dancing. Furthermore, the response of the beloved to the above-mentioned request, whether it is rendered as a statement “what you see [want to see] in Shulamit is like that of the dance of the two camps”, or as a question “What do you see in Shulamit? As it were the dance of the two camps”, or as negative imperative, “do not look at Shulamit as if you were [as if you were looking at] watching the dance of the two camps”, does not actually refer, indicate or imply that she
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is performing a dance. On the contrary, her response simply refers to a name of a dance purely and solely for comparative purposes. In fact this comparative manner of expression seems to have been intended as a cynical remark in this connection. Particularly, the beloved seems to compare, more than anything else, the enthusiasm of those who asked to look at her with the enthusiasm usually inspired by the dance of the two camps. It is possible therefore, that they have misread her mood, since her cynical response suggests that she is in a rather more serious or tense mood than they had thought. Moreover, following the line of thinking that the beloved is dancing and accepting that she is "naked" on this occasion, means that we cannot ignore the same assumption on other occasions such as 4.5 where she could be described as "half-naked" since her breasts are praised there. Otherwise, the above-mentioned assumption would seem to indicate that unlike the breasts, other parts of the beloved's body, such as her belly, thighs and even her feet are of an intimate and erotic nature. Therefore, they are supposed to be covered, or are usually covered and unless watched in the nude cannot be described or praised. It is worth mentioning in this connection that physical beauty in general when praised or described, particularly in poetry as in the case in question, nudity is not a necessary requirement since imagination can be more useful and rather effective on such occasions. Indeed, while reality in this respect may be disappointing at times, imagination on the other hand can be vivid and innovative. Accordingly, in the absence of direct or "plausible" indirect reference or indication to the effect that the text on this occasion is describing a naked picture of the beloved, the above assumption stands unsustainable and rather far-fetched. Indeed, it seems as subjective as that of the wedding procession in 3.7-11.

Following the alternative assumption mentioned above which pictures the beloved in a rather serious or tense mood, may suggest that she is experiencing a state of anxiety similar to that experienced by the mystic when descending on the Merkabeh. In this
connection, Morton Smith\textsuperscript{81} maintains that the mystic before crossing inside the Merkabah and presenting himself before the glory of God, stands on the threshold trembling and terrified. At the same time, the angels of the throne are watching him while reciting the attributes of God trying to restore a state of tranquility to encourage him to enter. Also according to Blumenthal,\textsuperscript{82} Chapter 24 of Hekhalot Rabbati includes the following description,

as soon as the initiate entreats to descend on the Merkebah...and that man [the initiate] enters to stand on the threshold of the gate of the seventh palace...this man then trembles, moves too and fro...the watchmen of the seventh gate of the palace support him and say 'Do not fear son of the beloved seed, enter and see the king in his magnificence. Similarly, the beloved in 6.12 could be experiencing a state of awe and fear when she found herself on the holy chariot. Therefore, rather than dancing she was possibly trembling in 7.1 as a result of reverential fear, or because she was stricken with awe, this state is one of humbleness and submission experienced by the individual who through his mystical endeavour finds himself in the presence of the majesty of his creator. Ezekiel seems to have experienced a similar state at the sight of the glory of God: "and behold the glory of Good stood there, and I fell on my face".\textsuperscript{83} Enoch is another example in this connection: he began to tremble when he saw the throne in the seventh heaven.\textsuperscript{84}

The mystical experience is almost at its final stage in this part, and it seems natural that the anxiety of the beloved has reached its utmost too as manifested in the repetition of the motif of belonging, which is mentioned twice in this part, in 6.3 and 7.10, obviously for the purpose of self-assurance. Therefore it seems that the nearer the beloved is towards achieving unity with her lover, the more intense her anxiety becomes, and consequently the more possessive she feels for fear of losing him. Indeed, anxiety

\textsuperscript{81} M. Smith "Observation on the Hekhalot Rabbati" in Biblical in Biblical and Other s tudies, A. Altmann(ed.), (1963), p.146.
\textsuperscript{82} David Blumenthal, Understanding Jewish Mysticism (New York, 1978), p.78.
\textsuperscript{83} Ezekiel, 3.23.
\textsuperscript{84} 1 Enoch, 20.2.
and longing are the main characteristics of this experience. They are closely attached to each other, and contribute continuously to one another’s existence. In other words, while longing causes anxiety, anxiety intensifies longing.

Like Part Two, this part starts with a dream, and like Parts One and Two ends with the beloved expressing her wish in 7.11-13 to be with her lover, and calling for him to join her in the places where she belongs. This wish is preceded by the motif of belonging and has been developed in a kiss-wish as an opening motif in the next and concluding part, thus echoing the opening motif of Part One.

**Part Four: 8.1-8.14**

The beloved opens this concluding part with the kiss-wish, then expresses her longing for unity in 8.2., which develops into the embracing motif in 8.3 and leads to the trance in 8.4-5.

The opening verse in this part is a repetition of the kissing motif which stands as the opening verse for Part One as well. Also the pattern leading to the trance in this part is similar to that in Part One. In both cases the trance is preceded by the embracing motif followed by the adjuration. On the other hand, this part shares a similar start to the trance with Part Two. Line 8.5, which marks the start of the trance in Part Four, is a repetition of line 3.6, which starts the trance in Part Two. Both verses are characterised by their question term, “Who is that coming out of the wilderness?”, which seems designed to draw attention to a major development within the theme of this mystical experience. Therefore, while 3.6 draws attention to the lover’s/King’s glory and majesty represented by his throne, the attention in 8.5., on the other hand, is directed towards the beloved’s glory as pictured for the first time and in public in the company of her lover, leaning upon him, enjoying his presence and his support. Indeed, she is captured in the glorious moment of unity and fulfilment which marks the major concluding event in the chain of
events on the way of this mystical endeavour. As already discussed, the middle major event in this connection took place in Part Three, 5.9-16, where the focus was on the physical beauty of the lover. It is worth pointing out that though the opening verse to the trance on that occasion is not a repetition of that in Parts Two and Four, it does, however, share with both of them the main characteristic of this pattern, which is the question form verse.

Going back to line 8.5, it is interesting and striking to notice that while the first half of this verse celebrates the first moments of unity, the second half of it romanticises about the first moments of the formation of the sacred bond between the two lovers. In this connecting, the apple tree which often figures as the tree of life in mystic literature\(^{85}\) seems to play the main role in the very existence of this bond, since it seems to have been formed, born and nurtured under the apple tree. Accordingly, it cannot but be a love bond destined for life. The unique nature and the specific characteristics of this love are detailed in 8.5-7, where it is described as binding as a seal, as intense as death, of inestimable value, and inextinguishable flames. Also, it is even more interesting to notice that while unity is the aim of this experience, love, on the other hand, seems to be the crux in this connection, particularly it is love rather than the lover which has been publicly praised, upheld and applauded as a summing-up account or an overall conclusion. Therefore it seems that love and unity in this connection can be means and aims at the same time. Love throughout the mystical endeavour is a means to attain unity. On the other hand, unity becomes a means to attain and sustain this sublime and refined love. In other words, love and unity are an inseparable entity, they contribute to each other’s existence.

While love has been vindicated in the above two lines 8.6-7, in the following lines, 8.8-9, the beloved herself is vindicated. Her worthiness has been debated between the

---

two categories of "door" and "wall", which seems to correspond metaphorically to "fool" and "wise", which are the criteria usually employed in the Hekhaloth texts to distinguish the worthy amongst those invited to the Markabah. Fools usually rush in, while the wise wait until they are called twice. On this occasion, if the beloved is judged to be a "wall", she would be honoured and adorned with silver, which seems to be considered as a symbol of holiness. But if she is, however, judged to be a "door", she would be enclosed with boards of cedar, used metaphorically in this connection most probably for its hardness rather than for its decorative value, to set her on the right and solid path.

In 8.10, the beloved emerged with an image different from that she had in Part One. There when she asserted herself, she projected an image based on her physical beauty, though presented in a humble and plain manner such as in 1.5 "I am black but beautiful", or in 2.1 "I am the rose of the sharon and the lily of the valley". In Part Four, on the other hand, since she has been vindicated, her new status as a chosen member has injected her with vigour and confidence, and she has therefore asserted herself with pride and dignity, projecting the beauty of the spiritual side of her nature presented in her new and refined image which has placed her favourably in the eyes of her lover. Similar ideas and similar images are found in the following hymn from the Qumran:

Thou hast strengthened me
Thou hast made me a strong tower, a high wall
...and all my ramparts are tried wall
Which shall not sway.

Also Psalm 41.13 expresses an idea of similar contents, as it says:

Because of my integrity you have grasped me
And stationed me in your presence for ever.

Her new status with its special commitments requires her to dissociate herself from the pleasures of the world. Accordingly, in 8.11 Solomon's wealth and power are mentioned

---
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metaphorically, only to represent the materialistic side of life which has been refuted by
the beloved in 8.12, since it can hardly be compared with the eternal happiness she is
enjoying in the presence of lover to whom she, figuratively, refers again as “vineyard”.
His love is her only and eternal possession, it is the source of her strength, righteousness
and of her heart’s content. Similar ideas are expressed in another hymn from the Qumran,
which reads:

My eyes have gazed at that which is eternal
On the fountain of righteousness
On the storehouse of power
On a spring of glory
Hidden from the assembly of flesh
God has given them to his chosen ones
As an everlasting possession. 89

The beloved’s membership amongst the companions, the chosen ones, has been
confirmed in 8.13, and she has therefore been addressed as a “garden dweller” since the
“garden” seems to be the usual abode for the righteous and the chosen. 90 Also, the
beloved on this final stage has been invited to join in the praise for God. this idea is found
not only in the Hekhaloth text where the chosen joins the angels in their praise for God,91
but also occurs in the Qumran hymns when the chosen is to become a companion of the
angels, sharing their secret knowledge with them in their praise for God, as the following
hymn shows:

And thou has cast an everlasting destiny for man
In the company of the spirit of knowledge
That he might praise thy name in joy [ful] concord
And recounting thy marvel before all thy works. 92

Like Part One, this part started with the “kiss-wish”, and like Part One too, it ends
with the “longing-wish” for another meeting. In fact in 8.14, the last verse of this part, is
almost a complete repetition of 2.17, the last verse of Part One. Also 8.14 is a response to

89 Ibid., hymn 11.5-8, p.173
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the invitation or request made to the beloved in 8.13 to join her voice with and to let it be heard by the other chosen companions. Her response is perfect in this connection, since longing to meet the lover is the one and special aim which cannot be surpassed by any other. Indeed, 8.14 is not only a perfect response but also a perfect and natural ending to this kind of experience, since for the mystic nothing can be more satisfying than to be in the perpetual presence of the beloved lord. Particularly, in these circumstances, so long as suffering from love-sickness can never abate, longing for subsequent meetings can never cease.

Conclusion

The above discussion of the contents of the text finds in the Song a description of mystical experience which seems to bear a resemblance to other ancient related mystical literatures inside and outside the bible. In this connection it is interesting to notice that the experience as analysed above, resembles that of I Enoch XIV where we have the description of the oldest Merkabah vision outside the biblical literature, a great deal of which became typical of later Merkabah vision.91

Both I Enoch and the Song presuppose heavenly ascent, and the vision occurs in a stage in the middle. The vision of Enoch takes place in XIV.6. In the Song, according to the present suggested structure, the vision takes place in Part Two preceded by an introduction to the idea. Furthermore, both texts follow the same pattern in this connection, since both of them pass from the vision of the throne to the vision of God. Also, neither text gives details of the ascent. In Enoch the information provided in this connection tells nothing more than Enoch saw himself, that he was lifted up to heaven by clouds. In the Song too, the beloved speaks with similar brevity in this connection as she tells that she suddenly found herself on the chariot among the nobles.

Another interesting point in this connection is the overwhelming terror which
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overcomes the individual at the sight of the glory of the Lord. In XIV.24, the text of
Enoch relates that he was terrified at this stage. In the Song, according to the present
interpretation, the beloved is depicted as trembling and shaking in 7.1, rather than
dancing as explained already. Such states and feelings seem to be typical of almost all the
apocalyptic and Merkabah mystics.94

Resemblance to the Hekhaloth hymns of the Merkabah seems to be another relevant
point in this discussion. Generally, these hymns are songs of praise which can be
described as exaggerated, multiplied and symbolic. Also they do not seem to have an
effective role in the process of thought of the mystic, neither do they interfere in the
development of the experience. Their recitation seems rather to fill the imagination of the
mystic with splendid thoughts about the beauty of God, his glory and his kingdom.95
Consequently, their role seems to create an impression of a profound effect on the soul. It
helps the soul to overcome the sense of frustration which may hinder its progress to enter
into a mystical trance, to ascend to visions of ecstasy and to pass from one stage of this
experience to another.96 The following examples of these hymns demonstrate their
above-mentioned characteristics:

Excellence and faithfulness are his who lives forever
Understanding and blessing are his who lives forever
Magnificence and majesty are his who lives forever
Purity and goodness are his who lives forever
Crown and glory are his who lives forever
Sovereignty and rule are his who lives forever
Adornment and permanence are his who lives forever
Splendour and wonder are his who lives forever
Praise and glory are his who lives forever.

Another example reads as follows:

His throne radiates before him and his palace is full of splendour
His majesty is becoming and his glory is an adornment for him
His servants sing before him and proclaim the might of his wonders

As king of all kings and master of all masters
Enriched by rows of crowns, surrounded by the ranks of the princes of splendour
with gleams of his ray, he encompasses the sky
And his splendour radiates from the heights.  

In this connection we should bring back into the discussion the subsidiary parts of the Song which were mentioned already under the present suggested structure of the text. In so far as their function is concerned, these subsidiary parts in the Song, despite their amatory language, which was already discussed, is in accordance with the human love model employed in the text to portray the relationship between the individual and God, may be classified in the same category of the Hekhaloth hymns of the Merkabah. Thus like the Hekhaloth hymns, the subsidiary parts in the Soong, seem to play a catalyst role. Therefore they only seem to carry the theme from one stage to the other without affecting its process, or interfering with its progress.

Secondly, apart from the similarities in function, these subsidiary passages in the Song seem to have almost the same characteristics of the Hekhaloth hymns, such as exaggerated expressions, repetitions and symbolic meaning. These characteristics are self-evident in the subsidiary passages in the Song, and like the Hekhaloth hymns the beautiful images and ideas they describe fill the imagination of the individual, in both cases, with splendid thoughts and help to create an ecstatic atmosphere leading to the trance.

The doctrine of Shiur Qomah is yet another relevant feature in this connection. As already discussed, this doctrine in the Hekhaloth text grew around the vision of the Lord. Its basic idea is traced to the vision and the description of the lover in 5.10-16 in the Song. Also the description involved in both cases employed exaggerated terms and expressions.

The above point leads to a fourth one regarding the kingship of God. According to the present interpretation of the Song, the lover is identified with the "king", who

metaphorically refers to God. In as much as the beloved’s aim in the Song is to behold the king/lover, his beauty and his glory, so it is in the Hekhaloth texts. There too God is above all “king” and the main object of the initiate mystic is to seek the “king in his beauty”.  

The following lines are examples in this connection. They read as follows:

Illustrious king, glorious king, masterful king, blessed king, chosen king, luminescent king, distinguished king, heroic king, sublime king, omniscient king, remarkable king, disciplining king, ...majestic king, ...eternal king, ...memorable king, worthy king, radiating king, living king, merciful king, ...chaste king, ...adorned king, ...possessing king, prosperous king, ...wise king, modest king, ...joyous king, ...compassionate king, ...tranquil king, ...perfect king, supportive king. Blessed be He.

King of kings, God of Gods and Lord of Lords
Who is surrounded by chains of crowns,
...And in His majesty appeared from the heights,
From His beauty the deeps are kindled,
...And His crown blazes out the mighty,
...And all trees shall rejoice in His word,
...And His words shall drop as perfumes,
Flowing forth in flames of fire,
Giving joy to those who search them,
And quiet to those who fulfil them.

Apart from I Enoch and the Hekhaloth hymns, the Song, as already discussed, also shares some of its ideas and motives with the Qumran writings. Furthermore, the present interpretation has already suggested that the Song speaks of inner individual experience which is accentuated by the frequent use of the first person throughout the text. The Song shares this characteristic with the Qumran hymns and indeed with the biblical psalms.

As for the human love context of the Song, this is not unknown in the Old Testament tradition, and may be that the song had followed the example of the Book of Hosea in this respect. Also, it is worth mentioning in this connection that this particular context is not unknown in mystic literature in general, where a variety of sensuous appellations common to both cultic and folk songs, are usually employed as a means of expressing divine

---
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love. Perhaps the odes of Solomon are good examples in this connection. These odes are dated to the first and second centuries CE, and some of them are possibly of Jewish origin or perhaps influenced by the Dead Sea or similar Jewish sects of the time. Here we have apocalyptic concepts picked up and developed into deeply personal religious experience.

In Ode III, for example, we have a genuine mystical product where Christ is represented by the beloved and the individual believer is the lover. Some of these verses read as follows:

For I should not have known to love the Lord
If He had not loved me
For who is able to distinguish love
Except one that is loved
I love the beloved and my soul loves Him
And when His rest is, there also am I
...I have been united [to Him] for the lover has found the beloved
I order that I may love Him that is the Son. I shall become a son
For he that is joined to Him that is immortal
Will himself also become immortal
And he that has pleasure in the living one
Will become living.  

Other verses from Ode VII read:

As the motion of anger over evil
So is the motion of joy over the beloved
My joy is the Lord and my motion is towards Him
...He became like me that I might receive Him
In similitude was He reckoned like me, that I might put him on.

It does not seem difficult to notice that the above lines, in respect of the ideas expressed in them and the language employed by them, bear considerable similarities to the Song of Songs in both these respects. In this connection, Bacon’s words seem appropriate when he rightly described Ode III as “a song in the vein of canticle”.

To sum up the above observations, it may seem pointless to assign a definite or
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specific category for the Song, however it does not seem impossible, on the other hand, to suggest that the Song is a text of genuine and varied mystical elements, notions and characteristics presenting one of the earliest forms of, or indeed a prototype model of Merkabah text. It is hoped that the above discussion has shown that this assumption, despite its difficulties, can neither be far-fetched nor strained.
THE SONG OF SONGS AND DEVELOPMENT OF JEWISH MYSTICISM

A. Early traces of Jewish mysticism

Mysticism is that type of religiosity which is generally understood to emphasise the immediate awareness of relations with God, through direct and intimate consciousness of the divine presence.¹ Evelyn Underhill² evidently agrees with the above definition as he sees in mysticism the establishment of the immediate communication between the spirit of man and God. This definition is further refined in the words of J. Pratt³ who says “Mysticism is the sense of the presence of reality through other means than the ordinary perceptive processes or the reason”.

Mystics are like prophets and their experiences seem to contain the same elements. It is common to both of them to have the vision of God and to hear his voice. Isaiah 6.1-12 illustrated this feeling of direct communion with the Lord. He had a trance or a vision where he saw the majesty of the Lord in the aspect of a monarch sitting on a throne. So did St. Teresa who saw the vision of God and wrote of her experience.

Also, both mystics and prophets speak of divine revelation. In the case of a prophet, God reveals himself through his deed in creation and in history and through sacred books. On the other hand, we find in the case of the mystic knowledge of God is obtained by seeking him in the depth of man’s own self. In other words, God encounters man in his innermost being. This experience manifests itself as love and enjoyment.⁴ The words of Philo are relevant in this connection when he says “The limit of happiness is the presence of God which completely fills the whole soul with his whole incorporeal and eternal light.

¹ H. Hines, The Prophet as a Mystic, ADSL, p.24f, 1922.
And the limit of misery is his passing on". Philo believed that the ultimate goal lies in the vision of God and even the soul's mere quest for God would be sufficient to give the state of joy and happiness. Philo was not a practising mystic, nevertheless he was acknowledged by some scholars as a "mystical theorist". However, other scholars are of the opinion that mystical theorists (those who believe that mystical union is possible) can be included within the category of practising mystics (those who believe they have had such an experience), but not vice versa. According to this viewpoint, Philo can be regarded as a practising mystic.

Like the mysticisms of other religions, Jewish mysticism too seeks to cultivate personal communion between the individual and God. In Judaism as in any other religion, this communion is usually characterised by some degree of ecstasy due to the intensity of the religious feeling involved. Jewish mystics in Talmudic times described this experience as "the ecstatic ascent of the soul to the celestial throne where it obtains a view of the majesty of God and the secret of his realm". In later times, in the Middle Ages, the Hasidic mystic Levi Issac of the sixteenth century, described this experience as "there are those who serve with their human intellect and those whose gaze is fixed at nothing. He who is granted this supreme experience loses the reality of his intellect, but when he returns from such contemplation to the intellect, he finds it full of divine and inflowing splendor". Both statements are trying to express the same experience though in different ways. Both are speaking of this immediate experience which is known only the human being and the eternal being with no mediator in between. In other words, it is
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the soul of the individual that is entitled to feel, see and hear the presence of God. Therefore, mystics and prophets are alike in this respect and their visionary experience is often described as vague and clear at the same time. Also, the expressions used for the description of their visions are mostly derived from actual life, and where symbols are involved they are generally borrowed from nature. This is true with mysticism in general. As E. Underhill rightly said, “all the mystics speak the same language for they come from the same country”.

Mystically oriented visions can be traced in the Bible. There God appears in man-like form seated upon a throne, as in the texts of I Kings, Ezek., Psalms and Daniel. These visions together display the following characteristic features:

God sitting on a throne.

God has the appearance of a man (Ezek. and Daniel).

God sitting in a palace (in I Kings and Daniel texts, though there is no explicit mention of a palace, the description presupposes the palace in the vision).

Fire is an important element in the vision.

God is accompanied by angels.

The angels recite hymns.

These elements became major components in later mystical visions found in Apocalyptic and Hekhalot literature. This is not to say that those features are found and stressed equally in all the visions we know of, but it is safe to say that visionaries followed some kind of standard which was basically modelled on these features.

Apocalyptic literature picked up those mystical elements found in the scriptures and worked them into a model of mystical experience. Therefore, similarities to Ezek.1 can be traced in I Enoch 14, where the elements of fire, wind, clouds, the divine figure seated

---

15 The generic name of the literature of Merkabah mysticism 2nd/3rd cent. AD
on a throne, the falling of the visionary on his face in the presence of the divine figure, are repeated and in later apocalyses that describe the visionary’s experience. Therefore, Apocalyptic literature, represented by the Ethiopic book of Enoch, the Slavonic Enoch, the Ascension of Isaiah and others, constitutes an important intermediary stage in the process of development in which the seer is granted a vision of the Lord through an ecstatic journey in his sleep. Though it is difficult to assign a certain date to these heavenly ascensions, it seems right to assume that at the time of the composition of the Book of Enoch (second/first century BCE), this practice was already known to the people to whom the book was addressed.

It may also be possible to find a trace of this type of mystic literature in the writings of the Qumran sectarians. The fragments of their work show that they had a keen interest in the divine chariot, though they did not practise or think in terms of heavenly ascensions. The fragments also reveal mystical speculation of the divine throne and the association of the angelic beings. This information which is some kind of description of what can be expected in the heavenly ascent, seems to have drawn upon the exegesis of Ezek. Like the canonical psalms, particularly those designated as “songs of individual thanksgiving”, the Qumran hymns are individual prayers and normally begin with “I thank thee”. As for their inspiration, it is derived not only from the psalms but also from Jer. and Job to express adoration and gratitude to God and total submission to his will. On the other hand, the purpose of the recitation of these hymns is to help them to achieve their goal. This idea is close to that of the Hekhalot hymns.

In the light of the above discussion it would be possible to assume that

---

Merkabah/Hekhalot mysticism had some of its roots in the Qumran or related circles before penetrating into the mainstream of Judaism through Pharisaic and Tannaitic traditions.

B. Merkabah/Hekhalot mysticism and the role of the Song of Songs

Apart from the mystical elements found in the biblical literature, apocalyptic literature and in the Qumran writings, there existed in the Talmudic period a mystical doctrine of the Merkabah/Hekhalot literature. This doctrine is closely connected to the first chapter of Ezekiel which described the prophet’s divine vision of the glory of God, as revealed to him in the midst of cloud, fire and lightning. This doctrine was cultivated by a circle of scholars as early as the day of R. Yohanan b. Zakkai, who most probably was the head of this group. His disciples were R. Joshua, R. Jose, R. Eliezar, R. Eleazar b. Arakh, and the two well-known rabbis Aqibah and Ishmael. This doctrine was preserved in a collection of parables or legends. They are listed in Tos.Hag.2:1-5 as follows:

A. Tos.Hag.2.1 - R. Yohanan ben Zakkai’s disciples expound the Merkabah.

Eleazar b. Arakh requested R. Yohanan b. Zakkai and said to him ‘repeat to me a chapter of the works of the chariot’. He said to him ‘Have I not ruled for you to begin with that’ They do not repeat the tradition concerning the chariot for an individual unless he was a sage and understands of his own knowledge?’ R. Eleazar said to him ‘May I lay matters out before you?’ b. Zakkai said, ‘Say on’. R. Eleazar commenced and expounded concerning the work of the chariot. R. Yohanan b. Zakkai got up and kissed him on his head and said to him, ‘Blessed be the Lord God of Israel, who gave to Abraham, our father, a son who knows how to understand and expound upon the glory of his father, who is in heaven. Some preach nicely but do not practise nicely, or practise nicely but do not preach nicely. Eleazar b. Arakh preaches nicely and practises nicely. Happy are you O Abraham, our father, for Eleazar B. Arakh has gone forth from your loins, who knows how to understand and expound upon the glory of his father who is in heaven’.

B. Tos.Hag.2.2 - three lectures.


C. Tos.2.3, 2.4 - Four entered "pardes" (paradise).

Four entered the garden: ben Azzai, ben Zoma, Elisha and Aqibah. One gazed and perished, one gazed and

was smitten, one gazed and cut down sprouts and one ascended whole and descended whole. Ben Azzai gazed and perished, concerning him scriptures say 'precious in the sight of the Lord is the death of his saints' (Psalm 116.15). Ben Zoma gazed and was smitten, concerning him scriptures say 'if you have found honey eat only enough for you lest you be sated with it and vomit it' (Proverbs 25.16). Elisha gazed and cut down sprouts, concerning him scriptures say 'let not your mouth lead you into sin' (Qoh.5.5). R. Aqibah went up whole and came down whole, concerning him scriptures say 'the king has brought me into his chambers' (Song of Songs, 1.4).

D. Tos.Hag.2.5 - parable of a royal garden.

To what is the matter to be compared? To a royal garden with an upper room built over it to guard it. What is the guard duty? To look only but not to feast his eyes upon it.

E. Tos.Hag.2.5 Parable of a highway and two roads.

They further compared the matter to what? To a highway passing between two paths, one of fire and one of ice. If one turns to this side, he is smitten by fire and if he turns to that he is smitten by ice. What should a person do? He should go right down the middle and not either to this side or to that.

The first three accounts of the above collection occur in the Tos., PT and in the BT, while the last two accounts occur only in the Tos. and in the PT. Despite the slight variation in their version, either some addition or some omission, these accounts were understood to refer explicitly or implicitly to an esoteric/mystical discourse related to the Merkabah tradition. The importance of these accounts lies in the message they generally convey in relation to this tradition. So Unit A conveys the message that involvement with mystical matters of the Merkabah may be of considerable reward. Equally expressed are warnings against the dangers involved in Merkabah study or practice as demonstrated in Unit D and emphasised in Unit E. Unit C seems to be related in this connection to Unit D since both appear to explain each other. The initiate has to prove himself before his master as in the case of R. Eleazar b. Arakh and his master Yohanan b. Zakkai (Unit A). Three others have so proved themselves as in Unit B.

The most important among these parables is Unit C 'four entered pardes'. This account was regarded by Scholem as an example of practical Merkabah mysticism in rabbinic times. Like the Hekhalot literature, this account centres around the dangers

---

facing the mystic in his heavenly journey. Thus, in regard to the dangers that faced R. Aqibah, the most important figure in this parable, Hag.15b reports: ‘And the ministering angels wanted to drive away or kill Aqibah too, but god told them “Leave that wise man alone as he is worthy of experiencing my glory”’. Also Hag.14b reports R. Aqibah’s advice to his companions in this experience as saying, ‘When you reach the pure marble stones do not say: water, water as it is said. No [who] man utters lies shall continue in my presence’ (Ps.101.7). Aqibah’s advice in this connection does not only point out the dangers involved, but also hints at the possibility that he may have been speaking from experience. Secondly, it is most likely that the term ‘pardes’ used here has the same mystical context of ‘paradise of righteousness’ as used in the ascension of Paul. Paul too used the term in its simple form without any qualifications, though most probably he was aware of the technical term ‘paradise of righteousness’, as it occurs in the Greek translation of the Aramaic term ‘pardes kushta’ mentioned in two versions of an Aramaic text of the book of Enoch.24 Therefore, pardes may not only refer to the after-life place for the righteous, but in relation to Apocalyptic literature it may also refer to a place which the mystics enter in their lifetime during their heavenly journey. Accordingly, it is perhaps safe to assume that this particular account corresponds to a form of active experience rather than mere speculation.

This assumption was however dismissed by some scholars. Halperin,25 for example, does not believe that this parable has any connection with the Merkabah since there is no mention of it in the parable. He also believes that these parables do not stand as part of a mystical tradition related to Tannaitic times. In his opinion, these parables are scholarly constructs which were arranged according to the compiler’s belief and interpretation concerning the danger involved in mystical study or practice.

Schäfer, on the other hand, proposed different readings for R. Aqiba's role in this parable. He replaced the terms 'ascended' and 'descended' with the terms 'entered' and 'came out'. He believes that the latter terms chime better with the title of the parable itself 'Four entered pardes'. Perhaps it is worth mentioning in this connection that the Tos. version and the BT version of this parable used the terms 'ascend' and 'descend'.

Also, Schäfer understands this parable metaphorically rather than as a form of active practice which he believes did not start until some time in the Geonic era. His belief in this connection is based upon some responses written by Hai Gaon (939-1038) in relation to this practice. But Hai Gaon was also quoted describing the technique of mystic communion with God and referring to the scholars of the past. Therefore it is most probable that this practice which started in earlier times, was flourishing by that time among the Babylonian Jewry. On the other hand, the above-mentioned opinions do not change the historicity of this tradition, nor the fact that rabbinic Judaism itself seemed keen to preserve these accounts, most probably because these accounts were understood and acknowledged as representative of Merkabah tradition. Accordingly, perhaps Halperin is right to assume that through preserving these accounts, rabbinic Judaism maintained for itself the image of a master of esoteric science.

The most important literary product of Merkabah mysticism is the Hekhalot literature which describes the ascent to the divine chariot. The texts of the Hekhalot refer to the celestial palaces through which the mystic passes until he reaches the seventh palace where he encounters the divine figure and the glory of His throne. The Hekhalot

---

27 Ts.Hag.2.4 'Went up whole and came down whole'; BT Hag.15b (towards the end) 'went up unhurt and went down unhurt'.
31 Hekhalot (the palaces). It is the generic name of the literature of Merkabah mysticism (2nd/3rd Cent. CE).
texts are divided into two parts, one of which centres around the ascension of R. Aqibah and is known as Hekhalot Zutarti. The second part known as Hekhalot Rabbati in which both R. Aqibah and R. Ishmael appear, but it centres on the description of R. Ishmael's ascension. Also alongside the descriptive material are hymns or incantations recited by the ascenders or heard by them through their heavenly journey. The recitation of these hymns helps the mystic to pass through the gates of the palaces which are usually guarded by angels. Also, in order to be allowed to continue his heavenly journey the mystic has to show these angels a special sign ('hotam'). At the sixth gate the angels try to stop the mystic's journey and this could expose him to physical harm. Those among the mystics who succeed in arriving at the seventh palace and see the 'king in his beauty', are usually the most accomplished in their knowledge as well as in their ethical and ascetic life. The Hekhalot hymns occupy a prominent place in these texts, particularly in Hekhalot Rabbati where they display some extravagant enthusiasm and a rhythmical approach in the praises of God, his power, greatness and benevolence. These hymns seem to be a collection possibly derived from some unknown or lost schools of mystics. Generally the Hekhalot texts are regarded as reflecting genuine mystical experience because they describe the procedure of achieving heavenly ascent. Indeed the Hekhalot mystics themselves regard their practice as genuine and involving the separation of the soul from the body; while the body remains on earth the spirit ascends to the divine chariot roaming through the divine palaces. R. Nehunia's soul on one occasion was called back from wherever it was in the divine palaces to join his lifeless body on earth so that he could reach an urgent decision concerning the ten martyrs. Therefore, the Hekhalot mystics carry out the ascent in order to attain the vision of the Merkabah. This is in

contrast to the Apocalyptists. Their goal in their heavenly ascension is to attain first-hand knowledge of the secrets of the world from creation to redemption, and if the vision of the divine figure occurred it would be an added mystical ingredient.36

A lot of the material involved in the Hekhalot text is introduced by technical questions which make the texts look like manuals for mystics. So in order to attain the heavenly ascent and the vision of the Merkabah, the Hekhalot mystics had to go through a rigorous course of moral and ascetic preparation.37 Hai Gaon was referring to this procedure when he said,

Many scholars were of the belief that one who is distinguished by many qualities described in the book, and who desires to behold the vision of the Merkabah and the palaces of the angels on high, must follow certain ways. He has to fast a number of days and lay his head between his knees and whisper down to the earth many hymns and songs known from tradition. Then he perceives the interior and the chambers as seeing the seven palaces with his own eyes and it is as though he entered one palace after the other and saw what is therein.38

This practice involves special initiation rites too, and the candidate has to put on a robe with the name of God woven into it as an investing with the divine name and he is thus designated an initiate of the Merkabah. R. Aqiba seemed to have been initiated into the mysteries of the Merkabah by R. Eliezer.39 Some of these ascetic means and measures were already known from Apocalyptic literature, but in the Hekhalot literature they were described in more detail. Also, some rabbinic circles seemed to observe some of these measures because the study of the Torah requires an ascetic way of life. Therefore, Mishna Avot 6.4 reports, ‘This is the way of the Torah: a morsel with salt thou shalt eat and water by measure shalt thou drink; and shalt thou lie upon the earth, and thou shalt live a life of hardship and labour in the Torah’. But in the Hekhalot literature these ascetic means became, as Gruenwald rightly describes them, a mystical rite.40

Therefore, this information and detailed descriptions found in the Hekhalot texts in

37 Ibid., p.99.
38 M. Levin, Ozar ha-Geonim, tractate Hagigah (Jerusalem, 1931), p.13f.
39 G. Scholem, Midrash Ha-Neelam, p.169.
relation to the ascent and the procedure to attain the heavenly journey itself could be regarded as part of the development towards active mysticism. In fact, it is possible to assume that the change from speculation to practice took place since the days of R. Aqiba and his principal role in the mystical parable ‘Four entered pardes’. As already mentioned, a new concept of possible ascent had developed around this parable. This assumption, on the other hand, was coupled with the new attitude towards the Song of Songs inspired by Aqiba. He understood the book as a self-portrait of God and he was thought to be of the opinion that the book is not attributable to Solomon but to God himself ‘Melekh she-ha shalom shelo’, ‘the king who owns peace’, a literal interpretation of the Hebrew word ‘schlomo’. This view was not directly attributed to Aqiba, though it did originate from his circle. Aqiba also believed that this book was given to Israel on Mount Sinai as part of the theophany. Accordingly, the description of the lover in the Song of Songs is meant to be a description of the divine figure as portrayed by Himself. This is unlike Ezekiel or other similar occurrences where God is usually described by a human being. Thus with this new and novel approach of understanding towards the Song of Songs, R. Aqiba regarded this book as the most sacred book in the bible and was quoted as declaring it ‘the holy of holies’.

The point of connection between the Song of Songs and Hekhalot mysticism lies in the most important treatise in the Hekhalot literature, known as ‘Shiur Qomah’, ‘the measurement of God’. This doctrine, which was attributed to R. Aqiba and R. Ishmael, gives an anthropomorphic description of God and presents him as a supreme king. It describes the limbs of the divine figure and gives their measurements in millions parasangs. In Hekhalot Zutarti when R. Aqiba arrives at the seventh palace and meets

---

41 Bammidbar Rabba, 11,7.
43 Mishna Yaddaim, 3.
the ‘king in his beauty’, a series of sacred names were recited together with some phrases quoted from the well-known passage 5.11-16 of the Song of Songs where the description of the lover occurs.\textsuperscript{44} Also, another fragment of this doctrine is incorporated in Hekhalot Rabbati which quotes almost all of the descriptive passage 5.11-16 of the Song of Songs.

This association between the Shiur Qomah doctrine and the book Song of Songs has suggested that the description of the divine figure in the Shiur Qomah text is based upon an elaboration of the verses 5.11-16 in the Song of Songs, with an added list of measurements and mystical names. This association seemed to have acquired an esoteric nature for the book in the second/third centuries CE.\textsuperscript{45} This view was first suggested by Scholem and was supported by Leiberman.\textsuperscript{46} The other point of connection between the Song of Songs and Merkabah/Hekhalot literature is the association of the Song of Songs with the mystical parable ‘Four entered pardes’. On this occasion R. Aqiba in his successful ascent quoted verse 1.4 of the Song of Songs, ‘The king brought me to his chambers’. This was understood to refer to the ‘chambers of the divine chariot’, which is another focal aspect of the mystical ascent apart from the Shiur Qomah. This expression frequently appears in the Hekhalot texts and was probably inspired by the Song of Songs.\textsuperscript{47}

Therefore, in so far as Merkabah/Hekhalot mysticism is concerned, the significant role of the Song of Songs lies in the assumption that underneath its apparent erotic surface, the book embraces the inspiration of two of the most mystical aspects in Merkabah/Hekhalot mysticism, namely the king and his heavenly chambers. Accordingly, as Dan\textsuperscript{48} rightly believes, the Song of Songs may possibly constitute one of

\textsuperscript{44} Merkabah Shelamah, 32a-33b.
the phases in the emergence of ancient Jewish mysticism. While the first phase was merely speculative and the third phase was an active mystical system represented by the Hekhalot literature and the Shiur Qomah doctrine, the second and intermediate stage in this process of development was represented by the new approach of understanding of the book of the Song of Songs. This was combined with the possible mystical practice traced back to the days of R. Aqiba and his companions, as preserved in the parable ‘Four entered pardes’.

Therefore, it is possible to assume that the change towards active mystical endeavour took place as early as the school of Aqiba and was later developed by the circles of his followers during the second/third centuries into a whole system of active practice. In subsequent centuries in medieval Judaism in the twelfth/thirteenth centuries, this type of mystical system seems to have been regarded as a background to the Ashkanazi Hasidim movement in Germany and the early kabalah in Spain.50

---

Mystical teachings of the Hekhalot/Merkabah tradition was at home at the very heart of the rabbinic communities. In fact it originated amongst them and was studied and taught by the circle of R. Yohanan for whom mystical teaching seemed to be important in his religious life and thus his name was accredited in the Talmud in this connection.¹

In the second century, however, the study of the Merkabah was discouraged by the orthodox rabbinic circles and its teaching was hedged about with safeguards which reflected an attitude of unease about it. The Merkabah accounts, as already mentioned, express enthusiasm for the revelation of the glory of God, but apprehension is equally emphasised in so far as the dangers that may accompany the experience are concerned. Thus, the reading of the visionary parts of Ezekiel 1 which form the basis for mystical contemplation and mystical experience was prohibited in the synagogue.²

Enthusiasm represents the popular attitude of the Merkabah. Thus, Hekhalot hymns were attacked for the extravagant enthusiasm they show. Such an attack is expressed in the Talmud "He who multiplies the praise of God to excess shall be torn from the world".³ Therefore, it is most probable that this popular side of the Merkabah gave free expression to enthusiasm embodied in the development of the tradition which was presumably oral. Consequently, its transmission, sometimes, contained miraculous details that accompanied the exposition of one or another of R. Yohanan's disciples.⁴ Accordingly Mishnaic restrictions in Hag.2.1 states “the forbidden degrees may not be expounded before three persons, nor the story of creation before two, nor the chapter of the chariot before one alone, unless he is a sage that understands of his own knowledge”.

According to the above ruling then it was forbidden to teach the work of the Merkabah

---
¹ T. Hag. 13a.
³ Megilla, 18a.
in public or to initiate anyone into it unless he is a sage in his own right. Thus, the work of the Merkabah was not included in the normal teaching in Bet-ha-Midrash and it was also excluded from the synagogue teachings since the ruling in Mishna Megilla 4.10 forbade the use of Ezek.1 as a Haftarah.

It would appear therefore that Hekhalot/Merkabah teaching has no proper place in the public institutions of Judaism, as it was considered subject to misunderstanding and thus should be approached only by those of rigorous training in traditional law. Therefore, examples such as Elisha, already mentioned in Tos.Hag.2.3, whose end was in heresy, was to be taken as a warning against indulgence in mystical speculation of the Merkabah.

Nevertheless, despite the opposition, Merkabah teaching managed somehow secretly to be transmitted outside the mystic circles of the academies through an established master communicating the doctrine and its techniques to the inner circles of his disciples who had formed mystical circles of their own. Also, prayers formulated in these circles sometimes managed to penetrate the established liturgy and likewise were opposed by the rabbinic authorities. It seems that the opposition was against the nature of their composition which, like the Hekhalot hymns, used multiplicity of praises and the duplicating of honorific epithets for the glorification of God. It was also thought that the monotony of their rhymes created a state of enthusiasm and ecstasy for the worshippers. Thus, R. Abbahu reports in the name of R. Lazar, "Wherever a worshipper has transgressed and said 'glorious in Majesty' instead of 'the holy God' he has not fulfilled his obligation, except if he substituted it for 'the holy God' in the New Year Liturgy and then only in Haftarah [additional prayer]'".

On the whole, it seems that the Merkabah teaching was a doctrine studied in secret, taught in secret and practised in secret.

---

6 E. Urbach, *The Sages, Their Concepts and Beliefs*, vol.1, (Jerusalem 1975.), p.123
The discussion in the next few pages is going to focus upon the objectionable element in the Merkabah text that led to its restriction.

Restrictions upon the Merkabah Text (Ezek. 1)

The study of the divine chariot in Ezek. 1 seems to have given credit to those rabbis who were engaged in this study since they were regarded as authority in hidden natural lore. Thus, the rabbis of Pumbaditha academy were proud to claim that their leaders had transmitted both the legal and esoteric teaching of R. Yohanan B. Zakkai. However, this did not stop them imposing restrictions on the Merkabah doctrine which was primarily associated with Ezekiel 1. These restrictions created the impression that Merkabah teaching should be wrapped in secrecy. This attitude has been confirmed by Origen (184-253 C.E.). In his commentary on the Song of Songs, Origen states, “The custom of the Jews is that though their rabbis and teachers are to teach all the scriptures and their oral traditions to the young boys, they defer to later years the teaching of the following texts: the beginning of Genesis, the beginning and the end of Ezekiel and the book of the Song of Songs”. Jerome too has confirmed the same point as he was reported to have mentioned in some of his letters that there was a Jewish tradition which does not allow the study of the beginning and the end of the book of Ezekiel before the age of thirty. Also T. Hag. 13a has emphasised the importance of age in relation to the Merkabah study, it states “R. Yohanan said to R. Eleazar ‘Come I will instruct you with the work of the chariot’. He replied: ‘I am not old enough’. When he was old enough, R. Yohanan died. R. Assi then said to him: ‘Come I will instruct you in the work of the chariot’. He replied: ‘Had I been worthy I would have been instructed by R. Yohanan, your master’

In another occurrence, T. Hag.13a expresses enthusiasm in relation to the study of this doctrine but at the same time indicates that it should be kept secret. It states, "R. Joseph was studying the work of the chariot, the elders of Pumbaditha were studying the work of the creation. The latter said to the former 'Let the master teach us the work of the chariot'. He replied: 'Teach me the work of creation'. After they had taught him the work of creation, they said to him: 'Let the master instruct us in the work of the chariot'. He replied: 'We have learnt concerning it'. Honey and milk under your tongue (S.S.4.11). The things that are sweeter than honey and milk should be under thy tongue".

It is obvious therefore that Merkabah doctrine was regarded with the utmost secrecy, and accordingly it was restricted as already stated in M.Hag.2.1. The rabbinic authorities seemed to be unwilling to permit for the general use of the synagogue the details of the Merkabah doctrine. Perhaps because it was known to have given rise to theosophic mysteries. Thus, this doctrine was guarded more carefully than the doctrine of creation, and therefore its discussion was not allowed unless in the presence of a sage.

In this connection it is worth mentioning that divergence of opinion on the Merkabah existed side by side before the prohibition of its study was imposed in M.Hag. 2.1. Thus we find while M. Meg.4.10 prohibits its reading in public, as it states "the portion of the chariot is not read as Haftara", Tos.Meg.3.34d on the other hand, permits such reading and states "the story of the chariot do they read it in public". Also, T.Meg.25a, 25b while discussing some problematic portions of the Bible as to whether they are permitted to be read or translated, ignores the portion of the chariot and shows no sign or reference to it as of a problematic nature.

Therefore, the very fact that permission was given by Tos.Meg.3.34d to read the Merkabah account suggests that it must have been restricted by some rabbinic authorities. On the other hand, the silence of the Talmud in this connection may imply that its prohibition was normative. Such an attitude seems to be in agreement with the tendency
that dominated the rabbinic circles at the beginning of the third century. This tendency was directed to withdrawing the work of the Merkabah out of public view.\textsuperscript{10} Therefore the intention of the above ruling seems to keep secret the mystical doctrine of the Merkabah by keeping it out of the public view. This measure was perhaps designed to prevent potential speculation based on the text of Ezek. 1.

The important point in this connection and the most relevant to our discussion in relation to the Song of Songs later in this part, is to determine the crux of the Merkabah doctrine in the text of Ezek. 1. T.Hag.13a relates the following account in relation to the extent of Ma'asch Merkabah in Ezek. 1:

An objection was raised: How far does the portion of the chariot extend? Rabbi said 'as far as the second and I saw'.\textsuperscript{11} R. Isaac said: 'As far as Hashmal'\textsuperscript{12} As far as 'and I saw' may be taught; thence forward only the heads of the chapters may be transmitted. Some however say as far as 'and I saw' the head of the chapters may be transmitted; thence forward, if he is a sage able to speculate by himself, yes, if not, no.

In the above account neither of the two rabbis seemed to have answered the question directly. In fact, in their answer both seemed to stress how far of the merkabah text was permitted to be taught rather than how far the text itself extended in Ezek. 1. It is important though to notice that in their answer both rabbis seemed to agree that the permissible limit of teaching the text should not go beyond the end of Ezek. 1.26. Accordingly, this means that the last two verses in Ezek. 1., verses 27 and 28, which speak about the description of the deity on the throne and its surrounding glory, were not included in the limit set by them. Also, their answer suggests that beyond the line they have set there are other parts which are not permissible to be taught.

However, in another occurrence, T.Hag.13a reports a clearer and perhaps more explicit account as to the extent of the Merkabah text. This account is ascribed to R. Joseph talking to the elders of Pumbaditha academy: "...then they said to him we have

\textsuperscript{11} End of Ezek. 1.26.
\textsuperscript{12} Beginning of Ezek. 1.27.
already studied therein as far as "and he said to me: son of man". He replied: "This is the very portion of the work of the chariot"

Thus, while R. Joseph outlines directly that the text of the Merkabah extends to the end of Ezek.1, which obviously includes verses 27 and 28, R. Isaac and Rabbai on the other hand, though indirectly, point to the same conclusion, but they have most certainly touched upon the focus of apprehension in the text which lies in expounding or contemplating Hashmal in verses 27 and 28,

In confirmation of this apprehension T.Hag.13a reports some relevant accounts which combine this point with the attempt of concealment of the book of Ezek. In one section T.Hag.13a reports: "But may one expound Hashmal? Behold, there was once a child who expounded the mysteries of Hashmal and a fire went forth and consumed him. A child is different for he had not reached the fitting age'. Another section in T.Hag.13a reports:

The rabbis taught: there was once a child who was reading the book of Ezek. at his teacher's home and he perceived what Hashmal was, thereupon a fire went forth from Hashmal and consumed him. So they sought to suppress the book of Ezek, but Hanania b. Hezekiah said to them: if he was a sage all are sages".

These two accounts, whether they are a piece of fiction or whether they are based on true events, do stress the esoteric/mystical character of the Merkabah on the one hand, and on the other hand, they confirm that contemplation of Hashmal in verses 27 and 28 in the text of Ezek.1 is the crux of the Merkabah text. These two verses speak of the anthropomorphic manifestation of the deity. Thus, their exclusion from the limit permissible for teaching by some rabbinic authorities, as previously discussed, accords with the general rabbinic tendency in this respect which avoids anthropomorphism.\footnote{S. Spiegel, "Towards Certainty in Ezek", JBL, 45 (1935), p.167.}

Spiegel, in this connection, confirms the above point as he rightly believes that verses 27 and 28 are "the seat of danger" in Ezek.1. In fact the whole controversy in this chapter cited hinged on Hashmal, as to whether it should be excluded or included while teaching

\footnote{E. Urbach, The Sages, their Concepts and Beliefs (Jerusalem 1975), vol.1, p.152f.).}

\footnote{End of Ezek.1.28.}
or discussing the work of the Merkabah.

Spiegel is also right to believe that the attempt to withdraw or erase Ezek. 1 would have deprived others of its inspiring teachings. Therefore, by imposing prohibitions on the book would indicate that some of its parts are kept aside to be confined to the choicest few.16

This Mishnaic restriction on the Merkabah text had also left its mark on the Targum to Ezek. So it was included in the list of the forbidden Targumim since the description of the deity and throne of glory were matters sought to be concealed by the rabbinic authorities, particularly from the general public. Accordingly the Targum of Ezek. text was carefully worded as to what the Targumist might present in his paraphrase.17 Therefore, while avoiding anthropomorphic interpretation with reference to the parts of the text related to the description of the deity as in verses 27 and 28, the Targum on the other hand speaks with mystical tone with reference to the Merkabah parts of the text. Thus, in so far as the crucial verses 27 and 28 are concerned, the Targum modifies the portrayal of the deity by substituting mild or vague expressions to the anthropomorphic sense on those verses by interpreting them as “an appearance of glory”.18

Accordingly, it seems that the text of Ezek.1 was restricted on the ground that it might encourage undesirable speculations on the work of the Merkabah. This restriction lies sharply and heavily on verses 27 and 28 which represent the climax of the text.

Thus was the prevailing attitude among the rabbinic authorities towards the doctrine of the Merkabah and its implication upon the text of Ezek.1., particularly with relation to the anthropomorphic descriptions of God. This very point will be discussed in the following section in relation to the text of the Song of Songs.

18 S. Levy, “The Targum to Ezek”, HUCA, 46 (1975), pp.140, 156.
Shiur Qomah doctrine and restrictions upon the text of the Song of Songs

In some earlier parts the present study had identified the text of the Song of Songs with the same mystical/esoteric category of Ezek.1. Likewise in the Song of Songs the crucial point in the text is the anthropomorphic concept of the deity. This concept is represented in the passage 5.10-16 which speaks of the detailed description of the lover in the Song who is identified with God. Both Scholem and Lieberman believe that this passage is the basis for the Shiur Qomah doctrine. This view was supported by Loewe, who adds in this connection that the term Qomah is derived from the Song of Songs 7.8. This may possibly explain the reason behind the inclusion of the Song of Songs in the list of restricted books together with Ezek.1 and the beginning of Gens. as mentioned above in Origen’s statement.

According to Scholem, the term Shiur Qomah embodies in its meaning God’s majesty and beauty, His stature, His crown, His throne and His garment (the Haluq). The vision of the garment of light covering the glory (God) has the same effect upon the mystic since it arouses the same numinous qualities as the vision of the mystical body of God. The association of light with the vision of God seemed to have been, for some mystics, a way of moderating the audacity of the experience. Thus, some mystics reports having seen the ‘light’ or the ‘splendour’ of God as they were reluctant to claim publicly that they could actually see God. The Shiur Qomah is the only text, among the treatises of the Hakhalot/Merkabah literature, which concentrates on the description of the divine body. It is the classical text of Jewish anthropomorphism. Beside the measurements and the names of the limbs of the divine body, there is a passage attached to this text in which its alleged authors, R. Aqiba and R. Ishmael, give assurances of a high religious status for

---

21 G. Scholem, *Jewish Gnosticism*, pp.60f, 79.
those who study this text and recite it. The passage reads:

R. Ishmael said: I and R. Aqiba are guarantors of this: that in this world the mystic is secure of a good life and in the world to come he may secure in a good name but only if he recites this text as Mishnah every day.23

These measurements and descriptions given in this text are beyond the comprehension of the human mind as they do not convey factual figures and descriptions. Therefore, the purpose of the text is to let the disciples appreciate that the divine body is beyond all knowledge. Thus, the list of the divine limbs is to be understood as mystical symbolism used by the disciple as a vehicle to attain mystical fulfilment.24

Scholem25 and Lieberman had dated the text to the early stratum of the Christian era (2nd/3rd century). This date had been generally agreed upon by most scholars. However, Cohen26 believes that this date may not necessarily apply to the text itself, rather to the genre of the anthropomorphic speculation of the deity as reflected in the Shiur Qomah text. He seems to argue in favour of a later date for the text as a result of inner Jewish development and thus suggesting the fifth century AD as an alternative date for the text. Also, Jewish scholars in the previous century regarded this text as a non-Jewish anthropomorphic treatise. Graetz,27 for example, attributed the text to the late geonic period and believed it was composed as a result of Islamic influence.

In fact the anthropomorphic manifestation of the divine was a familiar tradition in the biblical era and among ancient Israelites. According to this tradition it was believed possible for certain individuals under certain circumstances to see God, who in his manifestation appears to them in human form which is believed to be the natural form for him to assume.28 So Origen (d.245), in his homilies on Gen.1.13, seems to know about the

---

25 G. Scholem, Jewish Gnosticism, pp.36-40; S. Lieberman, Appendix, pp.116-8.
26 M. Cohen, The Shiur Qomah, pp.51 ff..
27 H. Graetz, "Die Mystische literature in der gaonischen epoche", MGWJ, 8, 1859, pp.77f. 104f, 141f.
28 J. Barr, Theophany and anthropomorphism in the O.T., supp. to VT, 7 (1960), p.32f.
existence of this tradition amongst the Jews and the Christians of his time. He also believed that they might have derived this idea from biblical verses such as Isa.66.1 “the heaven is my throne and the earth is my footstool”, which suggest a cosmic dimension for the divine body.29

Also, this tradition seemed to have been widely known in the first century and was sometimes criticised and refuted in patristic literature. Some used to refer to it as “the Jewish tradition which believes that the father of all, the ungendered God, has head, feet, fingers and a soul just as a composite being”.30

For the Hakhalot mystics this doctrine stems from the same mental climate of the Hekhalot hymns, and it is an indispensable presupposition of the mystic ascent to attain the presence of the divine.31 As for the rabbinic circles of the time, though they were familiar with this doctrine yet some anti-anthropomorphic views were voiced among them and it was no surprise to find conflicting opinions on the subject inside and outside the Jewish camps. The controversy started from the Tannaitic time (first two centuries A.D.) where mystical speculation had reached a certain climax. The opposition was against those who sought the vision of God out of curiosity or for other reasons, such as to gain some material advantages. The rabbis therefore developed a new ideal in this connection; that is, respect for secrets and honour for God. Thus, those who were condemned by the rabbis were regarded as transgressors who did not respect the dignity of God.32 Therefore, the trend to avoid anthropomorphic interpretation was thus found amongst the rabbis, such as R. Yohanan himself. He sought to transfer certain tasks to the angels in order to avoid corporeal expressions. He used this method in his explanation of verse 1.2 of the Song, “let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth”. There he

30 Ibid.
believed that an angel brought the commandment from before the holy one and presented it to every Israelite, saying, “Do you accept this commandment? It contains so-and-so many laws . . .”, and the Israelites answered, “Yes”. Thereupon the angel kissed him on the mouth.33

Others in their adaptation of non-anthropomorphic interpretation transferred the role of angels to the commandment itself, which visited every Israelite and said to him, “Do you undertake to keep me?”, and he answered, “Yes”, and straight away the commandment kissed him on the mouth.34

The Hebrew Book of Enoch may also be regarded as an example of such uneasiness about the Shiur Qomah speculation in the age of the Amoraim. There is a marked absence of the vision of God in the book. While the throne and its attendant angels are described in detail, the book speaks of no visualised manifestation of God on the throne. This attitude may rightly give the impression of some kind of censorship.35 This impression is confirmed by some rabbinic views which deny that Enoch ascended into heaven without dying.36

Another example in this connection is to be found in the Apocalypse of Abraham. The absence of the anthropomorphic vision of God in the book has prompted the view, perhaps rightly, of the book as a polemic against anthropomorphism.37

Perhaps it is relevant to mention in this connection that the concept of “the body of truth” developed by the Valentinians is a similar example where the body of a divine angel is described using the alphabetical system.38 Also the Magharians, a Jewish gnostic sect of 1st/2nd century CE, in their attempt to avoid anthropomorphic descriptions of

33 Canticle Rabbah, 1.2.2.
34 Canticle Rabbah, 1.2.2.
36 Gens.Rabbah, 25.1, see the opinion of R. Abbahu.
God, assigned these corporeal descriptions to an angel. This angel, they believed to have been created before the creation of the world, and who himself created the world.39

The El-Kesaite community of the 2nd century CE, was another sect in this connection who assigned corporeal descriptions to a couple of angels, male and female, the son of God and the holy spirit. They believed that the holy spirit is like Christ, but she is a female figure rising above the clouds.40 Though in this case we have two angels instead of one, nevertheless the basic idea in all of these cases remains unchanged since all of them assume the human form of an angelic being while leaving God Himself formless.

These descriptions, names and figures in the Shiur Qomah text are used by the mystics to induce communion with the Godhead. The usual technique seems to be meditation on a certain aspect of the divine accompanied by the recitation of hymns. So depending upon the mystic religious and psychological orientation, one mystic may choose the aspect of the divine greatness while another mystic may choose the aspect of the divine beauty. Therefore, the information of the text together with the meditative technique which is the result of one mystic’s own experience to attain communion with the divine is used by another mystic as a vehicle in his meditative attempt to attain the same goal.41

Biblical verses from the books of Isaiah, Psalms, Exodus, and 1 Chronicles are quoted in the Shiur Qomah text. However the Song of Songs was given a prominent position as the whole of Song 5.10-16 is included in this text.42 Therefore, the Song of Songs was held in special esteem among the circles of the Tannaim and in particular among the followers of R. Aqibah who regarded the book as written by God and given to Israel by Him. They made use of it in their mystical endeavour to attain the divine presence.43

42 Ibid., p.111.
43 J. Dan, 'Mysticism in history, religion and literature', in J. Dan and F. Talmage (eds.),
Thus it seems as if the sanctity of the book depends upon this particular passage 5.10-16 for its possible association with the doctrine of Shiur Qomah. In this connection it as reported that R. Ishmael said, “When I recited this before R. Aqibah, he said to me, ‘Everyone who knew this measure of our creator is certain of his share of the world to come.’”\(^4^4\) Also, on the same subject of who has and who has not a share in the world to come, R. Aqibah was reported to have said, “He shall have no portion in the world to come whoever warbles the Song of Songs in a banquet hall and makes it into a kind of love-song”.\(^4^5\) Obviously it is secular love to which he is referring here. On another occasion, when R. Aqibah was told that fire flamed around Ben Azzai when he was expounding verse 1.10 of the Song, “Thy neck with string of beads”, in reference to the study of the Torah, in his answer R. Aqiba hseemed to be hinting at the possible affinities between the Song of Songs and the merkabah doctrine as he turned and said to Ben Azzai, “Perhaps you were treating the secrets of the divine chariot”.\(^4^6\)

However, R. Aqibah was not the only one who perceived the Song of Songs with such esoteric/mystical nature. R. Zadekiah’s account in this connection bears a mystic tone, as he states “The sages say that Canticles may be read according to its simple sense, but no profundity may be taught therein except to a judge or the head of the city”.\(^4^7\) Obviously the ‘profundity’ here, as Pope\(^4^8\) rightly points out, does not refer to the simple allegory of God’s love for Israel, but denotes some mystic/esoteric meaning. Others too seemed to have perceived mystical meaning in the Song. Josephus, for example, includes the Song among the books which he calls “hymns to God and instructions for life for men”.\(^4^9\) Origen, another example in this connection, not only extended the Jewish

\(^{4^5}\) Tos. Sanhedrin, 12.10.
\(^{4^6}\) Song of Songs Rabbah, 1.10.2.
\(^{4^9}\) “Against Apion”, 1.8, F.N.C.
interpretation of the book as historical allegory representing the relationship between God and Israel into the relationship between Christ and the Church, but also developed mystical interpretation for the book by modifying the allegory into a spiritual love which refers to the mystical union between God and the human soul. He perceived the book as "the experience of the believing soul", and wrote in his commentary on the Song, "Blessed is he who enters the holy place but more blessed is he who enters the holy of holies; blessed is he who keeps the sabbath but more blessed is he who keeps the sabbath of sabbaths, so blessed is he who sings the holy songs, but more blessed is he who sings the Song of Songs". Gregory of Nyssa, too perceived the mystical/spiritual interpretation of the book, and he thus says, "It is the soul as a spouse who enters into spiritual union with God". Later, Theodore, in expressing his adherence to the mystical/spiritual sense of the book, writes, "There are some who do not admit that the Song of Songs has a spiritual sense, we must deal with the sacred scriptures as not to regard letters merely, but we must draw out the hidden spirit from the obscurity". Even in later times, in the Middle Ages, the Song continued to be viewed in this mystical/spiritual sense. Thus we find Bernard of Clairvaux who found in the Song a fertile field for mystical endeavour states in this connection, "The unction and experience can alone teach the understanding of such a song". Also, Gregory Nanzianzenus (born between 326 and 329) seemed to have transmitted the same tradition once related by Origen regarding the restrictions on the teaching of the Song, together with other biblical texts. Gregory's version of the tradition seems to be not only complementary to Origen's version in so far as to indicate the reason for such restrictions, but also confirms the mystic nature of these texts. His version of the tradition says,

The Hebrew sages relate that the Hebrews had an ancient law—and it is a wise and praiseworthy law—

51 Ibid., p.64.
52 Ibid., p.66.
53 Ibid., p.68.
according to which it is not permitted to people of all ages to study every book of the Bible. Since not every book is comprehensible to every person, it is also not of benefit to every person. On the other hand, they held that things whose meaning was hidden from an inexperienced person on account of their strange form, can do him harm; while certain books were permitted to all from the outset and had become the heritage of all, other books were made available only to those of twenty-five years of age and upwards. They are books under whose simple surface a mystic grace lies hidden. 54

Athanasius, Archbishop of Alexandria (d. 373), also seems to believe that the Song of Songs is a book of esoteric/mystical nature and should be confined to the hands of those who are eligible to understand its secret doctrines. Thus he writes, “Its doctrines are secrets and only those who are versed in allegory ought to study it”. 55

Judging from the above discussion, it is perhaps possible to suggest that those who voiced those accounts expressing their opinions and their views, explicitly or implicitly, in support of the esoteric/mystical nature of the Song, were most probably aware of its possible connection with the Shiur Qomah doctrine which could be the most probable reason behind the restriction of this book.

However, modern scholars such as Cohen 56 reject the view that there is a connection between the Song of Songs and the Shiur Qomah doctrine. He believes that there was no rabbinic prohibitions imposed upon the study of the text of the Song, since Origen’s statement in this connection refers to this restriction as a custom observed by the Jewish community rather than a rabbinic ruling. But it is equally true that the rabbinic authority did not express any disapproval of this custom. This very point confirms the fact that the rabbinic authority if it was not publicly in total agreement with the community in the application of such stringency on the book, then at the very least in this connection the rabbinic authority was tacitly in favour of its application. Therefore Lieberman 57 is right to believe that this custom was agreed upon by the rabbinic authority too, though without their suggestions or instructions in the first place.

56 M. Cohen, The Shiur Qomah, p.19f.
57 S. Lieberman, Appendix, in G. Scholem, Jewish Gnosticism, p.126.
Halperin on the other hand, dismisses the suggestion that anthropomorphism was the objectionable point in both texts of the Song of Songs and Ezek. 1, and eventually led to their restriction. He believes that the erotic nature of the Song was the objectional point that led to the restriction of teaching. As for Ezek 1, he believes that the case of this text is similar to that of the Hekhalot, in the sense that the objectionable point in both texts is not the aspect of anthropomorphism but rather the reference to the rainbow. He believes that in the Hekhalot text the appearance of the rainbow in relation to the Sar, the semi-divine prince, implied that he looked like a rainbow. In Ezek. 1, Ezek. seemed as if he was bowing to the rainbow. Therefore, the rabbinic authority in order to preserve the purity of the people’s faith applied some restricting measures upon the text.

Perhaps it may be possible in this connection to suggest that preserving the purity of the faith could have been the reason, or one of the reasons, behind restricting the text of the Song of Songs. If the horror of anthropomorphism, as Halperin believes, was not the objectionable point in the case of the Song of Songs, it may be possible to suggest here that it may have been the horror of dualism rather than the erotic nature of the text that led to its restriction. Aqiba’s understanding of the book shares a common ground with its usual allegorical interpretation. Both treatments of the text identify the lover with God. However, in the usual allegorical approach while the beloved is identified with Israel or the church, R. Aqiba’s approach on the other hand makes no identification of the beloved in the text. As previously mentioned, gnostic sects of the first and second century were aware of the Shiur Qomah doctrine. They used to ascribe all descriptions and measurements to an angelic/divine being in order to avoid anthropomorphic descriptions of God. The Valentinians, for example, ascribed these descriptions to a female figure. They believed that the female element is part of the divine that is involved in the created world. It is the fallible part of the Godhead which in order to be saved must reunite with

---

the male element. The El-Kesaite sect, as already discussed, also described a female figure in their writings alongside the male figure. It seems that these and other ideas were in circulation at the time, and were derived from various sources and sometimes, as Wilson believes, with little or no understanding of their original context.

Therefore, in so far as the rabbinic authority is concerned, it would be completely out of line if the lover and the beloved in the Song of Songs were to be understood along the same lines of this male/female gnostic dualism. Surely it would constitute a greater threat to the purity of the people’s faith than erotic language would do in this respect. It would be as

Baumgarten rightly states in this connection “as one who entered the Pardes, cut down its plants and attempted to root them in other orchards”. Particularly, unlike dualism, erotic language is not unknown in the biblical texts. Therefore, if this suggestion can be sustained, then there will be an important claim and a legitimate ground for imposing some restrictions upon the text of the Song in order to exclude ideas of this nature which conflict with strict monotheism, from being incorporated in the mainstream of faith as well as in the corpus of the mystical literature. However, it was not until later times, during the period of Kabbalism that parallel ideas of ancient gnostic dualism found their way into Jewish esoterism. This may have happened either independently, or through the influence of eastern Judaised gnostic sources as in the case of Sefer ha-Bahir (13th century) which was the first work that contained the female element alongside the male one as symbol of the divine feminine power.

---

60 J. Baumgarten, op.cit.
62 J. Baumgarten, op.cit., p.223.
64 G. Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism (New York, 1941), p.74f.
Going back to the original discussion, it seems that the rabbinic authority in so far as the possible association between the Shiur Qomah doctrine and the Song of Songs is concerned, had adopted a two-fold attitude in this respect. On the one hand, the rabbinic authority neither approved nor disapproved, publicly or otherwise, of R. Aqiba's attitude and understanding towards the book of the Song of Songs. On the other hand, while tacitly approving of the restrictions applied and practised by the community in relation to this book, the rabbinic authority preferred not to issue any formal rulings to that effect, thereby giving the impression that this book is treated as normative. Perhaps they thought that any formal ruling to restrict the study of this book would draw even more attention and maybe unnecessary enthusiasm to the association of this book with the Shiur Qomah doctrine which is the most popular mystical aspect of Merkabah mysticism.

However, the views of the rabbinic authority in this respect were reflected in the Targumic interpretation of the Song of Songs which made clear this possible association between the text and the Shiur Qomah doctrine. The Targumist in his treatment of the crucial passage of the Song 5.10-16 avoided every single anthropomorphistic description. It appears, therefore, that indulgence in Shiur Qomah speculation proved unacceptable to rationalistic Jewish thought. This very attitude is clearly illustrated in the Targum treatment of the Song which is to be discussed in the following section.

**Shiur Qomah and the Targum to the Song of Songs**

The Targum was the first commentary on the Song of Songs which reveals an overall picture of how the Song is to be interpreted so as to illustrate the relationship between God and Israel in an historical allegory. When the Targum began to take shape, it was faced with the Christian interpretation of the text which inherited the Jewish allegorical interpretation and applied it to Christ and the Church. This type of interpretation was reflected in Origen's and Theodore's commentary on the book. On the other hand, they
were faced with the mystical tendencies among the Jewish circles pressing their ideas of interpretation to identify the description of the lover in 5.10-16 in the text with the description of the mystical body of God. Thus, finding himself fighting on two fronts, the Targumist geared his interpretation to emphasise the significance of the Torah, particularly Israel’s possession of the oral Torah which seemed an ideal theme to solve the problem. So on the one hand the Targumist managed to play down the mystical tendencies put forward by devotees of Jewish mysticism, and to keep them out of the public reach. On the other hand, he managed to repudiate the Christian interpretation.65

In keeping with the basic allegory of the interpretation of the Song, the Targumist would be expected to replace the lover in the Song with God, and therefore to speak of the physical characteristics of the lover as belonging to God. Instead, the Targumist made reference to the law. Thus, in the treatment of verse 5.10 “my beloved bright and ruddy”, the Targumist made clear that the cause of the divine reddiness is the Lord’s own scholarship. In this connection he had drawn the whole notion of the radiant garment of the Lord from the term......He suggests that the wrapping of the garment is an indispensable preliminary to the Lord’s study of the Bible and to His academic standing. In other words, the divine reddiness is the outcome of God’s rabbinic scholarship. However, the Targumist in his interpretation has retained the garment motif which is, as already discussed, part of the Shiur Qomah doctrine.66 Loewe’s67 remarks seem to afford a convincing explanation in this connection. He believes that by the Targumist time,68 the association between the description of the mystical body of God and the mystical garment of God had become an established convention, on the line of the Haluq, particularly among the mystic circles and perhaps secretly outside their circle. Accordingly, the

68 Almost all scholars agree on the 7th or 8th century.
Targumist found it difficult not to retain this motif in the context of his interpretation. So he retained the motif but on entirely different lines which is appropriate in meaning, and which corresponds to the general tendency of the exaltation of the Torah. By so doing, the Targumist was able to repudiate the original mystical meaning of the divine garment. Therefore, the Targumist, in his treatment of the controversial passage of the text, 5.10-16, has eliminated the reference to the person of God. So his treatment in this connection was as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Song of Songs</th>
<th>The Targum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.11 His head</td>
<td>His law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.11 His locks</td>
<td>His words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.13 His cheeks</td>
<td>His tablets of stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.13 His lips</td>
<td>Lips of the wise man speaking the law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.14 His hands</td>
<td>The twelve tribes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.14 His body</td>
<td>The twelve signs of the zodiac; the tribes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.15 His legs</td>
<td>The righteous on the support of law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.15 This is my lover</td>
<td>This is the mighty power of God</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.16 His palate</td>
<td>The law (the words of the law)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The only exception in this connection is the reference to the eyes. This is because God’s eye is a well-known biblical expression⁶⁹ which can easily pass unnoticed.

However, while the Targumist in the above mentioned passage was trying to avoid human description of God, he on other occasions in his interpretation ascribed human descriptions and human actions to God as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Song of Songs</th>
<th>The Targum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A) God as a man</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 “let him kiss me…”</td>
<td>And he spoke to us face to face as a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁶⁹ e.g., Deut.11.12
6.2c “to feed in the garden”
man who kisses his friend.
6.2d “and to gather lilies”
As a man who provides his beloved son with delicacies
As a man who gathers roses from the plain

B) God as an old man
5.15 “his countenance is as Lebanon”
He is filled with love towards them like an old man

C) God as a young man
5.15 “excellent as the cedar”
Like a young man strong and mighty as the cedar

D) God as handsome and beautiful
1.16 “behold you are fair my beloved also pleasant”
The assembly of Israel answered before the sovereign of the world and said how handsome your holy shekinah

2.3 “Like the apple tree among the trees of the forest so is my lover among the young men”
Just as the citron is beautiful and praised among the barren trees and all the world knew it, so was the sovereign of the world beautiful and was praised among the angels when he revealed himself upon Mount Sinai.

Also, the Targum describes God as expressing human emotions. These emotions, though they were introduced in a biblical context, nevertheless obviously imply and anthropomorphic sense. The Targum speaks of the following emotions:
A) God’s anger

1.6 “My mother’s sons were angry with me”

B) God’s anxiety

2.9 “Behold he stands behind our walls”

C) God’s desire

7.11 “I am my beloved’s and his desire is towards me”

False prophets have been the cause of fierce anger of the Lord. When Israel went out of Egypt, wicked ones said: The water of the sea he is able to dry up, but the mud he is unable to dry up. At the very moment the anger of God burnt against them.

He saw the blood of the passover sacrifice...and he was anxious in the highest heaven.

Jerusalem said: All the time I walked in the way of the master of the world, He causes the Shekinah to dwell in my midst as his desire is towards me.

There are a few more examples related to other kinds of human emotions ascribed to God, such as God’s will and particularly God’s love which has been explicitly described in the Targum, as in verses 1.2; 4.9; 4.10; 5.15, and 8.7. Moreover, the Targumist, in his interpretation used human terms of relationship, adopting them from the Song itself, in describing the relations between God and Israel. Thus, in the Targum we find terms like “my sister” used in verses 4.9, 10, and 5.1, 2; “my beloved” used in verses 1.15; 2.10, 13; 5.2, and 6.4; and “my daughter” was used in verse 1.15.
Also, one more striking point in this connection is the fact that Israel, in the Targum, calls God "my lover" as in verses 2.10; 4.16; 5.8, 16; 6.1, 3, and 8.14. Therefore, it is clear that the Targum to the Song of Songs does not avoid anthropomorphism consistently and in details. However, it is important to mention in this connection that there was clear and apparent avoidance of anthropomorphism on the side of the Targumist in the treatment of the description of the lover in the Song, in verses 5.10-16, which is the crux of text.

Conclusion

The subject of Merkabah doctrine and practice seemed to be threatening to rational Jewish thought. It was therefore opposed by orthodox rabbinic circles who preferred to restrict its study to prevent potential speculation. Accordingly, Ezek.1, which is the basis of this doctrine, fell under such restrictions. However, it is important to note in this connection that the main controversy of restriction of this text lies in verses 1.27, 28, which speak of the vision of God in human form. Therefore the Targum to Ezek. avoided explicit anthropomorphic interpretation for those verses by using substitute expressions instead. This very point of anthropomorphic description of God repeats itself in more details in the text of the Song of Songs, verses 5.10-16 which speak of the description of the body of the lover who is identified with God. It is interesting to note in this connection that the Targumist treated this passage in the same manner he treated verses 1.27, 28 in Ezek.1. In fact, the Targumist while allowing himself to use anthropomorphic terms, expressions and descriptions in relation to God in other instances of the Song, on the other hand he clearly and completely avoided anthropomorphic interpretation to the person of God in this particular passage. So this deliberate avoidance of anthropomorphic language on the part of the Targumist confirms his awareness of the assumption that this passage is associated with the doctrine of Shiur Qomah, the most mystical aspect of Merkabah literature. Obviously reservation in this respect did not start with the Targumist.
himself. In fact he was following the rabbinic attitude and approach towards such mystical tendencies which started to develop in earlier centuries. Therefore he too undoubtedly felt that mystical speculation of this kind was only safe in the hands of those experienced in these matters.

Thus it seems right to assume that mystical teaching of the Merkabah doctrine is the point of connection between the text of the Song of Songs and that of Ezek.1, while the text of Ezek.1 is the basis of Merkabah doctrine. The text of the Song of Songs, on the other hand, is the basis of Shiur Qomah doctrine, the most mystical aspect of Merkabah literature. It is therefore possible to assume that the reasons behind the reported restriction on the study of the text of the Song are of the same nature as those reasons behind the restriction of the text of Ezek.1.

Perhaps it is right in this connection to agree with Dan\textsuperscript{70} who believes that a combination between the detailed account of the divine mysteries described in Ezek.1 and the detailed description of the divine figure in the Song of Songs would formulate a concept similar to that which is expressed in the Shiur Qomah text. This supposed association of the Song with the Shiur Qomah doctrine was expressed even more succinctly in the word of Blumenthal\textsuperscript{71} when he states, "While the figurative context of the Shiur Qomah is in Ezek.1.27-28, its literary context is in the Song of Songs". Also, it is possible that Origen too was perhaps aware of this association between the Song of Songs and the Shiur Qomah doctrine, when he made his statement regarding restricted texts in the bible.

Therefore, we can perhaps assume that what we have in the Song of Songs is a quasi-mystical experience as a result of its association with the mystical parable "four entered pardes" on the one hand, and with the doctrine of Shiur Qomah on the other. Also, in so

\textsuperscript{70} J. Dan, "The Chambers of the Chariots", \textit{Tarbiz}, 47 (1978), 49ff.

far as the Shiur Qomah is concerned, it seems that the Song of Songs had developed Ezek’s vision of the divine body in such a way intending to make popular and possible for every worshipper to enjoy, sing and share the experience despite the esoteric theme underlying the text. However, contrary to its supposed basic intentions, the text was made available only to the selected few. Considering the possibility of its mystical inclinations and associations, the Song of Song may be regarded as an ancient model or perhaps a prototype of Merkabah mysticism.
THE SONG OF SONGS AND MEDIEVAL JUDAISM

A. The rise of intellectual influences

Biblical exegesis until about the twelfth century was generally characterised by its tendency towards the Peshat method of interpretation; namely the explanation of the text in accordance with the linguistic connotation of the words. This method reached its highest point in commentaries such as those of Rashi, Ibn Ezra and Samuel ben Meir. Yet subsequent years brought forth exegetical writings of different characters which deviated to a large extent from the Peshat method of interpretation.

The factors that brought about this change from the accepted method are the two intellectual Islamic currents of philosophy and mysticism which became very influential in Jewish life of that age. Thus the interpretation of the Song of Songs, among other biblical exegesis and many other spheres of Jewish literary activity, came under the impact of the new trends to which it appeared to be beautifully suited.

In view of the importance of the influences and the impact they had on the interpretation of the Song, and indeed for a better understanding of their significance to that age, it might be appropriate first to give a general account of the rise and development of these two intellectual elements.

1. Philosophy

After the disappearance of the Hellenistic Jewish philosophy, a new philosophic movement did not penetrate Jewish intellectual life until the Middle Ages. Jews acquired Greek thought influenced by Islamic philosophy, for this time Jewish philosophy arose in the intellectual world of Islam. Thus in their adaptation of Greek thought, Jewish scholars depended heavily and primarily on the works of the Arab philosophers who were versed in Greek thought.¹ Also, while undergoing continuous development, Jewish philosophy throughout its duration which stretched to the end of the Middle Ages,

maintained its connexion with Islamic philosophy. In the early stages of its development, for example, scholars such as Saadya of the tenth century and Joseph al-Basir of the eleventh century, were among others who were influenced by the religio-philosophic ideas of the Islamic kalam.

Later in the course of its development, Jewish philosophy came under the influence of Neoplatonism and was very much indebted to the Arabic translation of Neoplatonic sources, as well as to the Islamic Neoplatonic writers such as the literature of Ikhwan al-Sala, “The pure brethren of Basra”. This line of thought was adopted by scholars such as Moses Ibn Ezra (d.1139), the author of the philosophical treatise in Arabic entitled “The Garden”; also Ibn Gabirol (d.1070), whose writings enjoyed wide popularity and thus helped in the diffusion of Neoplatonism in Europe. Bahya Ibn Paquda (d.1100) is another famous name of the Neoplatonic school. He was a man of deep personal piety as well as a philosopher and had produced a highly popular ethical treatise in Arabic entitled “The duties of the heart”.

In the same way, Jewish Aristotelians such as Moses ben Maimon (d.1204), and Levi ben Gershon (d.1344), understood the interpretations of Aristotle as taught by the Arab Aristotelians, such as Ibn Sina, al-Farabi and Ibn Rushd, whose translations and writing were often incorporated or depended upon in their work.

Gradually philosophy was regarded as the highest form of knowledge and consequently had a profound influence both on secular sciences and on the spiritual life of Judaism. Thus biblical exegesis as other aspects of religious literature, was subject to this influence and began to search for the deeper sense of the Bible in a philosophic approach.

Philosophic exegesis attempted to harmonise the teaching of the Bible with the current philosophical thoughts as a way of solving the problem in connexion with the

---

interpretation of the text. This type of exegesis started at the time of Saadya Gaon (892-942), who laid its foundation. He believed that there is nothing in the Bible that contradicts the principle of reason, and his book *Kitab al-Amanāt*, "The book of creeds", was the first philosophical treatment of the doctrine of Judaism where he used the Arabs' philosophical method.³

This philosophical movement became more prevalent from the twelfth century onwards. Its development started from the time of Moses Maimonides (1135-1204). Although he was not a Bible commentator, yet in his work "Dalil al-Hā'irin" ("The guide to the perplexed"), which was written in Arabic in about 1190, he dealt extensively with various portions of the Bible and with difficult verses trying to rationalise not only the story of creation and the prophetic visions, but also most of the laws and precepts. Similarly, many of his disciples and advocates found no satisfaction in the Midrashic exposition of the Bible with all its emphasis on national history and hopes. It was more satisfactory for them to find in many of the bible stories philosophic allegories depicting the struggle of man to attain perfection.

The increasing spread of Greek thought in Arabic translation together with the inclination for philosophic justification made questioning of accepted beliefs and practices a common phenomenon among all religious groups.⁴ Thus this philosophic tendency was sometimes exaggerated in its application and was carried to such an extreme that it is sometimes considered to have stripped the Bible of its plain human teaching. Nevertheless, many kept within bounds and followed Maimonides’ way in their rational understanding of the Bible.⁵

However, the philosophic movement did not pass without opposition. The main struggle of medieval Jewish thinkers was against the orthodox scholars and their circles,

as the majority of these conservative leaders were believers of an age-old tradition which regarded philosophic speculation as unbelief, that is, leading to heresy. Thus Maimonides, who belonged to the Aristotelian school of thought, was met with severe opposition in his attempt to reconcile Judaism with the philosophy of the age. Also, a great controversy raged among the Jews of the thirteenth century on the very right of philosophy to exist and against philosophic interpretation for its allegorisation of the text which, according to the opponents, dissolved the correct reality of biblical personalities and events.

The philosophic allegorists, on their part, denied the accusation that they wanted to substitute an allegorical interpretation for the primary historical meaning of the text, and claimed that their method sought to discover the inner dimension of meaning in these historical events.

The strict talmudists had also shown dissatisfaction with the philosophic approach of interpretation. They thought that in his attempt Maimonides had subordinated religion to philosophy, and so they predicted the destruction of Judaism if the views of Maimonides were to gain the upper hand. This bitter strife between the followers of Maimonides and their opponents reached a point in some communities, such as Spain and southern France, where the antagonists excommunicated each other, and later the height of the controversy results in the burning of Maimonides’ work.

With the death of Maimonides, the philosophic movement in Jewish circles began to decline. This decline was partly caused by the rise of the Kabbalah, as a production of the strife between the Maimonists and their opponents, and partly by the expulsion of the Jews from Spain, an event which brought the centre of Jewish learning there to an end.

---

6 S. Baron, op. cit., p.68.
8 H. Graetz, History of the Jews (1919), vol.3, P.310ff
Therefore, both Muslim and Greek thought played a considerable role in the development of Jewish philosophy and shaped its contribution throughout its duration in the Middle Ages.

2. Mysticism

The second intellectual current that can hardly be overlooked in this connexion is that of mysticism. The mystic influence of the Islamic environment within which Jews lived, took hold of the minds of some leading scholars and became an important factor in their spiritual life.

The development of sufism into a powerful movement attracted many minds dissatisfied with the results of philosophy. In the thirteenth century, the sufi movement in Egypt witnessed the height of its spiritual growth which was not without its influence amongst Egyptian Jewry. Thus, a mystical movement arose in Jewish circles dissatisfied with philosophy, and in their turn they drew extensively on the literature of the Muslim sufis, particularly that of al-Ghazali.\(^1\)

the members of this movement called themselves Ḥasidim ‘pietists’. The term “Ḥasid” was not a newly-employed title; in fact, it had been used by the ascetics of the Rabbinic age.\(^2\)

The first who bore this title in the pietist movement of the Middle Ages was Rabbi Abraham he-hasid (d.1223), whose full name was Abraham Ibn Abi Rabi’a.\(^3\) He seems to have been a prominent figure in the pietist movement for he was referred to by other members of the circle as “our master in the path of the Lord”.\(^4\) On other occasions he was referred to as “the head of the pietists”.\(^5\)

Little is known about the origin of the movement, and most of the information we

have is derived from the works of Abraham Maimonides (1186-1237), who was a zealous member and a defender of the movement and a close associate of Abraham he-Hasid (d.1223). In fact, both Abraham Maimonides and Abraham he-Hasid were not the originators of the movement, but rather had associated themselves with an existing circle of Ḥasidim who were identified as some kind of brotherhood calling themselves “disciples of the prophets”, referring to the master-disciple relationship practised by the prophets. Nevertheless, both Abraham Maimonides and he-Hasid helped in introducing into the synagogues the kind of liturgy which is inspired by the pietist motives. David, Abraham Maimonides’ son, who succeeded his father as leader of the Egyptian Jewry, and his brother Obadiyah, were both sympathisers of the pietist movement. Therefore the support the Maimonides family gave to this movement, particularly through the efforts of Abraham Maimonides since he was a political and religious figure in the community, helped the expansion of the movement within Egypt and abroad. In this connection, Abraham’s response, for example, mentions some inquiries from the pietist circle in Alexandria and also expresses some opposition by some communal leaders. At the same time pietist circles seemed to have existed in localities outside Egypt, such as Jerusalem, and Baghdad as well as Damascus where Jewish pietists would gather around the sufi circle of al-Hassan Ibn Hud (thirteenth century) to study Maimonides’ guide taught by him. We are also told that the physician Abdul-Sayyid al-Israeli of Damascus (d.1315) used to have religious discussions with some sufi shaikhs before his

18 N. Wieder, op.cit., p.31ff.
21 N. Wieder, op.cit., p.57ff.
conversion to Islam. 24

Abraham Maimonides himself was a great admirer of the sufi mystics of Islam. In his work, Kifayat al-Abidin, ‘The high ways to perfection’, he maintains that the sufis were worthier disciples of the prophets of Israel than were the Jews of his time. 25 This work which aims to expound the highways that lead to communion with God, was very much influenced by the sufi doctrines, as it reflects deep inspiration of their literature and practice as well as their vocabulary. Its composition too, was on a plan similar to a sufi manual of al-Ghazali’s Ihya' ulum aldin. 26 The work was based on two principles—that is, of fear and love of God. Fear of God is a stage through which a devotee had to pass in the process of his religious development towards the true love of God, followed by or leading to gnosis. These elements no doubt correspond to mahāfah “fear”, mahabban “love”, and ma’rifah “gnosis”, which are found in the works of sufis as aspects of devotion. 27

However, despite his admiration for the sufi mystics, Abraham Maimonides in his efforts to gain support for the movement, presented the pietist doctrines, which were influenced by or borrowed from Islamic models, as restoration of earlier practices of ancient Israelites which had fallen into the hands of the sufi Muslims. Thus he always tried to justify his teachings by Jewish sources on the ground that Ḥasidut was not gentile but originally Jewish borrowed by the sufis. 28 He therefore states:

You are aware of the ancient sages of Israel, whose traditions are not or little practised among our contemporaries, have now become the practice of the sufi of Islam on account of the antiquities of Israel...observe then these wonderful traditions and sigh with regret over how they have been transformed from us and appeared amongst a nation other than ours whereas they have disappeared in our midst. My soul shall weep because of the pride of Israel that was taken from them and bestowed upon the nations of the world. 29

24 P. Fenton, op.cit., fn.88.
26 G. Cohen, op.cit, p.83.
29 Ibid., p.8.
Furthermore, the pietists’ circle not only believed that they were restoring an ancient Jewish doctrine, but that this doctrine was revealed to Adam and then passed on to the patriarchs. A few years later it was lost and was restored later to Moses who imparted it to Israel, and eventually it fell into the hands of the Gentile. This idea is clearly expressed by Obadyah Maimonides in his “Treatise of the pool”, as he states: “After the patriarchs the bond was severed and the intercessor passed away until the sublimest of creatures, Our Master Moses, came and restored it through the will of God”.30

Attraction to sufism in the thirteenth century was great, and therefore conversion to Islam continued to mount even among learned Jews such as Abu’l-Barakat, Samuel Al-Maghribi, and Isaac b. Abraham Ibn Ezra, who became a devotee of Muslim philosophy. In fact, sufi mystical sessions were often attended by Jews with the result that they embraced Islam. This is reported, for example, with regard to al-Qushair’s sessions (d.1074) and continued as late as al-Sha’ran’s sessions (d.1565).31

This tendency towards sufism was regarded by the traditionalist Jews as nihilism. Its impact, therefore, on Abraham Maimonides as a communal leader was also grave. Thus, in such a challenging time where neither Moses Maimonides’ exposition of Judaism in his “Guide”, nor Bahya’s exposition in his “Duties of the hearts”, seemed to be enough, as times had changed considerably since his father’s days., Abraham appealed publically to the masses to join the special path of the pietists. Previously, this path was accessible only to those who were authorities in metaphysics; now it became wide open to all truly pious in the community since the spirit of the time and the environment had the aim for a much broader and wider audience. Therefore, in order to gain wider appeal, Abraham used a popular style in his work “High ways to perfection”, which was of great need and urgency to the age and also served the purpose of attack upon mystical nihilism.32 Thus

Abraham Maimonides’ efforts were highly acknowledged among the pietist circles, and he was held in high esteem among his contemporaries. He was sometimes described, among other things, as “the presence of God dwelling among us”. On another occasion, he was described as one “who had pushed the world out of his heart and was seeking God alone”.

In addition to Abraham Maimonides’ work “Highways”, sufi influence and penetration of sufi thought among Jewish circles was also displayed by the copying of some Islamic mystical writings into Hebrew characters for the interest of Jewish readers. These included al-Ghazali’s spiritual autobiography, some of al-Sahrawadi’s writings, and some of al-Hallaj’s poems on the love of God.

Another example in this connexion is the writings of R. Abraham he-ýasid. His mystical commentary on the Song of Songs, to which reference will be made in a subsequent part of the present discussion, was inspired by sufi ideas and permeated with sufi terminology. He understood the book as an esoteric guide for the “lover” through his spiritual stages. Other fragments of the same type were written by him; one is on the fear of God, the other is a commentary on Psalm 19, and the third one, which very likely originated from his circle if it was not also written by him, is on the knowledge of God. This topic was an issue of prime importance for many centuries in the discussion between the Mu’tuzilites and the Asharites, as well as between the Rabbinites and the Karaites.

R. Obadyah’s (1228-1265) book, “Treatise of the pool”, “al-Maqalah al-Hawiyah”, is another sufi-type work. It is a spiritual manual on the path to Godliness, where he quotes from Moses Maimonides’ “Guide”, Abraham Maimonides’ “Highways”, and

37 Ibid., pp.56, 68, 71.
some sufı sources without referring to any author by name.38

Another work of this category originating from the Egyptian pietist circle was published by Rosenthal39. It is an anonymous treatise entitled “The Way to Piety”. the work is an example of deep penetration of sufıc thoughts into the intellectual Jewish circles. It speaks about the stages of the soul on the path to piety which conform to the sufıc stages on the way go God, such as cleanliness, separation, humility, fear, etc.. The author had made use of different sufı works such as “Kitáb al-Lумаc” by al-Sarraj (d.988), al-Ghazali’s “İlyа” (d.1111), and al-Sahrawardi (d.1191), “Hикmat al-Ishrәq”.

Traces of sufı influence were also found in the works of Spanish Jews. Bahya Ibn Paquda (second half of the eleventh century), for example, was the chief exponent of the ethics of the sufıs as he was very much influenced by the ascetic order of the “Pure Brethren of Basra”. His work, “Duties of the Heart” was completed in Saragossa in 1080, and was intended for the religious congregation to lead the path to the true worship of God. It was almost entirely composed on a plan of sufı manuals and gained wide popularity among Jewish readers of sufı notions as the truest expression of Jewish piety.40

In his introduction to the Arabic edition of the book, A. Yahuda41 has pointed out that many of Bahya’s doctrines and quotations are borrowed from sufı literature, though Bahya does not make acknowledgement of their sources. Baron42 too seems to hold a similar opinion about Bahya in this connexion as he traces back his words on the love of God which say, “Once love of God had filled their heart, they derive no pleasure from talking to people nor find any delight in their conversation”43, to the words of the sufı

43 Bahya’s “Duties of the Hearts”, 10.7.
Dhul-Nun Almisri (d.859). Also, Vayda in his comparison of Bahya’s ethical and religious doctrines with those doctrines of the sufis had demonstrated the degree of his dependence on sufi literature.

Similar interest in sufi literature is also found in “Maftehah ha-shemot” by Abraham Abulafiyah (d.1295), which demonstrates some influence of sufi practices.

Other traces of such penetration of sufi influence into Jewish circles are testified by the following statement of Yosef Ibn Shalom Ashkenazi (fourteenth century), despite its negative sense, as he says,

Consider attentively the foolishness of those of our fellow Jews who not only praise the Muslim faith—but when the Muslims profess their creed at prayer times in their mosques, these dim-witted Jews join them and recite “Hear 0 Israel”. Furthermore, they highly commend the nation of Mohammed and consequently they and their children have become attached to the Muslims and they denigrate the holy father of Israel...I am even astonished that even the dignitaries of our community praise the Muslims and testify to the latter’s faith in one god.

Another example in this connexion, in the positive sense, is traced to as late as the seventeenth century in the work of Abram Gavison (1605) of Telemcenc, who ended his Hebrew translation of one of al-Ghazali’s mystical poems with the following statement: “I have translated the poetry of this sage for even though he be not of the children of Israel, it is accepted that the pious of the gentiles have a share in the world to come and surely heaven will not withhold from him the reward of his faith”.

However, like the philosophic movement, the pietist movement was also met with hostility which impeded its development. This new tendency which gained popularity and support among some Jewish circles, had at the same time evoked opposition against the pietists’ movement in general and against Abraham Maimonides in particular, who was a leading figure in this circle and a nagid of the Egyptian Jewry. the attack against this movement was mainly from religious scholars and communal leaders who were

46 P. Fenton, the Treatise of the Pool, op.cit., p.8 and note 95.
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attached to traditionalism and had therefore accused the pietists of being negligent in the
observance of the rituals and of propagating false religious thoughts among the Jewish
community. Thus Bahya's ideas, for example in his book "Duties of the Heart", were
regarded by orthodox scholars as speculations conflicting with firmly-established
theology and tradition and should therefore be forbidden, particularly it was not easy for
them to discard the fact that some of Bahya's thoughts could be traced to gentile
sources. To this effect, the pietists faced some restrictions which were attested by a letter
of complaint from a follower of the movement in Alexandria, which reveals that the
pietists there had been prevented from exercising their specific religious practices.

On the other hand, other opponents of the movement combined their religious
opposition with their political aspirations; they were hoping to secure the Nagidate from
the Maimoni family and to restore it to Jewish families of Middle Eastern origin.

Although the pietists insisted that their doctrine and practice were a revival of ancient
Jewish doctrine, nevertheless, in their opponents' view, the new tendency with its new
practice such as purification, prostration, vigil and fasting, withdrawal, ḏikr... was
regarded as innovation as it was Muslim-inspired doctrine and therefore it was contrary to
the established practice of Judaism. Accordingly, Abraham Maimonides was accused by
his Jewish opponents of innovation before the Muslim authorities to which "bid'a"
"unlawful innovation" was a serious accusation even in the case of non-Muslim
communities under their protection. Thus Abraham Maimonides, being a distinguished
member of the pietist circle, felt required to defend the movement's doctrine against his
opponents among the rabbis and judges. He therefore states:

48 S. Goitein, "A treatise in defence of the pietists by Abraham Maimonides", JJS, 16
It is not permissible to let judges and experts in religious law and their like, judge over ascetics and mystics without their having experience in the latter’s way and knowledge of its relationship to and place within religion. Several texts in the Talmud testify that not every judge is pious and that the pietists are higher ranked than judges... he who strives constantly for public office and leadership and is full of pride and conceit is an enemy of the followers of those ways and is therefore not permitted to make decisions either for or against them, even if he possesses all the knowledge required in this matter. Our sages have said no man should judge one whom he loves or one whom he hates ([T.B. Kethubbot, 105b]. On the other hand, persons of the following description are qualified to judge these matters. Men of wide erudition, who among other knowledge are familiar with the science of these ways and their place within religion. People of strong religiosity whose fear of God is even greater than their learnedness; persons untainted by partiality, seeking the truth alone, as is laid down as a condition for judges in general that the should be god-fearing and men of truth.53

However, Jewish pietism in spite of its impact on Jewish thought, seemed unable to stand up to opposition from Jewish conservatism. Thus the movement started to decline and was reduced to a small circle of intellectual elite. This was coupled with the growth of the Kabbalah on the one hand, and on the other hand due to the decline of the Arabic language among the Jewish communities, which hampered the diffusion of their Judaeo-Arabic compilations.54

Nevertheless, the Jewish pietist movement of the Middle Ages was of great significance to Jewish spirituality as it formed a pre-Kabbalistic mysticism. Also, its rise and development represents the struggle of religious emotion against the dry rationalism of the age.

B. The impact of Jewish medieval thought on the interpretation of the Song of Songs

The above discussion has provided an idea of the spiritual and intellectual life in medieval Judaism, pointing out the influential elements which played a significant role in shaping it. In view of the above background, the present section will deal with the impact the above-mentioned influence left on on the understanding of the Song of Songs.

Following the Targum exposition of the Song which became dominant for some time, there was a gap in the exegesis of the book until Saadya’s (892-942) interpretation. In essence, Saadya’s interpretation agrees with that of the Targum, in the sense that he

54 P. Fenton, the Treatise of the Pool, op.cit., p.24.
understood the book to relate to the history of the Jews from the Exodus to the time of the Messiah.  

Later the development of the intellectual atmosphere favoured the development of individualism in the sphere of theology, and with it came a turning-point in the theme of interpretation of the Song. Moses Maimonides (1135-1204), who was influenced by Aristotelian thought, was the first to apply a new allegorical approach to the Song. He substituted the individual for the nation as the theme of the allegory of the Song, and was therefore regarded as the spiritual father of the commentators who followed his example and adopted the philosophical/spiritual approach in relation to the Song. In his writings, Moses Maimonides has made it clear that he understands the book to represent the spiritual love relationship between God and man, or between the active intellect and the soul, as philosophically expressed by him. Thus, in his “Code” in the chapter on “Repentance”, he refers to the Song of Songs as follows:

What is the love of God that is befitting? It is to love the eternal with great and exceeding love, so strong that one’s soul shall be knit up with the love of God, and one should be continually enraptured by it like a lovesick individual whose mind is at no time free from his passion for a particular woman, the thought of her filling his heart at all times, when sitting down or rising up, when he is eating or drinking. Even intenser should be the love of God in the hearts of those who love him. And this love should continually possess them, even as he commanded us in the phrase “with all thy heart and with all thy soul” (Deut. 6:5). This, Solomon expressed allegorically in the sentence “for I am love sick” (Song of Songs 2:5). The entire Song of Songs is indeed an allegory descriptive of this love.

In the last chapter of his “Guide”, where he was describing real human perfection, Maimonides again refers to the Song of Songs and states, “You who forget your soul until her fairness of face is darkened because the physical faculties have gained sway over her, as is stated at the beginning of those poetical allegories which deal with this theme: “My mother’s sons were incensed against me they made me keeper of the vineyard but my own vineyard I did not keep” (Song of Songs 1:6).”

Moses Ibn Tibbon (thirteenth century), for example, acknowledges that in his

56 J. Minkin, *The World of Moses Maimonides* (1957), p.188.
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interpretation of the book, he had followed Moses Maimonides’ line of thought. In his exposition of the book he recognises three stages for the soul’s progress towards its union with the active intellect, while Levi ben Gershon (d. 1344) has recognised 14 stages in the book in his description of the soul’s struggle to reach its goal. Also he regards the book to be exclusively for those individuals who understand its aim and appreciate its value, as he states: “This guides the chosen few only towards the means of attaining happiness and for this reason its exoteric garb was not selected with the aim of benefiting the common people”.

Joseph Ibn Caspi (1200-1250) is another example of this type of exegesis of the book. He attributes the book to Solomon and interprets it as a mystical text representing the union between the active intellect, identified by the lover in the Song, and the receptive/human intellect, identified by the beloved in the Song. Also his interpretation finds four stages for the progress of the soul to reach its objective. These stages are marked by the adjuration phrases in the text. The principle of his interpretation recognises three types of text classification, as he says,

Solomon composed three books which we possess and spoke in three different kinds of ways; the one in a plain manner, containing nothing beyond the obvious and literal sense, which is called “all silver”. The second entirely symbolical, having no literal meaning whatever, but consisting of mere allegories and parables which is called “all gold”. The third comprising both the figurative and the literal which is called “apples of gold” (underplates of gold). So Solomon wrote the three books—Ecclesiastes, which belongs to the first kind, the Song of Songs to the second, and Proverbs to the third.

Also he warns against discarding these classifications, since it may result in interpreting the text in a manner contrary to the author’s intention and consequently cannot be considered as a commentary on the text, rather an independent composition, as he states,

Remember these distinctions and observe how we are in danger in every step to mistake in the law, hagiography, and prophets, one for the other… and this leads us to commit of two errors; we either put into the words a things which is false, or, to say the least, make the author say what he did not intend. In such a case our words can no more be called a commentary, but form a separate composition or a book for themselves. I only call that a commentary which thoroughly comes up to the design of the author of the
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book. The appearance, however, of each book of the Bible will indicate to a judicious, clear-headed and intellectual man, whether it belongs to the one or the other of the above-mentioned classes. We cannot here give rules whereby to test this; it is sufficient to say that truth is her own witness.61

Text classification seems to differ from one interpreter to another. While Ibn Tibbon, for example, agrees with Ibn Caspi’s classification, Samuel Archivolbi, on the other hand, applies four types of classification. The simple discourse which is mainly concerned with observing the grammatical rules. Rhetoric discourse which aims to be persuasive and therefore not only observes the grammatical rules but also emphasises careful choosing of skilful and sounding words. Enigmatic discourse aims at producing allegory succinct in its nature, leaving the reader to solve its interpretation. Poetic discourse while observing the prior points, employs metre and rhyme also.62 Immanuel Frances followed three types of discourse. Prose represented by books such as the Pentateuch, Chronicles, Kings, Judges. The prophetical books, represent the rhetoric discourse, while the Psalms, the Song of the Sea and the Song of Deborah represent the poetic discourse.63

The meaning of the word “shir” is another point in this connexion. According to the understanding of medieval Arabs and Jews, “shir” meant “poem”. A biblical shir, however, did not always follow this definition. Moses Ibn Ezra, for example, believed that “shir” not only means a poem but a song, a lament or a prose as in the Song of Song or Isaiah 5.1 “Let me sing to my beloved”. Others, such as Moshe Ibn Tibbon and Juda Messer Leon, unlike Ibn Ezra considered the Song of Songs poetic composition due to its metaphorical form. Particularly, their criteria of “shir” were generally identified with three types of composition: metrical composition, non-metrical composition set to music, and figurative or metaphorical composition like the Song of Songs.64 It is worth mentioning in
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this connexion that because the Song of Songs was understood as allegory, it was sometimes placed under “mashal” discourse. This category, besides allegory, includes parable, comparison, metaphors and similes. Immanuel Frances, for example, regarded the Song of Song of “shir” and “mashal” because he was of the opinion that elegant prose employs metaphors and similes as much as any poetic composition. Ibn Tibbon, on the other hand, places the Song of Songs in the category of true poetry since it employs metaphors and images, distinguishing it from “mashal” discourse, which he defines as an expression not set to music, such as proverbs. 65

The new individualistic-allegoric approach to the Song of Songs which was employed by Moses Maimonides and his advocates, had also found ready acceptance among the pietist circle who added their mystical overtone to it. Accordingly, the book rose to a prime position in the writings and exegesis of some of the prominent members of the circle.

In this connexion, Bahya Ibn Pakuda had made some references to the Song of Songs in his, already mentioned, mystic work entitled “Duties of the Hearts”. In the section on “The true love of God”, he writes,

As is said of a pious man who used to get up at night and say ‘My God you have made me hungry and naked and you have put me in the darkness of night. But I swear by your power and greatness that were you to burn me with fire, it would only add to my love for you and my attachment to you’. This is similar to Job’s saying (13:15), ‘Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him’, and the saying of the sages (Cant.1:13), ‘My beloved unto me as a bag of myrrh that lies between my breasts’. Our ancient sages said as a commentary upon this verse (Shabbat 88b): ‘Even if he let me suffer bitterness like myrrh, nevertheless he rests between my breasts’. 66

On another occasion in the same section, he writes,

I have emphasised the supererogatory of night prayer although it is praiseworthy also during the day for several reasons. The first reason...sixthly, the night is the time when all lovers are left alone, and those dear to each other may find some solitude as it is said in Isa.26:9 “With my soul have I desired thee in the night, with my spirit within me have I sought thee earnestly...”; also in Cant.3:1, “By night on my bed I sought him whom my soul loveth”. 67
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In the section on the "Unity of God", Bahya makes another reference to the Song of Songs, when he says,

Then the scriptures turn to those duties of the members which involve only practice, and these are divided into three kinds in the verse. 6.8 in Deut. states, "And you shall bind them for a sign upon thy hand and they shall be as frontlets between thine eyes. And thou shalt write them upon the doorposts of thy house and upon they gates, the prayer on the hand, the prayer on the head, the prayer on the doorpost. All three are aids in remembering the Creator, the pure love and desire for Him, as said in (Cant.8:6) about how lovers keep their remembrance fresh, "Set me a seal upon thy heart as a seal upon thine arm, for love is strong as death..." 68

References of mystical context to the Song of Songs were also made by Obadyah Maimonides in his previously-mentioned work, "The Treatise of the Pool", which is a mystical manual for the way to piety. The first chapter of the above-mentioned treatise urges man to abandon material pleasure in the interest of gaining spiritual perfection, as he states in this connexion, "Be attentive of the noble discipline and engage there in all your time, as it is said 'If a man would give all his fortune for love, no account would be taken of him'" (Song of Songs 8:7). 69

In the second chapter, Obadyah urges the individual to strive for the truth without despair, in spite of the obstacles in his way, for this is the true purpose for man. In this context he refers to the Song of Songs and says,

...for all the obstacles shall be cast aside before him, especially if his desire for this state be constant and he remains unperturbed by worldly affairs, as it is said "I have put off my coat, I have washed my feet, how then shall I defile them" (Song of Songs 5:3). His sole attachment shall be his beloved to the skirt of his raiment will he only cling, as the sages said, "I am my beloved's and my beloved is mine (Song of Songs 6:3). 70

In the third chapter Obadyah talks about the true desire for this path that brings relief from material preoccupations, and that the adept has to prove himself able to proceed through it. Here he refers to the Song of Songs and says, "Hence upon being asked to occupy yourself with a worldly matter which concerns you, you will reply, on account of your (higher) preoccupations, 'let the world depend on others', as it is said, 'I am my
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beloved's and his desire is towards me” (Song of Songs 7:11).  

In Chapter Nine of the treatise, Obadyah writes about man’s rational soul that made him the choicest creature in the world. If it is treasured it will always be ready to perform good deeds and would accomplish them with great love. He again refers to the Song of Songs, and says, “You shall hasten with great love to accomplish any favour which your beloved shall request of you for love is as strong as death” (Song of Songs 8:6).  

In Chapter Eleven, while he talks about the preparation of the adept for this path which is a lifetime’s task, where a man cannot simultaneously desire the world, he again refers to verse 8:7 of the Song, as he explains,  

For if thou wearest or indulgest thy fancy in some worldly object and thy lower soul induceth thee into [thinking] that this pursuit is possible whenever thou pleaseth to apply thyself thereunto, then thy soul hath lured thee into an absurd situation. Indeed thou will be likened unto him who says “I shall sin and thereafter I shall repent”. For you know that were a man to prepare himself and devote his whole life to this aim until he had waxed old, he would ever pursue his quest because this state has no limit; if a man would give all the riches of his house for love, he would be utterly condemned (Song of Songs 8:7).  

Another reference to the Song of Songs is found in Obadyah’s treatise in the section entitled “Exhortation”. Here he advised the adept when achieving a particular state, to remain modest and to exercise dissimulation in the presence of the unworthy, as he states, “Employ dissimulation as the sage has said in a similar sense, ‘I adjure you O daughters of Jerusalem...that you awaken not, nor stir up love until it wishes’” (Song of Songs 2:7).  

On another occasion of the treatise, in a section entitled “Observation”. Obadyah makes another reference to the Song of Songs Rabbah. In this passage Obadyah draws attention to the understanding of the scripture and how to read it as a lover and a seeker rather than just a reciter. He also suggests using the doctrines mentioned in his treatise to help reach for a deeper meaning in the words of the scripture. In his explanation of the  
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idea, he refers to the Song of Songs Rabbah 1:10, and says,

The sages alluded to this [procedure] in their statement in the Midrash, "How may the words of the Torah be described prior to their elucidation by Solomon? Her waters were deep and cool and none could drink therefrom. What did the discerning man do? Joining rope to rope and cord to cord, he drew from it and drank. Thus proceeded Solomon, joining one parable to another and one meaning to another until he penetrated the mysteries of the Torah".75

In Chapter Eighteen, which is a kind of conclusion to the treatise, Obadyah makes another reference to the Song of Songs when he writes,

There my son, take care to repulse the affairs of the body as much as possible for this will ease the restlessness that you will experience at the very beginning of your path. Upon being delivered from the snare of the body, the soul has been compared to a shred of silk that has fallen among the thorns: "As a lily among the thorns so is my love among the daughters" (Song of Songs 2:2).76

Lastly, in his final "Exhortation", we find yet another reference to the Song of Songs as he writes, "Despite frivolity and laughter, rather observe silence and speak not except out of necessity, eat not except indispensable food and sleep not unless overworn. All the while your heart should contemplate this pursuit and your thought be preoccupied therein as it is said 'I am asleep but my heart is awake'" (Song of Songs 5:2).77

The Song of Songs was also employed in the work of an anonymous author of the previously-mentioned mystical treatise "The Way to Piety".78 On two occasions in the above treatise, the author expressed clearly that the Song of Songs is mainly a description of love expressed by the rational soul for God. Thus in Chapter 20 he states,

The pole of this book [Canticles] revolves about the stations and the states of the soul when it is walking in the way of God and reaches the highest level of the love of God, the light of the lights and the secret of secrets, and when it is longing for this goal. And because this is a subtle subject and a noble matter, the wise one [the author of Canticles] produced this in an enigmatic manner which the prophets and the wise men used to employ for important and concealed subjects and obscure and sublime matter. He put this into the form of the love of the concupiscent soul for one of the sensual objects of love of the created world.79

The second reference in this connexion is in Chapter 24, where he expresses himself in the following manner: "There is no doubt that the author of Canticles wanted to reach through the self of his soul and reason, the self of the real beloved whom the reason and
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the soul desire and love. For the pole of the book in its entirety is the first beloved, and the love of the rational soul for Him on account of the recognition of His superiority and the longing for him and the walking towards him". 80

In Chapter Nine of the treatise, in his definition of love, the author again refers to the Song of Songs, and writes, "Love is delight caused by imagination of the presence of the Beloved. Somebody has said love cannot be explained by words. It is said: love is a lit fire of God which rises over the heart, as in Canticles 8:6, 7". 81

In Chapter Four of the treatise, the author refers to verse 3:1 of the Song, "By night I sought him whom my soul loves", together with verse 26:9 of Isaiah, "My soul yearned for you in the night", in the sense that in both verses the perception of God, the real beloved, is accomplished by the self of the soul. 82

On another occasion in the same chapter, where he talks about the need to worship God with a perfect heart and a loving soul, he turned to verse 8:7 of the Song, "Many waters cannot extinguish love..." to illustrate the greatness of the love of God. 83

In Chapter 26, the author refers again to the Song of Songs in connexion with the steps in the direction of illumination which are dawn", Moon", sun", and finally by which he meant the image of the detached reason (Song of Songs 6:4, 10). 84 The popularity of the Song of Songs and its importance among the mystical circles, went beyond making references to it as supporting evidence for their works, in fact its importance culminated in Abraham he-Hasid's mystical commentary on the book. Despite the brevity of this commentary, it stands as a good illustration of the Jewish pietists' understanding of the book as a guide for the adept along the path towards holiness, love and contemplation of ecstatic vision of God and communion with him.
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Also, it is an example of sufi influence exegesis applied to the book. Abraham he-Hasid believes that the reason the book is considered as "the holy of holies" is because of "its extreme holiness since it is a means of attaining the ultimate and the final goal and because it leads to the spiritual realm through the practice of inward and outward holiness as well as through the extreme love of God and the delight in his recollection and holy names". Sufi influence, in the lines mentioned above, is apparent in the term "al-ghāya al-quswā", "final goal", in reference to the love of God. This term, as Fenton rightly mentions, is used in the same context by al-Ghazali. On another occasion, talking about the "vision", Abraham he-Hasid states, "Whosoever desires to tread the path of the Lord which leads to his gates, if those gates be open to him, he will receive from him generous emanation by which he will perceive all that lies within the gates. A vision will take place and he will behold wondrous secrets and comely forms towards which he will long to draw nigh and with which he will desire to commune". The term "mukashafa", "vision", is rightly traced by Fenton as a sufi term in reference to the lifting of the veil after a spiritual discipline.

Also, Abraham he-Hasid believes that the Song of Songs is written by Solomon, as he states "The Sage [Solomon] at times refers to this vision of communion as 'bride' and at other times as 'love' whereas the seeker of this 'bride' and 'love' is called 'beloved'". Also in his comments on the title of the Song where the name of Solomon is mentioned, he says "It means that this Song was composed by Solomon, the son of David, in his extreme passion and love for God". In the above lines, the seeker, "al-qasid", is a widely-used sufi term for the "aspirant". Also passionate love (ishq) is another widely-
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known sufi term sometimes considered strong or exaggerated.  

In this connexion, another short piece of mystical commentary on verses 5-7-8 of the Song, which is thought to be written either by A. he-ḥasid himself, or a member of his circle, the above-mentioned verses are understood as a reference to the spiritual torment of the soul when separated from its bond to attain spiritual transformation. Accordingly, the “watchmen” is a reference to the soul’s faculties. “They smote me, they took away my mantle from me”, is in reference to the spiritual torment of the soul being separated from its bond as well as from the delights of the body which is represented by the “mantle”.  

Apart from the work of Abraham he-Ḥasid, the commentary of Ibn Aqnin (1160-1226) on the Song is another interesting work which represents the influence of medieval intellectual thought on the book. His commentary, which is entitled “Inkishāf al-asrār wa ẓuhur al-anwār”, “The revelation of the secrets and the appearance of the lights”, has been edited in Hebrew by A. Halkin (Jerusalem, 1964). It is best described as a philosophic/mystical compilation where the lover in the Song is identified with the active intellect and the beloved with the rational soul, both longing for each other to unite. As for the “daughters of Jerusalem”, “the city guards”, they, according to Ibn Aqnin, represent the various forces of the body and soul. He also believed that the purpose of presenting the idea of the book in an erotic form was to make it attractive to the masses.  

Throughout his commentary he offers three levels of interpretation. He starts with the literal rendering of the words, and goes on the midrashic interpretation drawn from the rabbinic exposition of the text. The third level, the philosophic/mystical, is the actual objective of Ibn Aqnin where he usually starts with “According to the view which we
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favor". Since his work also shows some familiarity with sufi compositions on love, which sometimes can be unavoidable, Ibn Aqnin was eager to emphasise that he is not introducing in his interpretation any form of unwarranted innovations. Thus he says, "Perhaps someone who is weak in learning, deficient in discrimination, and of slight intelligence, attacks and blames me for utilising philosophic statements, examples from the Arabic language and poetic stanzas".

Though this may indicate that his work was regarded controversial on the other hand, scholars like Bahya bin Asher seemed to acknowledge Ibn Aqnin's interpretation of the Song and attributed it to "A philosopher of our faith" of Seville. Joseph ben Hayyun mentions Ibn Aqnin's interpretation of the Song in his own commentary on the Song of Songs and Immanuel Aboab is said to have appraised it as a wonderful composition. Finally Ibn Aqnin himself was proud of his achievement as he says in his commentary "The inclusion of rich meaning in brief wording is a difficult task for a man to perform except in this eminent book...... so we thank our Lord who helped us to understand it and clarify its meaning which are concealed in theses words".

Against the above background it seems possible to assume that the philosophic/mystical tendencies of medieval Judaism had found a good expression of itself in the exposition of the Song of Songs, and consequently helped to raise the book to a prime position among intellectual Jewish circles of the time.

A translation of selected parts of Ibn Aqnin's commentary on the Song of Songs from the original Judaeo-Arabic text of Halkin's Edition is attached as an appendix to the present study.
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The discussion in the previous chapters seems to suggest or indicate that a mystical understanding or interpretation of the Song is a plausible assumption particularly it evolves from the very nature of the text which seems to share common themes and characteristics with ancient Jewish mystical literature. This assumption seems to explain the reason behind the restrictions placed on the text of the Song. It appears doubtful in this connection, to believe that the erotic nature of the book was the only reason behind its restriction. Particularly, it is also difficult to believe that the rabbinic authorities would agree to sanction the book in the first place knowing that the historical/allegory interpretation or any other interpretation would not change the erotic form of the book which shall always convey an interpretation contradictory to their own. At the same time, being aware of the mystical associations of the book, the main concern of the rabbinic authorities seems to be more likely to secure an orthodox interpretation for the text hence closing the door in the face of any mystical interpretation, specially mysticism was regarded as an off-shoot doctrine and its tradition was shrouded with secrecy. Therefore it seems consistent with the rabbinic objectives to let the obvious characteristics of the book, namely its erotic nature, to appear as the objectionable feature and thus the main reason behind its restriction in order not to attract attention to the mystical nature of the text. This is perhaps for fear that it would be misused or misunderstood. Accordingly, the rabbinic tacit agreement on imposing some restrictions on the
book and their vague or indifferent attitude regarding the reasons behind these restrictions seems but consistent with their overall aim and objective.

As for the basic theme of the book it is best summarized as the pursuit of the "I" for the "Other" or the "Part" for the "Whole". The "I" in the Song is experiencing a sense of distance and separation from the "Divine" resulting in a state of anguish best described as a thirst for the absolute. On a basic level the uniqueness of Shulamith, the "I" element in the Song lies in her distinguished existence which is based upon the unity of three aspects of her character; that she is a poet, possessed (with love) and passionately (in love). Therefore this basic yearning of the "I" to be with the "Absolute" has been made conceivable within the realms of passion, possession and poetry as archetypal channels for communion with the divine. The present study reads in the Song a "hymn for love" and hopes to have contributed positively to its interpretation by drawing attention to its mystical and enigmatic nature and characteristics. With its mosaic nature combining simplicity, complexity and beauty, the Song is a unique and rich composition. It is indeed as Israel Abrahams¹ states "It is a Joy for ever, and a joy once for all"

Appendix


Introduction:
[ Ibn Aqnin's general view of the Book]

1. I have set to myself an aim to make clear the contents of the verses of the Song of Songs in addition, to rabbis opinion already expressed, regarding its meaning. The intention of the book is far from being a mere expressions of passion, beauty and childish deeds. Such assumption is impossible in so far as this book is concerned. This is because the Song is the words of the Divine Spirit like the Psalms, Eccles. and the rest of the books of the prophets which were placed following his dignified book, so they had placed this book in the third position after the prophets. Our rabbis said "All the Scriptures are holy and the Song of Songs is the holy of holies"

15 [......] therefore, we have known, that the purpose of using such expressions in its composition was to make it popular and to invoke inspirations for its reading. The multitudes shall start with a simple meaning of the book and when they get older they shall realise that it is inconceivable to believe that their celebrated example would have intended the simple meaning of the words. Also those who followed him amongst the prophets and the sages thought highly of it and encouraged its teaching.

20 [.........]. The noble intentions of the inner meaning of the book would invoke contemplation. People would learn about it by the help of those who are able to explain its secrets as they use to say ask your father and he will tell you, ask your elders
they will tell you. Such was the approach of the Indians in their book which is called "Kalilah wa Dimnah" where its secrets lies in its dialogue which is conducted between birds and animals. Further more they illustrated the book with painting to encourage the multitudes to read and enjoy its myth until they are older and wiser and therefore able to start investigating the knowledge and wisdom inside it.

[about the rational soul]

As for the inability of the rational soul to reach this status[ the status of the active intellect] because she [it] is enslaved to her desires the ḥasid in reproaching and warning the soul in this connection said "I have said you are like Gods and all of you are children of the most high nevertheless like human you shall die, like one of the rulers you shall fall"¹ meaning that in your creation he intended that your souls should be prepared and willing to obey the active intellect who by shedding his light upon it shall transform it into a stage nearer to him. So you shall become divine of eternal spirituality and everlasting happiness. This is because you have gained your freedom from the slavery of the desires and you were relieved from being mere substance. But instead you responded to your desire enslaved yourselves to them and thus you became slaves. Therefore like beast souls you were overtaken by destruction and this is what he meant by saying "like human you shall die" meaning to perish your rational souls as you perish your sensual souls. And when he said "like one of the rulers" he meant hear the body which guide it [soul].

[ about the active intellect]

About that angel called the active mind, in this Diwan it is called ٧٧٧٧ and Ù, lover and friend because he reveals to the rational souls the ways of God which are lead to eternal bliss; for it is the duty of the loyal friend to guide his friend and to reveal to him all that which is best. And he calls the rational soul
friend and sister, this is because she accepted from him whatever advice he forward to her. So she is loyal to him attached to him and totally devoted to his love.

[about the the interpretation of the rabbis, the plain interpretation and his own interpretation]

This Diwan has another interpretation where the expressions of love and affections were used to signify the times of redemptions, the redemption of Egypt and all that would happen to us in the days of the Messiah and these expression of separation were used to signify the times of slavery. Thus according to this second interpretation the frequently mentioned expression of הַנַּחַל and יִהְיָדֶה are to refer to God almighty. Also the frequently mentioned terms of הָנָּחַל and יִהְיָדֶה, are to refer to the assembly of Israel. This opinion was held by our rabbis as mentioned in the midrash as well as in their other teachings.

They said that Shir ha Shirim is praised as the Song of Solomon peace upon him and they interpreted the book as a dialogue between the blessed creator and the assembly of Israel and [vis -a- vis].[....] you need not think that these terms are not worthy of the creator, you are to know that we found similar usages in the books of the prophets: "I have desired you for myself forever"¹, "and I saw that because she [Israel] has not been faithful I had put her away and given her the bill of divorce"². [....] such was the opinion of the rabbis in their interpretation as they said " The Torah speaks in the language of man". This meaning we have explained in full details in book I of our composition entitled "Laws and Judgments". Also it [the Song of songs] has another interpretation which is [the plain meaning of the text] together with the grammatical explanation of the words. [....] . Thus we have started with this type of interpretation because the apparent meaning takes precedence to the hidden meaning. The second type of interpretation is the one held by our rabbis in the midrash and in the Talmud, we have
collected all of this and placed it second in order [after the plain interpretation]. The third interpretation is the purpose of our present compilation where we have interpreted י' and ינ as terms referring to the active intellect and נסח as terms referring to the rational soul. We have found that this type of interpretation has never been employed by the formers nor that it was suggested by any one of them. We have placed it last in the order because the first and the second [interpretations] were employed by those preceded us in time, whereas the third interpretation is as late as our time with respect to them. Also we have placed it last in accordance with the opinion held by our rabbis which says that the last is equivalent to the reward of all. Another reason in this connection is that the first two interpretation stand like an introduction to the third which is the object of this composition. For this reason we talked about it and described it first and placed it third. As Aristotle said in this connection first thought last done and last thought first done, so its [third type of interpretation] relation to it [first and second type of interpretation] is like the relation of the aim to the prelude which is written for the purpose of the aim. Thus being placed as last is considered first by right. The three types of interpretation are, indeed, to represent three types of forces existing in Man, which are the rational, the beastlike and the natural. The first interpretation is about the natural force, that is the simple and the obvious meaning of the word in relation to love, courtship and passion which is the manner of the sensuous force and its desire for the pursuit of pleasure. The second interpretation stands for the beastlike forces in its pursuit to liberate itself from slavery, to revenge from the enemy and to gain dignity and wealth which is the manners of the wrathful forces. This also applies to the meaning of redemption. The third interpretation stands for the rational soul in its quest for the truth and its attainment of virtues because of its desire for eternity and perfect happiness. Since the book has more than one meaning it was produced in this general form of expression.
so that we may understand from it these three intention which represent the forces of the soul. Also because one form of reading is used for few purposes, we have therefore to cast away the inferior purpose and adhere to the noble purpose.

Chapter I

The Opening Verse : " The Song of Songs, which is Solomon's "

5 According to our interpretation, \( \pi s\rho w \) here is the active intellect. It was named \( \pi s\rho w \) since his deed is the fulfilment of peace, which the aspiration of rational soul by bestowing upon her of his enlightenment with which she will attain eternal life and ever lasting happiness where there will be no destruction or death. \( \pi s\rho w \), refers to the commendation said by the angle named \( \pi s\rho w \) in praise of the virtues of the rational soul and the commendation she said in praise of him. So our interpretation is not contrary to the rabbis belief which says

\( \pi s\rho w \) is one of the names of God. This is to say that He himself is named by this name to indicate that He had made him privileged with this rank and status, as the rabbis said " his name as his master's". Thus this Song is the teachings of the active intellect about the rational soul and the teaching of the rational soul about the active intellect.

"Let him kiss me with kisses of his mouth"

6 According to our own interpretation, the rational soul has resembles the attainment of enlightenment from the active intellect to \( \pi \sigma \eta \pi \lambda \pi \nu \) because of the pleasure gained by two lips through which knowledge is communicated from the teacher to the learner. Such is the pleasure of the rational soul where she resembled the attainment of her knowledge from the active intellect together with the pleasure she gained out of it to the enjoyment of the lover in kissing his beloved, as it was said
"he kisses the lips that answered rightly". 

So she informed us that she values this kind of pleasure to a degree similar to the value of kisses for the desiring soul. Though the object to which comparison is made usually greater than the object of comparison itself but here the object of comparison is greater than its comparator. This is because she wanted to explain the unknown by means of the known and to make it equally known. Though in actual fact there is no resemblance or comparison between the two of them since one is mortal soon while the other everlasting. Even if there is any resemblance between the two of them it is but very faint. As for it is added here for the purpose of turning those conceived matters which she gained into actually intelligible matters, similar to those separated from matter where the intellect, the rational and the intelligible are one.

"I am black but comely"

According to our own interpretation it is the rational soul addressing the active intellect telling him about the reason of her imperfection and about her inability to reach the stage of those souls separated from matter. This is because she was completely absorbed in the material world and was attached the indulgence of the bodily. Such misdeed and impurity had impeded her way and thus was her intention in saying "the sun blackened me" which a designation for the desires of the body and pain and suffering they inflict upon the souls following them.

Chapter III

"By night on my bed I sought him whom my soul loves
I sought him but I found him not"
According to our view of interpretation it is the rational soul speaking and using the term $\text{םווש} \text{נש}$ in reference to the time when she was attached to the body and mixed with the darkness of hayuli. She resembled that darkness to darkness of night where it is impossible to catch sight and where sight is not clear without the help of a lamp. In a similar manner is "my state" when attached to the body. "I am" in darkness and unable to realize any truth apart from that light reaching "me" from the active intellect and with what reached me of his light. I wanted that my conceived matter to become refined and able to conceive that which conceived by by spiritual simple souls; those which are free of matters. But I was unable to achieve that. She has repeated $\text{דכפ} \text{לשה} \text{דכפ} \text{לשה}$ twice because she had made two requests; the first is to be able to acquire intelligible matters and the second is to attain the status of intellects; those separated from matter. But she was unable to achieve that, therefore she said $\text{דכפ} \text{לשה} \text{דכפ} \text{לשה}$. Also it possible that $\text{דכפ} \text{לשה}$ and $\text{דכפ} \text{לשה}$ were used in reference to the time when she was ignorant, paying no attention to the acquisition of enlightenment from the active intellect. So she was unable to gain conscious perception and was therefore left with blind insight as she was idle to follow her pursuit. As the rabbis say in the connection "If a man says to you I laboured but did not find, do not believe; if he says I did not labour but I did find do not believe; but if he says I have laboured and I have have found, this do believe" Therefore $\text{דכפ} \text{לשה} \text{דכפ} \text{לשה} \text{דכפ} \text{לשה}$, means that every request which is not accompanied by zeal and determination, apart from being attached to the leeches of the body, is but futile.

"I will rise now and go about the city in the streets, in the broadways
I will seek him whom my soul loves"
According to our view of interpretation the rational soul used the term ם"ע in reference to the body as it is said "a little city and few men in it" 1. As for א"ה, she used this term in reference to arteries and veins. ח"צ is used in reference to sensory organs; the heart, the brain, and the liver together with their subordinates among body organs. She searched these organs and their activities and found that they are concerned with the well being of the body. She asked them to help her to attain the utmost of her wishes, her lover; the intellect. But she found nothing with them upon which she can rely to reach her aim and to fulfil her wish because their attention is concerned with the well being of the body which consist of nothing but dark substance.

"Scarce had eye past from them, I found him whom my soul loves
I held him...... until I brought him into my mother's house"

According to our own interpretation this is to tell that the rational soul took into account the activities of the body organs as well its guiding forces.[...]. When she knew that their only purpose is to look after the well being of the body, she realized the reason behind this; unless she discard them she would not achieve her purpose.[...]. As for רא"ש, it refers to her force which led her to see his light [intellect] and to establish with him contact which is the source of her life in the other world and the source of happiness for her like the mother who is the source of life in this world.

Chapter V

" I sleep but my heart is a wake"
According to our own interpretation, it is the rational soul addressing the active intellect telling him that though I was asleep at the time I was attached to the body due to my need for it in this world, however my heart was awake; thus prepared me to learn from the active intellect. Until I became ready and able to serve him. With his dazzling light upon me I became aware of the fact that sheer goodness is acquired from him only through love by fulfilling his will and be guided by his light. When he knew that from me he made me capable and granted me of his abundance and enlightened my insight until I was able to comprehend him. To me he is like the sun giving light to the sense of sight with which we can see it (the sun). Likewise, with the help of the light he granted me I shall be able to comprehend him. Later he commended her with four epithets; my dove, my friend, my sister, my perfect one, this is because of the nobility and goodness he found in her. [...] and we have to say here that with those four epithets he meant to refer to four among the forces of the soul, namely thought, recollection, imagination and desire.

"The watchmen that go about the city found me
They smote me, They wounded me."

[...] According to our own interpretation, ἀγαθὸς and Ἁρμόνιον both used in reference to the forces and is used in reference to the body. ἀγαθὸς, this in reference to forces protecting the body.[......]. Ἁρμόνιον, this in reference to the five senses which bring to their leader in charge, namely the heart, the information gathered by the senses ἄφθονος Ἑρμής meaning they have stopped her and prevented her from acquiring his radiant light and virtues. She resembled their cruel behaviour to the utmost pain she felt. Like amputation which causes separation, so they caused the separation between me and my lover.
"What is thy beloved more than any other beloved"

73

[.....] According to our own interpretation This is the subordinates of the rational soul answering her or ,[there is an] another meaning in this connection, it is in reference to souls who had been delivered from the depth of darkness and where separated from the bodies answering the rational soul, who is still attached to the body, wanting to know whether what she had received of his light is as much as she is longing for.

"My beloved is white and ruddy"

73

[.....] According to our own interpretation it is the rational soul disclosing to her companions the perfect characteristics of the active intellect whom she loved only through her knowledge of him and experience. She described him with two attributes אסא מים נקבת אסא מים. As for מים, this is to describe his essence as being free of matter. As for אסא, this to indicate his sublimity and his highly elevated state.

"his head is as the most fine gold
his locks are black as raven"

74

According to our own interpretation, the rational soul has used אסא מים in her description of the active intellect because of his pure dazzling light. Also, this is to indicate that those intelligible matters which she acquired from him are as clear as pure gold. In addition to their perfection and originality they are also beautiful for the rational soul to decorate herself with.
"His mouth is most sweet
he is altogether lovely"

According to our own interpretation, the ration soul is telling that the teachings she received from the active intellect is sweet, pleasant, popular and as a whole it is noble. [...] later she said... where she placed... before... to tell that at the beginning she was in love with him, later when she was enlightened by the abundance of his light he became aware of her excellence and thus he became as... to her after he was... So, that which he granted her earlier was out of generosity towards her while later it was an undertaking upon him to grant her from his light because she was worthy of it. So she placed... first because the purpose has been achieved.

Chapter VII

"Return, return Shulamith
Return, that we may look upon thee"

According to our own interpretation, the active intellect is addressing the rational soul, commanding her not to be over indulgent in following her own desires and the desires of the body [...]. This is in reference to his uninterrupted care for her and to his perpetual flow of light on her if she will follow his path and will abandon desires. For this reason he placed the rational soul in a position where she would always be able to receive his will. [...] As for... this is in reference to her addressing the active intellect, meaning [I] have reached the standard you required in so far as submission to your will and as for perfection [I] have reached the utmost degree. As for... meaning my painful suffering to repress the desires of the body through the potential [I] acquired through your enlightenment and through the knowledge
I acquired from your guidance; These are my support against desire as I have to fulfil my obligation towards you.

"I am my beloved and his desire is unto me
Come my beloved let us go to the fields."

[...]. According to our own interpretation, this is in reference to the rational soul being passionately in love with active intellect for the enlightenment he bestowed upon her. She was aware that the knowledge she is yet to acquire is more than that which she has already obtained. She would not reach the state of perfection unless she is able to dispense with her organs, and she is unable to achieve this for as long as she imprisoned in the body. She used \( \pi\tau\omega \) in reference to separation from the body since there is no matter upper most in her mind than this and nothing shall prevent her achieving it. Thus she tells that by separation from the body I shall have the advantage of becoming attached to [you] and following [your] pursuit which is my purpose, my wish and my aim. But for as long as I am imprisoned within the body depending upon its organs, I shall enjoy only little of its pleasures in a degree only sufficient for living; this is because I need my organs as long I am attached to the body. This explains the words \( \nu\tau\omega\tau\nu\pi\gamma\varepsilon\alpha\zeta\zeta \) to indicate that wishing for a union with you cannot be achieved unless I abandon worldly pleasures and life luxuries with all its delight as enjoyed by city dwellers. Thus I should adjust my self by the type of life led by villagers who had abandoned the luxuries of life.

Chapter VIII
"Oh that you were as my brother
that sucked the breast of my mother"
according to our own interpretation, the rational soul declared her love for the active intellect and wished that his abundance would flow upon her for ever with a perpetual link similar to that between true brothers whose relationship has no disparity on both sides; father and mother. By these words she indicated that the forces of her body are following her example in abandoning desires.

"Who is this coming up from the wilderness leaning upon her beloved"  

According to our own interpretation, the active intellect is addressing the rational soul telling her that [you] have acquired perfect knowledge. This has become obvious since you have dispensed with your organs and become separated from the body within which you were imprisoned. Therefore you have reached the stage where there no barrier between you and me. Perhaps he meant that the eminent and the exalted stage she had accomplished as a result of renouncing the desires of the body had made her feel as if she had dispensed with her organs and departed from the body; she was like being in the desert. Though she was attached to the organs she felt and imagined herself as separated from it. As for this is in reference to her separation from the organs of the body which is like the isolation of desert dwellers from the rest of the people. Thus how the rational soul was brought up to observe which is in accordance to his words "from the prey, my son, you are gone up", meaning you were brought up upon the prey. as for this is in reference to renouncing the desires of her organs. As a result she was favoured and was drawn nearer to God almighty who is because she obeyed his orders and accepted his advice to follow whatever instructions she receive from him, as he said "take heed of him and hearken unto his voice, be not rebellious against him".

"Set me as a seal upon your heart
as a seal upon your arm"

113

According to our own inward interpretation, it is the rational soul addressing the active intellect since she has become worthy in his eyes, as mentioned previously, therefore she is entitled to his care and attention and he should devote his heart entirely to her love without distraction. So if she was ١٠٨٣٨٨٢٠٧٠٠٠٧٠٠, he would not be involved with any one else other than her and if she was as a bracelet on his arm, his endowment would be under her control. This is also a witty remark to the effect of his love upon her which left her so thin to the extent that he could, if he wishes, place her as a seal upon his arm. Such remark is similar to the poet's idea of thinness as expressed in the following verses:

113 "Love had left me with emaciated body
easily slips through the eyeball of a sleeping soul
but hardly catching his attention
The ring that once belong to me
now I can, if I wish, roll it as a belt around my waist".

[.....], later, she added telling him while she suffered emanciation during the times of rejection and separation, she also suffered emanciation during the times of union but, this time, because of her passionate love for him. Thus her unique way of description is much more profound than the description of the poet. As for "Love is as strong as death", this is to say that it is as hard as death which separates the soul from the body; so does your love which separated me from the desire of the body which can only be achieved by great effort and suffering. As for "Jealousy is cruel as grave", this is to say that she is jealous and concerned for him as she does not want to be separated from him. Later she indicated that her love for him stands for the love of God to the effect that she should upheld his advice and observe his words in the revealed book and act
accordingly. Thus \textit{גַּלֶּלֶתָו} is used in relation to God almighty indicating her love for him.

"We have a little sister

If she be a wall, we will built upon her a torrent of silver"

\[ 116 \]

[.....]. According to our own interpretation, this is the view of the active intellect in relation to the rational soul. He describes her as \textit{גַּלֶּלֶת} because she followed his path and was anxious to be elevated to a high rank where she would become aware of the truth which she wished to attain only for his sake. Thus there is an affinity between both of them as the poet said:

"If we are of different descent

good breeding, instead of a mother

shall bring us together".

So when she wish to be in the same rank as his, he fulfilled her sought for desire and thus he said \textit{נָחַ֑לֹּלֶת}. But he described her as \textit{נָחַ֑לֹּלֶת} because she is nor as perfect as he is. She is little only in comparison to him rather than in the absolute sense of the word, as said " and God made two great lights"\textsuperscript{1} which is in comparison to the stars. [.....]. As for "Wall", this is

\[ 117 \]

used in reference to the rational soul in acquiring logical truth which enlightened her insight. It is also in reference to her acquisition of grace and righteous virtues. These qualities shall protect her from damage and shall grant her eternal happiness without being destroyed by death; resembling the fence which protect those under its shelter. [.....], he resembled the state she is in to silver for its beauty and receptivity to colours thus placing her in the highest state of purity and beauty.

"I am a wall

and my breast like the tower thereof"

\[ 119 \]

According to our inward interpretation, the rational soul replies
to the active intellect telling him about her eminent virtues and her righteous conduct by following his path and avoiding the desires of the body. Or, perhaps she used 'wall' in reference to wisdom and the intelligible matters which she had acquired since they will shield her against damage and save her from annihilation. She used 'breast' in reference to the rational force because it looked after her and provided for her, enabling her to follow virtuous paths.

Epilogue

Perhaps someone somewhere who is of poor knowledge and perception, deficient in judgment will refute and criticize our [my] interpretation of this eminent book and the all the views and statements of philosophers mentioned together with examples form Arabic language and poetic verses which we included in. Such people may reject and prohibit publicly this interpretation on the assumption that we have committed an act of slander. Let the ignorant, the wheedless and then hypocrite know that the sages were already engaged in introducing interpretation of similar nature.
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 WebDriver: introduction

WebDriver is an open-source Java-based application programming interface (API) that allows automating or traversing a web page.

It is used to automate web applications for testing purposes. WebDriver provides a way to interact with web applications programmatically.

The primary objective of WebDriver is to standardize the way different browsers are tested. It provides a single interface for all major browsers.

WebDriver supports various programming languages like Java, Python, Ruby, and .NET.

Key Features of WebDriver:

1. Cross-Browser Compatibility: WebDriver supports all major browsers, including Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, and Safari.
2. Standards-Based: It follows the Selenium WebDriver standard, which defines a protocol for remote control of web browsers.
3. Cross-Language Support: WebDriver is supported in multiple languages, making it easier to integrate into different development environments.
4. Test Automation: It allows for the automation of web applications, which is crucial for testing.
5. Programmable: It allows developers to script different scenarios and test cases.

Examples of using WebDriver:

1. Testing Web Applications: WebDriver can be used to test web applications by automating user interactions with the web page.
2. Browser Compatibility Testing: It can be used to test different browsers and operating systems to ensure compatibility.
3. UI Testing: WebDriver can be used for UI testing to ensure that the web application's interface is functional and user-friendly.

In summary, WebDriver is a powerful tool for automating web applications, which is crucial for testing and ensuring the quality of web applications.

References:


For more information, visit the official WebDriver documentation at https://webdriver.io.
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5. אומד ח"ה בכסה ובטל הוראתה, ואוראייתך איה את אחד לבד ומצפה belang ידיעתיך. ומי שיעור, ומשום שאין לי כלום, אומד ח"ה בכסה ובטל הוראתה. בין אם זה, או אם לא זה, אומד ח"ה בכסה ובטל הוראתה, ומשום שאין לי כלום, אומד ח"ה בכסה ובטל הוראתה, ומשום שאין לי כלום, אומד ח"ה בכסה ובטל הוראה.
אלה זה יɾסיבס ℹה חותם התנה מתינת מטוע נל קראי ℹבrene במזע לא שחריר יɾסיבס ℹנבע על אנב יברט ביעז אלא יɾסיבס.

אל חאתן.
הסודת הלאומית

א. מהו הרעיון המרכזי של "הסודת הלאומית"? האם עשוי Jaguars לא/objective outreach be advantageous to Jaguars in their dispersal or migration? השער ריקי ל- Jaguars: הם לומדים את הסודת הלאומית.}

ב. איך sẵnינים Jaguars את הסודת הלאומית? האם עשוי Jaguars ל- Jaguars be advantageous to Jaguars in their dispersal or migration? השער ריקי ל- Jaguars: הם לומדים את הסודת הלאומית.}

ג. מהו כוח הסודת הלאומית ל- Jaguars? האם עשוי Jaguars be advantageous to Jaguars in their dispersal or migration? השער ריקי ל- Jaguars: הם לומדים את הסודת הלאומית.}

ד. جنيه המושג "הסודת הלאומית" ל- Jaguars. האם עשוי Jaguars be advantageous to Jaguars in their dispersal or migration? השער ריקי ל- Jaguars: הם לומדים את הסודת הלאומית.}

ה. desarrollar la habilidad de los Jaguars en su dispersión o migración. ¿Es beneficioso para los Jaguars desarrollar la habilidad de los Jaguars en su dispersión o migración? No existe un desarrollo razonable para los Jaguars: ellos aprenden la habilidad de los Jaguars.
בחלק אً鹡יא تعدה בך 버ב קודה סהמ תודלות ילהוד ואואר פוי אלמלוע
10довקדקה בך התנוהד תעבד בהוא איצלאמה לע ית טום פוי שעבוד י;display
בגלל פוי הארץ לאריאל הבחרת פניהם אלפי אפרת יראש זלאט ודקל אהבה
פוי ארחיאל לודלות פנו אא אאנח בעבירות פוי אלפריאי לודלות פוי אראות
בכזה התבועות פן ילאבקו אם הקולן והן לא קוצרה יהו קדש דית ציוהשכ פוי
ם הקולן והן בדקר
15תעליו ומי התבעählt פן את אראי פושר איובאש ואלאפיאטקה פן ילאפק יכ предоставля
וסלקה לע אאנח תוכל מצפרת מבכלה ורקמה לש אלאף שבראשך פון ילאפיאטקה
הפריאק ילאפיאטקה ברות bada מצפונה הש פורווה פוי אלפריאט תחיה לא נחצבו פון יביובון
ליבן פון יליד ATTACK לוחמא פון יבאפסיאיה לאלנס פון ילאפיאטקה
쁘נאםה ה沧州 תוכל פון ילאפיאטקה נגון יבאה פון ילאפיאטקה
30 работа תביאו לאריאל כדאיאת והן תביאו לאריאל ב狲ו ואראה מבכר אפשיאיה ילאפיאטקה
עבודה תביאו לאריאל כדאיאת והן תביאו לאריאל ב сынוא אפשיאיה ילאפיאטקה
וזאלאפיאטקה בברק יפ דקמא אלאפיאטקה מ פון אלניאו תעלי ידו אלתפארים יבו דוד
בקלוטה ניאב לש אראיאל ילאפיאטקה ילאפיאטקה
35דוגמה הנסכ לוחצא לה לעתק תחוש פון צול ליגול תחל ויהו קולן תח תulance
תעלי ומי התבעלה לע תחוש פון צול ליגול תחל ויהו קולן תח תulance
35榜样 הנסכ לוחצא לה לעתק תחוש פון צול ליגול תחל ויהו קולן תח תulance
40榜样 הנסכ לוחצא לה לעתק תחוש פון צול ליגול תחל ויהו קולן תח תulance
זאלאפיאטקה בברק יפ דקמא אלאפיאטקה מ פון אלניאו תעלי ידו אלתפארים יבו דוד
בקלוטה ניאב לש אראיאל ילאפיאטקה ילאפיאטקה
45榜样 הנסכ לוחצא לה לעתק תחוש פון צול ליגול תחל ויהו קולן תח ת诔enze
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